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Plea For Food At Bellevue $ Store
By Deserted 15-Year Old
Mother Of 4 Said Beaten

Highest Ever For Negro

(Owen Scores
First In P.O.
Promoted To
Vehicle Supt.
William F. Owen, who had been superintendent
of the George Lee Postal Station since Oct., 1956, has
been promoted to superintendent of Motor Vehicle
Operation, the highest U.S. Postal position ever held
by a Negro in Memphis. He started on his new job
April 1.
*- His duties include supervis- after graduating, he taught
tg and administrating the en- public school in Proctor, Ark.
ire motor vehicles under U.S. for one year. In 1947 he became
Postal regulation for the City a letter carrier, working out of
A Memphis. He will head a DeSoto Station. A year later he
!orce of approximately 55 men was transferred to McKellar
and approximately 308 vehicles, Station. On March 1, 1955 he
with offices at the Vehicle was promoted to clerk-in-charge
ifaintenance Facilities at 169 at DeSoto Station in the outgoing-mail unit. Eight months
F. Virginia ave.
Owen started In postal serv- later he was promoted to foreice as a mail oandler at the man of mail at the Days StaDeSoto Station 20 years ago, tion. It was in October 1956
the second year after graduat- he was promoted to superining from LeMoyne college with tendent at the George Lee Sta(See OWEN, Page 2)
'honors' in 1936. Immediately
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SOMETHING IN COMMON—
Promoted: The trio are postal workers with many years
of service. All of them were
promoted last week. Right.
Left: William "Bull" Owen
was promoted to Superintendent of Motor Vehicle Op.

A deserted, pregnant wife, and
mother of four small hungry
children, sent up a plea for food.
shelter and clothing, after her
plight was called to the atten.
lion of the Tri-State Defender
earlier this week.
The mother, Mrs. Thelma
Webb. 24, told a reporter of this
newspaper that she did not
have a permanent address, food
or clothing for herself or children. During the interview with
her, she was staying temporarily with a sister, Mrs. Mattie
Johnson, 1413 S. Main at., who
was about to be evicted by the
Landlord for the non-payment of
rent. Mrs. Johnson said she was
unable to assist her sister because her husband is without
employment and their condition
is destitute.
Mrs. Webb, who is threemonths pregnant, said she was
eration: Arnett Willis be- Theodore Jackson replaced deserted by her husband. Melcame assistant superintend- Owens as superintendent of
(See PLEA, Page 2)
ent at George Lee Station. Lee Station.

AMEMinimum Salary Last Week
Good One
Fund In Full Swing For Race

Accuse Lad
Of Stealing
A 15-year-old lad, accused of shoplifting at a
store on S. Bellevue Blvd. the Saturday before Easter,
"was beaten by two white men in the store after he
attempted to escape," according to reports of eye-

witnesses.
The lad was identified as
Charles Reynolds of 972 Saxon
at. The witnesses said the lad
started to leave Kent Dollar
Store, one of a chain located
at 1169 S Bellevue blvd. when
a man rushed up, grabbed the
lad and started to punch and
pound on him. Later, one of
the men was identified as
Tommy Chandler, an employee
of the store.
The lad was accompanied by
a younger brother, Robert Earl
Reynolds, 14, who was not
bothered. Charles was held
until policemen arrived who
carried him to Juvenile Court.
His hearing was scheduled for
this week.

Witnesses said that they saw
the policemen kick the lad before putting him into squad
car No. 74.
The younger brother said
that Charles nad made some
purchases, but had taken a
pair of socks. Mother of the
lad Mrs Rosa Mae Reynolds
said she was not at home when
the incident occurred.
Witnesses became disturbed
at the beating the lad received "despite tho fact that
he was not resisting."
Manager of the store, Bill
Bentley, told the Tri-State Defender he was not at the store
during the episode.

By THADDEUS T. STOKES dreams." Dr. Jackson hastened
A historic step was taken by to add "but we are on the
Last week was a joyous one
the African Methodist Episcopal right path."
for Negroes in the Bluff City
1310816114 Ter April 1 when the First pastor to receive a sup. when
members 01 their eJrn•
church's Minimum Salary de- plement check under the new
munity were recommended for
partment mailed approximate- financing program was Rev.
posts with the various branches
ly $300,000 to nearly 1,000 pas- II. L. Parks, jr., of Shelbyville,
of the city government.
tors as a supplement to certain Tenn., who is pastor or WoodIndeed, it seemed as though
classification of Methodist min- fort AME church. He drove to
an all-out "Negro Week" had LeMoyne College's annual The Honors Convocation, at
isters receiving less than $3,000 the Minimum Salary headquarjust, suddenly, been thrust on Spring Festival, scheduled for which time scholarships, awards
a year as salzry from the ters at 434 Lacy ave., in MemMemphis populace. Need- April 17-21, opens with a lecture and prizes are announced, is
church at which they pastor. phis, which is nearly 225 miles the
less to say, the recommenda- on the life of Richard Wright by scheduled for Tuesday morning.
This is the first time in the
(See AME, Page 2)
tions had been long overdue.
Dr. Blyden Jackson of Southern April 18, at 8:30 in Bruce Hall.
history of America that any
It started off with Negroes at- University and closes with an Dr. Floyd L. Bass, dean of the
Negro church group has estabtending First Methodist church organ concert by the Bill Thom- colltge, will preside.
lished a minimum salary deon Good Friday without inci- son Duo.
partment to supplement the
The LeMoyne Players, under
dent. Then came the proposed
"below average income" of its
Dr. Jackson, professor of Eng- the direction of Miss Elsie E.
assignment of Ben L. Hooks,
ministers.
lish at Southern U., Baton Van Ness, will present the three.
(See WEEK, Page 2)
Dr. H. Ralph Jackson, who
Rouge, La., will discuss the col- act drama. "Ladies in Retireheads the national office of the
orful life of the late authcr, ment," Wednesday night, April
AME church's Minimum salary
Richard Wright, at a 10-30 as- 19, at 8:30 in Bruce. The stuIn Memphis, Tenn., said "this The University of Tennessee
sembly in Bruce Hall, Monday dent cast will consist! of June
department was created after Medical School has enrolled its
morning, April 17.
Hughes, Mildred Walker, Gloria
a long, painstaking and exhaus- first Negro student, according
The closing feature of the Braxton, Robert Nelson, Mary
tive study had been made of to reports received at the Tri
festival will offer the Bill Thom- Perkins, Leverda Bradford and
the economic level of the min- State Defender, The student was
son Duo in Bruce Hall, Friday Ruthie Hunt.
istry of our church. Volumes identified as Alvin Crawford of
night, April 21, at 8:30. Thom- A Faculty Talent Show, sponof information have been com- 675 Marechal Neil at.
son on the organ and Howard sored by the Pm-Alumni Club
piled during the last four years. He started classes, according
G. Oliver, percussionist, will of the college, will be presented
FIRST TO RECEIVE a check historic those for the AME of St. Andrews AME church,
He went on to say "the De- to report, on March 24. Crawplay classics along with t h e Friday morning, April 2/, at
the
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Memphis
a
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Salary
church are,
under the Minimum
partment of Minimum salary, ford, a graduate
modern interpretation of popu- 10:30 in Bruce.
Supplement program of the Jackson, who heads the new- board. On the right is Rev. officially created by the Gen- high school, attended Meharry
lar music.
Insurance
Life
Universal
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Dr. Jackson's lecture on
administrain
Johnson,
M.
department
Ezra
created
entering
HilRev.
College
was
Medical
ly
before
AME church
eral Conference, meeting in Los
LeMoyne's Modern Dance
nary Lee Parks, Jr., second church, Rev. Martin, pastor the assistant to Dr. Jackson. Angeles, Calif., in May 1960, the University of Tennessee Company's regular monthly Group, under the direction of April 17 will be through the
was
courtesy of LeMoyne's English
from right. Witnessing the
did not pretend that it had dis- Medical School. He is a brother program for its personnel
by Miss Lucinda Edwards, will Department.
covered all of the answers. . of Robert Crawford, jr., who highlighted by an address
Monday
recital
dance
a
stage
president
in fact, we are yet a long way was an outstanding football Dr. C. L. Dinkins,
Dr. Clifton H. Johnson, genre- night, April 17, at 8:30 in Bruce
removed from the accomplish- player at Melrose high school of the Owen Jr. college,
eral chairman of the festival,
students:
these
featuring
Hall,
cently.
ment of our initial desires and a few years ago.
said three outstanding pictures
Dr. Dinkins spoke of Religion Jo Ann Mayo, Mae Dee Wil- will be shown during the week
Floyd
Jones.
Bettye
liams,
CommuniA
As
and Education
in the Lecture Hall. They'll
ty Responsibility. He pointed Weakley, Monetha Reeves, Mar- probably be shown Tuesday,
out some important factors tha Wilson, Telitha Caviness, Wednesday ono Thursday, April
concerning education and re- Lizzie Patterson, Phyllis Smith,
18-20.
ligion in the community. He Sophia Brown, Earline Houston,
Rooseespecially noted the link be- Madelyn McKinney, Minerva The pictures are: The
Paradise
tween education and cultural Boyee, Bettye Brandon and velt Story, Children of
and Nights of Cabiris.
By BURLEIGH HINES, JR.
NEGROES BEHIND the it was segregated. Whites hunt attaining, pointing out the im- Barbara Hall.
attainment
cultural
a
at
their
ed
of
portance
eggs
home
private
in
upturn
business
seemingly
during the last few weeks, many per "Stay away from downtown"
With the
movement were overjoyed to and the Negroes hunted their in the community
sons will endeavor to rehash their old ideas of Investing In businesses and
Dr. Dinkins pointed out to
learn that the department store eggs at LeMoyne college.
going into business for themselves.
sales fell off recently after a NEGROES WERE advised to the Universalites the usefulperiod of gain. The movement keep pressuring desegregation ness and significant part our
But you won't find 3 sizeable
museums contrinumber of Negroes declaring that fable hack into his face. from a Negro bank s..ch as the leaders feel that quite likely demonstrations in Chattanooga, libraries and
of citithemselves eligible for enter- (If you don't know who these Tri - State Bank because it the actions in Mississippi over Tenn., last week. Negroes have bute to the education
zens.
ing business Not even those should take stock in yourself) would probably be more sym- the past week will strengthen been urged to apply for jobs
unChoir
College
The Owen
With considerable capital to men are then perhaps you pathetic to your needs, by no the Memphis Negroes into fol- as switchboard operators and
der the direction of Mrs. DorAnother tangible that may means are other banks back- lowing the group's recommensnake a 50-50 venture.
pole climbers. Do we have any othy Grai;am furnished the
Negroes, sadly enough, aren't deter a Negro, or anyone for ward when it comes to a good dations in the future. Scone Ne- of those in Memphis?
music.
too prone to ..ake a chance on that matter, on a business ven- business f"cal.
groes are adopting the attitude
entering busirt.ss
Maybe it ture, is capital. This excuse, CASE IN POINT
"If the Negroes in Mississippi
stems from being afraid to perhaps, is the most substan- Let us take a case in point can do what the' did for human
take a chance—an old inhibi- tial. But even this has its outs. where a Negro in a particular dignity, then the least we can
tion thoroughly ingrained from The Negro in Memphis, the business could have avoided de is go along with our own
slavery days — or he's Just one who has prepared himself embarrassment for the Negro NAACP."
for a future by training in a community. The auto industry. WHEN A FRAYSER white
afraid, period
in the world?
We have a winner, or rather
But this is a new day and specific field, has excellent Last year there was an autogirl declared that she had seen SAVANNAH, Ga. — (UPI) —
we have FIVE winners. The 2. The Women's Junior Leanow, even Negroes are talking outlets for acquiring capital. n.obile show given in Memphis.
man
Negro
leading
a white Eight Negroes were fined or
a
money will be divided among
gue is how old? -1 years,
There are several hanks in Negroes were excluded from
about a "New Frontier."
child into woods last week, Ne- given jail terms in connection
the five. giving each a $5 share
Memphis just ready to lend the proceedings and the show
59, 60, 61, 62, (circle one)
NO EXCUSE NOW
if it was only with St. Patrick's Day racial
wondered,
groes
in the booty. The fist winners 3. Exactly where did Jesus
itself. Negroes got together and
Many years ago a Negro had money to 'good risks."
the child's imagination at work, disturbances, but Negroes conwere Mrs. a.. M. Rose of 3308
a good excuse for not starting WRONG IDEA ABOUT BANKS wailed loud and dear shout why the man had to be a Nestart His firr public teachtinued their downtown sit-in
Norton rd., Willie Belle WhitMany ,iaople get the wrong the injustices, which it NAL
a business. He had readying?
said
Police
the
child's
gro?
demonstrations.
son of 233-A Decatur, McCann
made-procrastination - excuses idea when it comes to banks. But what would have happen- imagination
of
was
probably Six of the Negroes appearing
L. Reid of 1756 LaPaloma at., 4, Who rebuilt the walls
for anyone who doubted his They think these institutions ed if a Negro had owned a car
Jerusalem?
by a school poster before City Judge Columbus E.
Apt. 2; Vernon Edwards of
initiative. But no more. Ne- are simply there to hoard lot, even a used car lot? The prompted
circulated warning against child Alexander were ordered to pay
748 E. Georgia ave. and Mrs. 5. When and where was Jack
groes can't blame it on a lack money. When, actually, just ordeal never would have hapmolesters. We wonder, does the $25 fines or serve 30 days in SUCCUMBS — Madame B. F. Mary L. Banks of 311 Joubert
Pear born?
of educational opportunity be- the opposite is true. The bank pened.
school poster depict a colored Jail on conviction of unlawful McCleave, noted musk teach- ave. Congratulations to the
Correct answers to these
This is only a prime enamcause even the University of Is only too glad to lend money
leading a white child into assembly charges.
questions will be found on page
er of Memphis died last Moe- winners.
Georgia has Integrated now. to people with sound proposi- pie of how Negroes, if econom- man
woods?
, Now to this week'r questions. 14 of next week's paper. Now
Sit-in demonstrations, mean- day In a Weal hospital. Fume
He can't say even after the tions and reasonable collateral. ically secure with their own the
education — he won't get a This is the way banks make businesses and training to back AN EASTER EGG hunt was while, were renewed on an ac- al arrangements were 1111COrrl• The Jackpot. goes back to $5 get to it and see 1 you can win
chance to prove himself. Men mouey. The only wry. They it up could demand equality given for white and Negro celerated basis in the downtown plete at press time. Mrs. Me- for this week. But remember, that $5 Jackpot awaiting the
handicapped childien last week area. Negro students, out of Cleave had contributed much $.5 is added to the jackpot each correct answers. Look on page
like Robert Weaver, Carl T. must invest. Why not make it and get it.
Along with the sit-ins there by the Shelby County Chapter, school for the Easter holidays, to the Memphis scene in the week that the questions are 14 for the answers to last
Rsiwan, E. Frederick Morrow, you they invest in?
week's cash quiz ,which five
Ted Poston, Andrew Hatcher While it might be more feas- should alas be more "buy-ins" Tennessee Society for Crippled sat in at lunch counters in way of concerta and encourag• missed
lag local talent.
1. What is the lest river readers solved.
Children and Adults. NOirally, groups of six to eight.
,nd many others would throw ible I get information on loans and "Martins."

LeMoyne Spring
Festival April 17
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With Sit-Ins, Negroes
Should Initiate'Buy-Ins
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Dems,GOP
Fight Over
III. Courts •

Owen
Continued From Page

NEW BUS ROUTE - Charlie
Walton, president of the
Barksdale and Edmondson
Street Civic club, along with
officers of the club, is shown
boarding the 17-Glenview bus,
that has Just added their
neighborhood to its route.
The bus now runs on Castelia

Hon which had just been built.
Thus, he was the station's first
superintendent.
WHY P.O.?
When Owens was asked why
he chose to make a career in
postal service he replied: "I SPRINGFIELD, Ill. -(UPI)
came out of college on the tail - Democrats and Republicans
end of the depression of the have set up a showdown clash
with diflos. At that time teaching on judicial reform
iidn't pay much. So I decided ferent proposals to the General
Assembly.
enter postal service."
Republican leaders introducDuring his college career
constitutional
proposed
Owens piled up an impressive ed
record for himself in sports. amendments supported by the
lie was named "All American" Illinois and Chicago Bar AssoIn 1935 for his feats on the ciations which would completefootball field as a half-back. As ly change the method of selecta "forward" on the college's ing judges in the State, while
basketball team he was chosen Democrats also introduced a
"All Southern" two seasons sweeping reform proposal that
would, however, retain the pres1935-36.
ent system of selection of
During World War II he servjudges.
ed 18 months as a coxswain in
the U.S. Navy during the time Action on two controversial
(1944) had begun to integrate bills was deferred in separate
crews. During boot training at committee hearings.
the Great Lakes, he was select- MINIMUM WAGE
A proposal to set a St an
ed "Honor Man."
wage in the
Owens and his wife, Mrs. hour minimum
Addie Owens is executive di- state was heard by the House
rector of the Vance Avenue Committee on Industry and LaBranch YWCA. They are the bor. R. G. Soderstrom, presiparents of a daughter, Miss dent of the Illinois AFL-C10,
Angela Owens, who is a junior testified that the bill was "modat Spelman college in Atlanta, est and conservative" and that
Ga.; and a son, William J., jr., it "now has so many exempfive. The Owens live at 1247 S. tions that I can't see how anyone could object to it.
Parkway East.
JACKSON REPLACES OWENS Another bill before the House
Theodore R. Jackson, who Judiciary Committee that would
had been assistant superinten- require judges to inform jurors
dent at Lee Station, since it of possible parole dates before
opened, was promoted to su- they pass sentence was shunted
to a subcommittee.
perintendent. He started in
The bill, introduced by Rep.
postal work 38 years ago as a
carrier at the Main Post Of- Edwin McGowan, R-Harvey,
was a direct outgrowth of the
fice.
recent Chester Weger case at
Later he was transferred to
Ottawa, where jury members
the Parcel Post section at the
indicated they hadn't known the ,
Post Office Garage. In 1034 he
of parole before passing"
was transferred *.o Crosstown effect
Station. Five years later he sentence.
was sent back to the Main of- In another action, the Senate
fice and worked there until he passed a bill which would alaccepted his position at George low the extension of coverage
in the event of additional fedLee Station.
eral aid to children of needy
Jackson said he went into
unemployed persons.
postal work because it was one
of the best jobs available to
Negroes in Memphis then. A
graduate of Kortrecht high
school, his first job was as a
bell boy at Gayoso hotel. He
worked there about a year beGrambling college choir of
fore going in postal service at
Grambling, La. will be presentthe age of 21.
ed in concert at Owen college's
Jackson and his wife, Mrs.
Roger Williams hall auditorium,
Willie Dean Jackson, who is
April 5, 8 p.m.
employed at the LeMoyne
The 47-voice choir is directed
Gardens Housing Project, are
the parents of three daughters, by Robert E. Williams, head
Mrs. Beverly Hawkins of Day- of the music department at the
ton, Ohio; Mrs. Bean Broome school.
The program is sponsored by
of Detroit, and Mrs. Edwinor
Geraldine Elliby of Washing- Owen college as a public servton, D.C. The Jackson live at ice to the community. All choir
societies, glee clubs and chore
1348 S. Parkway East.
uses are urged to be present
WILLIS PROMOTED
Arnett N. Willis. who has to hear this group which has
seen 36 years of service in the won national acclaim.

at. The club had campaigned Lynn and Mr. Walton.-(Pholong for the change. From to by Robert Morris)
left are Robert Brown, Sam

Jim Crow Foe Loses Appeal

Washington Lois King. Anita and Marilyn
Ann
JACKSON, Miss. -(UPI) - roll at all-white Mississippi BIRTHDAY AND platter par- Patricia
ty was held at the Hanley (standing front). Their guests are daughters of Mr. and Mrs.
The Mississippi Supreme Court Southern College,
classmates. I Robert Washington, jr., of
former
Street Community Center re- were
unanimously upheld the burg- Thecourt rejected an argucently in honor of Scott sis- Honorary guests were their 1879 Person ave. You can see
GENTRY'S
seven-year
ana
conviction
lary
ment that Negroes were sys- ters, Anita Eloise and Mari- teachers, Mrs. Mollie Long, by the happy faces that It
sentence of Clyde Kennard, a tematically excluded from the lyn Eilene and their cousin, Mrs. Viola O'Neil and Mrs. was a joyous Party.
Negro who once tried to en. Forrest County Circuit Court
ceive a check under the new
jury which convicted Kennard
program was Rev. J. J. Jones
Experienced Operators
ANNUAL PROGRAM
''The fact that Negroes were
of Jonesboro, Ark., where he
Call For Appointment
The Walker Avenue School
WH 8-9272
pastors St. Paul AME church.
not included in a particular
Continued From Page 1
Continued From Page 1
will present its annual spring
1124 Mississippi Blvd.
Rev. Jones and his wife, Mrs.
jury is not enough to establish
yin
Webb, 26, in Chicago, Ill..
program, "An Evening of ConEva Jewel Jones, also came
northeast of Memphis.
to the headquarters to accept about two months ago. She said
cert, Sunday, April 9. It will that there was actual discrim- FIRST PASTOR
"after he deserted me, I returnbe held in the school auditor- ination because of race," it After being given the privi- the supplement check.
ed to Memphis, my native
said.
receive
to
has
pastor
first
58-year-old
the
The
being
of
lege
5 p.m. to 7 p.m.
GREENLAND HEIGHTS ium from
spent 21 years in the ministry home, because I had lived there
Much planning has gone into Kennard, a Forrest County a supplement under the historic
only six months. Therefore, I
METHODIST
yet "he has not ever pastored
was
who
Parks,
Rev.
venture,
the affair which is being spon- chicken farmer, was charged in
was not eligible for any kind
rehas
he
where
church
a
at
and
907 So. Parkway
wife
his
by
accompanied
the
burglary of five sacks of
sored by the P.T.A. It will conceived as much as 63,000 a year of public welfare aid. My husALLAN FERGUSON AGENCY
sist of songs and dances by the chicken feed from a Hatties- 13-month-old son, said:
mother, who was kind
in salary. He and his wife are band's
gratitude
deepest
with
am
"I
store.
FA
burg
Realtors
7-5678
students of the school.
the parents of a son, J. J. to me and the children, gave
Minimun
of
Department
the
to
514 So. Highland
me enough money to return to
Mrs. A. M. Young is the
Salary for being the first to re- Jones, jr., who is stationed in Memphis."
president. Miss P. Brooks is
ceive the initial minimun sal- Vandenberg, Calif., with t h e
She continued 'When I was
the chairman and Mrs. M. Anary fund. It is with deep hu- U. S. Air Force.
mility that I accept this un- Dr. Jackson, who was the about to return to Memphis
derson is the acting principal.
merited honor. 'Tis true that former pastor of St. Andrews somebody in Chicago stole most
•
God has blessed African Metho- AME churct. here before be- of my and the children's cloth•SPENCER CORSETIERE•
dism in this forward step in coming the first to head the ing. We don't hardly have a
lece's blessed relief(FM torturer of vaginal •Mrs. Emma R. Green •
providing substantial salaries newly created department in change.
eczema
and
rash
SKI.. rectal itch, chafing,
782 David St.
throughout the connection for the church, said "a man of this When asked about applying
-with in limning new scientific formula •
LANACANE. This fast.ecting, stein.
her under paid, yet qualified type is entitled to a decent for ADC nere, Mrs. Webb rePhone FA 4-2525
Jive medicated creme kills harmful bacteria
living if he is making such a plied: "I was given a surplusministry.
erms while it soothes raw, Irritated and
Registered Spencer Corsetiere
nbreed skin tissue. Stops scratching-so "
He continued, "I can only sacrifice. That is the way the food order last week. I will be
111
Individual Designer
heeling. Don't suffer another minute.
hope that I may be able as Minimum Salary department given an interview by the welLANACANE today at all drug SIMS.•Spencer Foundation & Bra •
fare agency here April 10. In
the years come and go give came into existence."
Mail In Your News
•Appointrnents-Home Visits-0
Before accepting his pastor- the meantime, she is without
the church of Allen (he had
Invited
Stories To The
reference to Richard Allen, the ate in Jonesboro recently, Rev. food or shelter.
ir••I••••
West Mrs. Webb said she married
work. Jones had pastored in
founder) a full day's
DURHAM
While I am aware of the fact Memphis, Ark., at Marianna her husband in Memphis seven
STEEL FOLDING
that the department is an in- and Pine Bluff, Ark.
years ago. The children are
CHAIRS
fant in development, I am hop- 5 CLASSES
Doris Jean, 6, Melvilyn 4, Carol
Modern Design.
ing that a fading dream h a s Dr. Jackson said, after pre- Ann 3, and Melvin, jr., five
Handsome Sone.'
tore. Russel Con
really become a present hope senting Rev. Jones with a sup- months.
236 South Wellington
V •r•
etruetloa.
for the reality of the future plement check, "he is repreDurable.
Post Office Box 311
when it shall reach its full and sentative of the largest group
complete development."
for which the department was HAYES RECOVERING
d up
50
and
Rev. Parks entered the min- created. For 21 years he has Taylor H. Haynes, manager
CONTACT US
of the Hayes &
istry nine years ago after grad- been living on the charge."
FOR VOLUME PRICES
;on 7 uneral
248 Vance-JA 7-9320
Tennessee State
CAN YOU USE
uating from
exto
on
went
Jackson
Dr.
BERNATSKY BROS.
Ada university in Nashville, plain the five classes of minis- some, is report5005. Main St. - JA 5-0888
Memphis, Tennessee
MORE
Tenn. He is the son of a minis- ters who will qualify for the 'd improving at
Memphis. Tenn.
Kennedy V e t
ter, Rev. H. L. Parks, Sr., pas- supplement:
tor of Trinity AME church in 1. Class A: Full-time pastors er an Hospital
where he was
Louisville, Ky.
laving traveled eight consecu- taken after sufPost Office was promoted to
McGowan-Williams Appliance & Furniture Service
Rev. Parks, jr., is married to
(ROUND FLOOR
tive years. Any ordained elder fering a 'stroke'
at
superintendent
assistant
the former Miss Mary Eliza- holding a college degree from
STERIEK BUILDING
Upholstering - Draperies - Shp Covers
He had worked on
Station.
Lee
namis
son
Their
Kansas
in
Lawson.
beth
while
'WHIR! la:irS IlMs VOL/
a seminary and shall have
Antiques
Gil PatIERINTIAI
H. Hayes Route 17 out of the Main Post
ed Hilliary Lee Parks, II.
traveled at least one year as City on a busi- T.
All Work Guaranteed
SCWICU
Office for 25 years He started
week.
last
trip,
ness
SECOND MINISTER
sill-time pastor.
JA "52
734 Vance
Continued From Page 1
working at the Main Post Ofreto
minister
second
The
2. Class b: Itinerant elders
fice as a carrier in 1926. Five erudite young Negro lawyer and
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is going were to consider where
By BETTYE SANDERS
IN THE SHADOWS OF THE team, will be
laughing
at
Ever so often today, you it came from.
FIGHT stands Tom Lee Park Herman Upshaw's misfortunate
,.equested
has
The NAACP
hear such statements from There is not much contrast
at the end of Beale Street on at the laundra-mat, but his
the Department of State to re- adults as. "I wonder what in in the situation because, as it
possibly
the banks of ,the big muddy breakdowns
could
AssociaBar
Atlanta
the
quire
the world is going to happen to is said, history repeats itself
Mississippi river. The beautiful come more frequent and of
tion to "give public assurance" the younger generation of to- and there is nothing said that
riverside parks has been de- wider consequence during basethere will be no segregated day?" or "I wonder where the has not been said before. If
segregated for a number of ball season.
of Younger generation of today is the adults envolved in this sitwhen Secretary
seating
years. Only the other day we FINALLY, THERE WAS A
State Dean Rusk addresses the going?" It would be of much uation were to recollect, the
were passing by and saw a WINNER to the Cash Quiz. We
lawyers' group there on April advantage if those who are same things were said of their
group of white women having had begun to think that all of
20.
wondering what is going to generation when it was consida picnic there. Who thinks in the people in Memphis were
In a letter to Secretary Rusk, happen to the younger gener- ered the "younger generation,"
terms of the park being es- stumped by one poor little Quiz
March 21, NAACP Executive ation of today were to consider and of the generation before
Master, who is not an employee
tablished for Negroes only.?
Secretary Roy Wilkins said he what happened to the younger that.
WILLARD BELL astutely re- of this newspaper. However,.
the, Negro community and a generation of their day and if All of these things are said
lated the difference between when we start thinking that the
"surprising number of white those who are wondering where because adjustment to new cuspretty
was a
practicing medicine with and Quiz Master
citizens" were disturbed over the younger generation of today toms and ideas doesn't come
without the benefit of a license. smart person, in came two —
the "persistent report that your
so easy for those who have
Now we wish he would point out all correct — answers.
address . . . before the Atlanta
been accustomed to other ones
the difference in pay.
Bac Association will he to a
which were quite different to
WHAT A FEAST! . . The
segregated audience."
the ones they are now encounJAYCEES put on another one of
Mr. Wilkins noted that the
tered with. You can take the
those regularly monthly feeds at
Atlanta Bar Association is to be
customs away from the people,
Tony's Inn last Tuesday night,
held in the Biltmore Hotel
but you can't take the people
We are told that the members
which was the scene of a mediaway from the customs. The
ate the food so thoroughly until
cal conference at which seversante as was with yesterday's
the only thing left were teeth.
al Negro physicians in attendyounger generation is also with
prints in the bottom of the
ance were arrested when they
today's younger generation.
plates. Say fellows . . was the
for
themselves
lunpresented
food that delicious. Or were you
OFF THEIR ROCKER
cheon in between sessions of
that hungry? We are told that
Some adults es en go so far
the
meeting.
medical
Porter
Tea.
PTA's animal
Jee Atkins and Ben Branch
as to think that teenagers of
new cures
Ness' causes and
"We cannot imagine a more Sunday, April 9. 4-6 p. tn. in the today are "off their rocker" bepicked up the tab.
mark recent studies of backdisastrous blow to Ilw image cafeteria, will benefit needed
DOWN COMES the two old
cause, as they put it, "They act
of the United States which audio-visual aids for the school. peculiar!" This assumption;
wings of Collins Chapel hospital ache, one of man's oldest ad-,
your Secretaryship is seeking The theme
which was located immediately ments.
"Let Our PTA Tea— along with others of its sort, ii
to project in the present world
behind the new building at 409 1 Of the 24 million cases of
To
Us
Help
See," has aroused undoubtedly due to tit- lack of
wrote,
situation,"
Wilkins
Mr.
Ayers Ave. One was built in backaches in America today,
"than an address by the Secre- a great deal of interest among understanding between t h
1910.
states an article in the April AND IT'S ALIVE, TOO— chicken, hamster and a lit- mats. His parents are in show tary of State himself to a pro- the students and faculty who adults and teenagers of today
TO CHURCH ON EASTER
of Mr. business His father Is a cab fessional society meeting withon the ideas and customs of
issue of Coronet Magazine, Darrell Williams, 10, makes zard. Darrell, the son
have been promised a television our times.
MORNING will go a number of
a hobby (ugh) of keeping and Mrs. Lawrence Williams driver when the family is not in the United States in which
set and an opaque machine.
blind persons, Each year at this about 10 per cent are caused by and looking after such things of 1254 Kerr, is a fourth working in the business. Dar"lt's not what you do, but
the participants are separated
time members of the JAYCEES psychological stresses. Your as the above.
It's a rat. grade student at Ilamilton. rell, for all his friends (?) is in seating according to race In keeping with the modern how you do it' is a statement
volunteer their automobiles and boss, your job or any other psy- Other animals the prospec- Ile said he has been biten by very much like all other and color."
trend of education, these items that should he of utmost sigtime to carry all blind persons chological annoyance can cause tive botanist has picked up snakes, etc. His bent for the youngsters. He still likes a
are desired to extend class- nificance to the adults as well
at
to and from church, who wish
bathroom
the
in
on
light
he
when
of today
in his roamings are seven unusual was started
backache.
room teaching beyond the al- as to the teenagers
photo)
transportation. We congratulate a
(Withers
night.
heand
carnival
snakes, a parakeet, baby visited a
concerning the contrast in the
ready
available
the following JAYCEES for this Another new and widespread
sources.
anithe
in
interested
same
generations of youth when cons
noble deed: Patrolman Elmo cause, says Coronet, is coecy
W. F. Williamson, chairman troversy arises. There is nothtypewriting test) was adminisBerkley, chairman of the pro- godynia, or, more picturesqueand the committees are busy ing wrong with endeavoring to
tered by Miss D. E. Todd of
ject; Rufus Jones, Sam Qualls, ly, "TV Bottom." Dr. Wilford
completing plans for this fund- change an adults or a teenBooker T. Washington and Mrs.
president of the organization,
agers opinion concerning the
Marjorie Ulen of Manassas.
raising event.
Major Haywood, Wililiam Wil- L. Cooper of Lexington, Kencustoms and ideas of today's
The contest is sponsored by the
Mrs. Chaistine D. Hill, PTA younger generation, it's only
Garrison, Ben tucky claims that most TV
let, Curtis
Memphis Business Teachers
Braoch, Clarence Fitzgerald watchers sit with poor posture,
president, is urging the general how you do it.
association which consists of
and Joe Atkins.
their
in
slumped
or
twisted
public to attend and lend finan- There are many different
teachbusiness
administration
WHAT WILL THEY CALL
chairs.
ers of city high schools. Con- The 18th annual United Ne- cial support through a souvenir ways in which you may underIT? ... If the Southern Student
new,
Many
non-surgical The first and second place Winning third place was test chairman was Mrs. Eliza- gro College Fund opens this program of patrons and adver- take to change another's opinMovement to breakdown racial
ion on any thing, but none of
of Carver, beth Romby of Lester high week in major cities across the tising.
segregation in public restau- treatments are now available winners of the 1961 annual city- Richard Smith
included Alice Ma' school. Chairman of t h e country, Bruce Barton, nation- A. It. Owen; Jr., principal, them will be successful unless
rants is called sit-ins, what will for backache sufferers. Coronet wide typewriting contest were Runners-up
states that this traditional event you remember these two keythe move to breakdown segrega- notes a drug called carisopro- 1 two co-eds from Douglass High rie Kirk, Manassas. fourth; awards was Miss Rose Robin- al campaign chairman, an- at Porter Junior high school words and use them — tact and
T. son of Booker T. Washington. nounced here today.
tion in public restrooms be call- dol. It is obtainable on prescrip- school. First place was won by Lois McGowan of Booker
has benefited educational needs courtesy — for they spell suced? Somebody tell -us in a hur- tion only and has been tested as Gerceda Mitchell, second place Washington, fifth; Joyce General chairman of the asso- "It is my privilege to work of the school for many years. cess.
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participants from seven city Miller of Carver, eighth; Jo They also toured the modern will use this money for practiScratching is dangerous! It may lead to infectiont
MISS WILLIE MAE WOODS, Maintain correct postur e.
high schools which included Ann Rose of Booker T. Wash- school.
cal things — scholarships for Scratching of itching eczema, bled skin feel good again. Millions,
a waitress at Harlem House No. standing erect when walking,
Booker T. Washington, Manas- ington, ninth; and Samuel Tip- Awards will be presented win- talented
students,
science pimples or rashes can disfigure hav• found blessed relief with
6. puffed out like a balloon keeping feet flat on the floor
sas. Douglass, Hamilton, Car- pett of Melrose, 10th.
ners. Certificates will be given equipment and hetterk salaries skin and cause infection. If you Palmer's "Skin Success" Ointafter her doctor gave her a when sitting. 2. Avoid high
went fast, dependable relief from ment. Prov• it yourself. Feel
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Interphone has been
Hamilton Monument Co.
observing while speaking at Rev. T. R. Buckner at 11 microphone in the house and Farm
6-4885
JA.
1318 Poplar Street
the barn, or other work area, thoroughly tested on farms and
o'clock in the morning.
the forum.
No. Little Rock, Ark.
A. MITCHELL
Theme of the celebration and a special outdoor loudspeak- is now available to all Southern
WHERE DID THEY SHOP
customers.
—
for Easter? We don't know, but will be "Loyalty." A short er-microphone in the barnyard. Bell
ask the NAACP . . . better yet, talk on the theme is expected
Starts Tomorrow!
Morris,
Charlie
by
given
be
to
Nelson,
Earline
ask Misses
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deposit
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will not call the name of the
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Baptist Churches Overseas
Baptized 31,107 Last Year

30th Mark
For Choir

The 30th Anniversary of the
Marie Johnson Choir of Collins
Chapel CME church, 678 WashOverseas churches related to 389,138 persons; youth organi- Fourteen orphanages cared ington Ave., will be celebrated
Southern Baptist mission work zations, 115,715; Women's Mis- for 216 boys and girls; an old during a program Sunday,
report a record 31,107 baptisms sionary Unions, 127,510; Broth- folks' home provided for 26 April 9, according to an anduring 1960, an increase of 2,- erhoods, 4,802; and Vacation people; and nine good will cen- nouncement by Mrs. Mildred
879 over 1959. These brought Bible schools, 142,716.
ters enrolled 3,029 children and McNeely, chairman of the program.
church membership to 452,975. Radio evangelism was wide- 1,044 adults.
of
Nazareth,
Jesus
the
bitterness
to
our
day
and
"Ye seek
The number of churches in- ly used by Baptists in Latin Seventeen publishing centers The program is scheduled to
16:6)
time.
here.
(Mark
Where
many
people
have
not
He Is
creased by 130 to total 3,399, America; several groups in the printed 167,818 Bibles, 4,171,520 get underway at 3:30 p.m. The
Sir if thou bath borne Him gone to find Jesus they have
and missions by 190 to total Orient began or expanded copies of 233 periodicals, 710,- celebration will consist mainly
hence, tell me where thou bast failed to find him. Each day of
6,522. Contributions through the radio work; and the Nigerian 304 copies of 198 books, and of musical numbers.
laid Him and 1 will take Him our lives, each action we have,
churches and missions amount- Baptist Convention launched a 14,838,599 copies of 305 tracts. Mrs. Lucille Taylor is ptesi.
and each utterance we make
away. (John 20:15)
ed to $3,262,290.30, an increase radio and television ministry "Advance in foreign missions dent of the choir. Mrs. Jimmie
so
reveal
Jesus
to
someone.
of more than $1,000,000 over the In the Eastern and Western calls for sending and maintain- McCulley is publicity chairman.
A few days ago a little boy
year before, Sixty-four per Regions of its country.
was sent to Sunday School. He We are told in John that the
ing an enlarging missionary Rev. D. S. Cunningham is pascent of the churches were self- Last
year 1,023
was given a nickel to Jesus. Word became flesh and dwelt
Baptist staff and cultivating all types tor of the church.
the
gave
supporting.
schools
return
he
among
us.
Today
the
Word
must
overseas enrolled a of work on mission fields,"
Upon his
LeMOYNITES ADVISED — lie Is shown here with three
This information is recorded total of 159,352 students. In- Dr. Baker J. Cauthen, execunic./el back to his mother and once again become flesh and Dr. William G. Pollard, execu- of LeMoyne's science and
dwell among us. Everyone with tive director of the Oak Ridge math majors. Left to right: in the Southern Baptist Foreign cluded were 37 theological tive secretary of the Foreign be strengthened and expandsaid, "He was not there!"
This boy was like many peo- whom we come in contact must Institute of Nuclear Studies, Frank Cole, Dr. Pollard, Rose Mission Board s 1960 report, a schools, with 1,378 students; Mission Board, said in his in- ed."
ple living in the day of Jesus see in us a challenge to want lectured on "The Origin of Marie Ward and Rufus San- compilation of figures and four women's training schoolst troduction to the annual report. During 1960 the Foreign Misfacts from the 45 countries and with 275; 26 colleges and
and even our own day — we to live better and nobler. We the Universe" during his re- ders.
The Board has set a goal of sion Board appointed missionterritories where Southern Bap- teacher training institutes, with 160 missionary appointments aries for work in two additional
expect to find Jesus where we are the Flesh that today is cent visit to LeMoyne college.
tist missionaries serve. The 8,828; 84 secondary sehools, in 1961 os it presses toward its countries, Liberia and Guam,
have put Him. On Easter Sun- God's challenging point to make
annual report will be presented with 22,349; 701 elementary long-range objective of having stationed a missionary couple
day morning this woman went people reach out for the better
to the Southern Baptist Con- schools, with 116,734; 162 kin- 2,000 missionaries under ap- in Portugual as fraternal repto the tomb looking for Jesus. life.
You can image how she felt We live in a day when quanvention when it meets in St. dergartens, with 9,326; and pointment by the close of 1964. resentatives to Portugual BapLouis, Mo., in May.
when she was told that He was tity of living is foremost. We
nine other schools, with 462. On "The urgency of the mission- tists, and voted to seek a
English-speaking
The Foreign Mission Board the faculties were 299 mission- ary task across the world in- couple for
Dot there. How tragic it must must move to a day where
be for us to wake up one day quality is foremost. The sole
appointed 137 missionaries dur- aries and 5,347 nationals.
creases each day," Dr. Cau- work in Germany. Then at the
and find that Jesus is not where salvation of today's living is
'rig 1960 for a net gain of 99, Eighteen hospitals and 72 then continued. "We must bring end of the year the Board forwrapped up in the fact that all
We left Him.
bringing the staff at the end clinics and dispensaries treated to this enterprise not only re- mally transferred responsibiliIn many instances in fact, that we do people will see first
of the year to 1.480 — 623 men, 286,907 patients. These were sources in terms of lives and ty for Baptist work in Hawaii
"Science
knows
of
no
special
the
scientist,
"mark
only
a
opin us — a Christian and the
far too many instances we
631 married women, and 226 staffed by 55 missionary phy- money but increasing spiritual to the Hawaii Baptist Convenerate with Jesus on the basis other things will become sec- white race," says Dr. George minor group of the European single women.
sicians, 78 national physicians, power through
prayer and tion, although some missionof our conveniences. We put ondary. Unfortunately for many F. Carter, professor of . geog- or Mediterranean race. This ENROLLED MANY
60
missionary
nurses,
249
nafaith.
Work
must
be extended aries are remaining in the isHim where we can go and get of us the things that should be raphy at Johns Hopkins Uni- kind of man is distributed all Sunday schools sponsored by tional nurses, 25 other mission- into many lands we have not lands on loan and financial aid
Him as soon as it is convenient. secondary have become pri- versity, Baltimore, in the April around the Mediterranean Sea. the overseas Baptist churches aries, and 1,100 other nationals. yet entered and work which is continuing on a gradually
This is true in far too many mary and those that should be issue of The Sign, national In color it varies from the fair and missions in 1960 enrolled THE CARED FOR
has begun in many fields must decreasing basis.
become Catholic magazine, published skin of northwest Europeans,
primary
have
gases.
through the olive brown skins
In the life of this boy it was secondary. This is true to here,
most tragic that in his search the extent that instead Dr. Carter, formerly Curator of the Mediterraneans, to the
people
seeing
us
as of Anthropology at San Diego dark brown skins of the Ethiotor Jesus in his Sunday School of
char.
be failed to find Jesus. This lit- Christians they see us as in- Museum of Man, and author of pions. Yet all people have
tle boy — full of enthusiasm set tellectuals, economic figures, or "Pleistocene Man at San Di- acteristics that show that, unbut to go to school and see social beings. The whole idea ego," presents scientific views der this variable coloring, they
Jesus. Maybe he was looking of Christianity is secondary in on race which The Sign de- belong to one race So, there
for the wrong thing. This is the much of our thinking and not scribes as "in harmony with just isn't a white race."
only have we put our Jesus in the Catholic Church's teaching He affirms, as a scientist,
ease of many of us.
In all probability this woman a tomb to be there until we on the basic unity of mankind: that 'all different groups of
had been up all night. This was find it convenient to go back that every man originates with people had a common ancesone of the longest nights she and get Him but we have al- the same Creator, is descended try." Nor does he find any conhad ever endured. Her anxious lowed ourselves to grow minus from common parents and is flict between the theory of
DOES YOUR CHURCH NEED—
moments dragged by slowly. the influence of Him. Then called to a common destiny in evolution and the creation of
DOES YOUR GROIN NEEDtells
by
God.
''Scripture
man
life
everlasting
with
God."
preswhen
people
come
in
our
so
She waited for day-break
that she could go and anoint ence they go back home with- "Scientists," says Dr. Carter, us," Dr. Carter asserts, "that
the body of Jesus. What a great out having seen Jesus. How "make general classifications God formed man out of the
WHATEVER YOUR SEED, THE GROUP SAVING OF QUALITY STAMPS WILL HOW
of groups and speak of them as earth. The theory of evolution
disappointment it must have tragic!
been not to find Jesus in the The little boy went back home distinct "races," for example, seeks to explain how that fortomb. All she had sought to do from Sunday School and said, the Negro, the European, and mation took place over a period
at this point was in vain. Bur- "Mother, Jesus was not there!" the Mongolian. Biologically, of time. The important thing
THE QUALITY STAMP COMPANY AND THE FIRMS WHO GIVE
lened down with the spices and What a sad commentary on our these races are all variations about a man, the thing that
QUALITY STAMPS have special arrangements for groups of stamp
perfumes she had come to put Christianity. I noticed in our of the same human species, the sets him off from the animals,
savers, such as PTA, RELIGIOUS CLUBS AND GROUPS, LADIES
is his possession of a spiritual
the finishing touches on the papers this week a woman human race,
AUXILIARIES, MEN'S CLUBS, etc.
mely of Jesus.
walked twenty-seven miles out "White skins," according to soul."
We can supply LARGE SPECIAL ORDERS for items such as an
Then when she did not find of a thirty-seven journey to get
ORGAN, PIANO, PLAYGROUND EQUIPMENT, CHOIR ROBES, UNIFesus she turned to a man her child out of a hospital beFORMS FOR YOUR GROUP'S TEAMS, etc., or CASH MONIES FOR
whom she took to be the gar- cause none of her neighbors
lener and asked him what dis- had time to take her. How
YOUR TREASURY—when your members POOL THEIR BOOKS OF
position had he made of the can people see Jesus if all of
QUALITY STAMPS and turn them in at one time on behalf of your
liody of Jesus. Today the very our Christians act like this. Oh
organization.
What
how I wish that I could have
!act stares us in the face.
You are cordially invited to contact your nearest Quality Stensp
Save we done with Jesus? It is been in her neighborhood I Palm Sunday marked the be- show is an annual event of the
Redemption Center and let them know what you would like YOUR group
many
of
us
evident
that
very
would have gladly carried her
group. Mrs.
Martha Jean
to obtain. Specific information concerning the availability of the item, the
tave done nothing with Him. to the hospital to get her son. ginning of Holy Week, and at
Steinberg served as narrator
number of books needed, and delivery time, will be gladly obtained for you.
This young boy goes to Sun- I would have been glad to re- Weaver school the day was for the occasion.
Mrs. Cosine
lay School — in hopes of see- affirm her faith once again in observed by the PTA present- Geeter is PTA president.
CONCENTRATE YOUR BUYING WITH FIRMS WHO GM QUALITY !TAMPS:
m, Jesus. Not only did he fail God. I would have been glad ing a "Colorama in Fash- On
Thursday, March 30, a
Jo see Jesus but he failed to to let her see Jesus in me. But ions." A Pre-Easter fashion special assembly was held and
tee anything that resembled you don't have to go to Winstonat this time the faculty,
Jesus. He saw nothing that Salem to let somebody see Jestudent body, and visiting
CORN MEAL DUMPLINGS
would impress upon him to give sus in you, you can do it in
parents witnessed an inspiraYes Madame,
Ins nickel. So when he went your home, neighborhood, on
One
cup Jack Sprat Cream Style
tional program.
Sack home he told his mother your job or wherever you are.
corn meal.
Bright with the April showers and
Rev. E. W. Williamson, pasJesus was not there. This adds You can do it today.
Scalding water
sunshine, gardens are popping up on
tor of Olivet Baptist church
One-half tsp. baking powder
every vacant lot — radishes, onions,
rendered prayer, which was
One-half tsp. salt.
preceeded by a scriptural
and greens are first to make their way
One tsp. chopped chives
reading. Mrs. Zenery H. Shipp
to the supper table. For something difintroduced the speaker for
ferent but odd as the times, try using
Sift together dry ingredients, add
the program who was Rev.
the
most wonderful
meal — Jack
chives, then enough scalding water to
D. S. Cunningham. pastor of
Sprat's cream style corn meal and
make a thick gravy mixture. Spoon
Collins Chapel CME church.
make corn dumplings to serve with
into boiling turnip green liquid; cover
First Baptist Church at 2849 Rev. Cunninham's eloquent
that vegetable dinner tonight. They are
and cook for 15 minutes. Serve with
Broad ave., has completed message will long be rememjust as good when cooked in lamb stew.
GOLD LEAF BAPTIST
vegetables, as bread of the day. Let
derdale is the one that will plans to celebrate its 66th anni- bered by those who heard him.
Conducting revival here at climax the Young Peoples' versary in an "old fashion" He related Jesus' triumphant
me know how yeu like them.
Try them and you will say "so simthe Golden Leaf Baptist church month of activities, there, Sun- way, Sunday, April 9.
ride into Jerusalem, the cruciple but oh, how good!"
Bye for now,
Is one of its own products, day, April 9.
Members will not be able to fixion, and a dramatic climax
Jana Porter
widely known Rev. Cleophus
Rev. Grady Donald, pastor
the
resurrection.
of
Robinson. Rev. Robinson is now of Cane Baptist church of Nash- return to their "Bush Harbor,"
Music for the occasion was
JANA PORTER
pastoring the Bethlehem Mis- ville, will be the principal started many years ago, how- rendered by the Weaver school
sionary Baptist church in St. speaker. Rev. Donald is the I ever, plans call for them to Chorus. Mrs. Grace Naylor
Louis, Mo.
editor of the young people Sun- use some of the old "customs Homer is directress of the
The young dynamic minister day School literature, lie will of yesteryears." Baskets of group.
plans to tour Europe, Asia and be heard at 3 p.m.
food will be brought to the
P. C. Fisher, principal of
Africa.
Miss Aline Sykes is the gen- church and families will feast the school, gave some thought
LAUDERDALE
at the
FIRST BAPT.
together "for the fellowship provoking remarks
Promising to be one of the eral chairman and Miss Cecelia and reunion of the Christian close of the program.
best programs of the year at Mosely is the publicity chair- family," says the publicity
the First Baptist church, Lau- man.
chairman, Mrs. E. Caldwell.
A large crowd, including
High fashlon styling
many old and young former
superbly tailored
— at an economy price!
members of one of the comSHAPIRO-SOUTHERN
munity's olde
chusches, are
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Weaver School Has
Holy Week Program

First Baptist
Plans For
66th Birthday
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CHOIR ROBES

I— This Coupon Is Worth 20 Votes In The
New Tri-State Defender

I

Favorite Churchwoman Contest

expected to attend the celebration,

CONTEST EDITOR, TRI-STATE DEFENDER
238 S. Wellington, Memphis, Tenn.
I am casting twenty (20) votes for the lady whose
name appears below, with the knowledge that:
(1) Each voter may send in as many coupons as he
wishes.
(2) All votes must be in the Defender office by
JUNE 24, 19111

I

UNIFORM COMPANY
31410 MAIN ST
IA 6.5I

Park
Cemetery
T %LENT GALORE was abound on radio station WHIA,
recently, when students from the Rosenwal high school,
Holly springs, Miss., rendered four selections. The show
was the ever popular Big Star of Memphis and the MidSouth Talent program heard each Saturday over the
powerful station. This show gives talent to groups such
as the above and welcomes the chance to give a chorus

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
CUSTOM

TAILORS

BHS
248 Vance Ave.

JA 7-9320

Memphis, Tennessee
"YOUR Company Makes What You Ask For And
Crenter What You Think Of"

The South's Most Beautiful Cemetery
10 Minutes from Downtown Memphis
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or individual a chance. This group performed under the
direction of Mrs. Doris Daily. Prof. Fred Moore Is prin•
cipal of the school This group consists of a girl's glee
club, choir and an octet. Another talented group on the
program was the Wanderers of Tunica Vocational high
school. R. C. Dukes is principal of the school and Mrs.
Lelia Dukes Oahu; the school.
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Students Give

COLORADO SPRINGS
ter The color scheme was
By GEORGE REDDEN
carried out in pink and green
For the sports minded fans, using pink carnations for their
the St. Mary's Pirates won the center piece.
Those pouring Teachers
State Parochial High school were the presidents of the four
championship and the Colorado clubs represented. The tea was
WASHINGTON, D. C. — from ns at
Miles
College.
Springs High school Terrors up- very well represented.
A Civil Service Commission Birmingham, Ala., to 4,765 at
set Greeley High, the perennial
Mr. and Mrs. William C.
representative started April 2 Southern A&M university, Baton
defending champions in the Leaks entertained in their beauon a 8-week tour of 24 predom- Rouge, La. The visits are desemi-final playoffs of the State tiful
home with a birthday T.INC0I.N INSTITUTE, Ky.
inantly Negro colleges to meet signed specifically to (1) conAAA High school tournament party for Mrs. Jane Brown — During the week of March 20with officials and students to vey President Kennedy's peronly to go down to bitter de- The honored guest table was 24 the seniors put forth special
encourage more well-qualified sonal interest in the recruitfeat at the hands of the now decorated with a mederia ta- efforts to show their appreciaNegroes to apply for Federal'ment of well-qualified minority.
champions George Washington ble cloth with yellow
daffo- tion to their teachers. On Monemployment through the merit group people for Federal careers
High of Denver, Colo.
dils and candles for a center day morning each teacher WAS
system.
and (2) discuss with college ofMrs. Laura Mottley, a natiNe piece A delicious dinner was the recipient of a large shiny,
The CSC representative is ficials, faculties, and students
of Colorado Springs died re- Famed. Special guests induct-, red apple. On Tuesday, WednesRoss Clinchy, newly appointed current Federal career opporcently of a sudden heart ail- ed• Mr, and Mrs. Clarence,day, and Thursday some good
special assistant to the execu- tunities as well as the mechanment. Mrs. Mottley was a Simmons, Mr. and Mrs. Marcus,deed was (low for each teachtive director for minority group ic!. of applying for such openmember of the Church of God Green, Mr. and Mrs. George'er.
matters.
ings.
and Christ, Bishop Chester Cephus, Mr. and Mrs. Omie These deeds included washing
The informational and re- MINORITY GROUPS
Morgan, pastor. Mrs. Mottley Lester and others. A delight- chalkboards, giving refreshcruitment trip represents the Later trips will take Clinchy
is survived by two sons, three ful time was had by all.
ments, grading papers, running
first phase of CSC's new pro- to 70 additional colleges with
daughters and twenty - five Notice Please!!t when you'errands and varnishing their
ram to emphasize recruitment heavy minority-group enrollgrandchildren,
two
sisters, have news, church, social, etc., desks.
w, minority-group members in ments throughout the -country.
Mrs. Lorena Banuelos and Mrs. call ME 4-1913.
The week was climaxed on
eping with the intent of the His initial southern-States tour.
Etta Colbert and a brother,
Friday with a Coffee Hour in
THE NORTH CAROL/NA Foundation of St. Levis. The Miss Cella Davidson; (stand- Mr. Bijou Martin, sr., all of
recent Executive order estab- to take place during April and
the afternoon. Teachers sipped
College (Durham) faculty grantees include (seated) ing) Dr. Walter Brown, Rich- Colorado Springs.
lishing the President's "oni- May, follows:
coffee and hot chocolate and
members above were recip- Mrs. Willa Woods Lewis, Miss ard Jones, Dr. I. G. Newton,
mittee on Equal Employment
The Church of God a n d
chatted with co-workers.
TEXAS:
Prairie
View
A&M
KEOKUK
ients of grants for summer Sarah M. Harper, Mrs. Ann William R. Fletcher, Dr. J. Christ, Bishop Chester Morgan,
Opportunity.
— Prairie View; Texas South- school study under a $10,00 Johnson, Mrs. Estelle Mimes, S. Mimes, and Dr. J. N. HughBy M. CULPEPPER
VICE PRESIDENT
pastor, is currently holding reern
—
Houston;
Huston-Tillotson
Mrs. Battle is home after
award made by the Danforth
ley.
Vice President Lyndon B.
vival meeting.
— Austin; St. Philip's — San
Johnson. chairman of the ComOn the sports scene, Marvin spending a few days in Graham
Antonio.
due to the stormy weather that Reese, versatile young athlete hospital.
mittee on Equal Employment
began just before the hour of of Palmer. High school made Mrs. Dixon is much improved
expressed LOUISIANA: Southern U and
Opportunity, has
Lewis tell of her sister "being the opening of the meeting. Ter- the All-State basketball team in St. Joseph hospital. She has
hearty approval of CSC's pro- A&M — Baton Rouge; Dillard LOUISIANA RINGGOLD
gram. In a letter to CSC Chair- — New Orleans, Grambling Col- Since it is impossible for one about the same" in a New Or- rible weather but no serious in- recently as a results of fine been a patient for some time.
juries have been reported thus play shown in the State playoffs Mrs. Birdett h a s returned
man John W. Macy, jr., the lege — Grambling; Xavier Uni- person to occupy two spaces at leans hospital.
home after spending two weeks By MARCUS II, BOULIVARE
Vice President said: "I ap- versity — New Orleans.
the same time, we are not sure Members of Wesley Methodist far, but we are having some held in Denver recently.
prove-heartily of your program FLORIDA: Florida A&M — as to where our Easter Holi- Church are elated over the fact unusual weather. Rain, wind, On the social scene, the Colo- in Des Moines with relatives EAR TRAINING MATERIALS
Conscientious parents will be
for stepping up activity through Tallahassee; Bethune-Cookman days will be spent. We dare not that Dr. Major J. Jones of Stan- thunder, etc. But, in spite of all rado Springs, City Federation and friends.
the colleges. In the course of — Daytona Beach; Edward say just where we would prefer ley Methodist Church, Chatano- the stormy weather etc., "out-of of Colored Women's clubs held Mr. and Mrs. Joney Clay be- amazed what they can do by
this program, I know you will Waters — Jacksonville.
oga, Tenn. will speak in their town visitors" are seemingly their annual reciprocity tea at came members of Pilgrim Rest way of training their children
spending them.
in the development of the speech
emphalize heavily the basic MISSISSIPPI: Alcorn A&M — Happy faces met us when we church meetings here this week enjoying our capital city in spite the Colorado Recreation ('en- Baptist church last Sunday.
sounds. Children learn to talk
policy tit' this Administration." Lorman; Mississippi Industrial drove up to the home of Mr. during their 7:30 P. M. serv- of the rainy weather.
by listening, that is. training
"It is that no man should be — Holly Springs; Rust College and Mrs. C. Purnell, after we ices. Many, many members and
their ears to discriminate beSprings; Tougaloo
denied because of race, creed. — Holly
had learned that they would be friends of Wesley are planning
tween the different consonant
color or national origin the Southern Christian — Tougaloo. allowed to bring their little son and looking forward to attendCORDELE
ht to work in government ALABAMA: Alabama State —
Funeral services for Lucious and vowel sounds.
By RENA LOCKETT
ing the services and hearing OGDEN
Orleans
hoshome
from
a
New
ployment or on Federal con- Montgomery; Tuskegee — TusCobb were held at Shady Grove I recommended for parents;
this
distinguished
minister
pital. We do hope he is better.
The New Zion Baptist church, Mr. and Mrs. Sam Jackson Baptist church with Rev, J. S. SP E ECH CORRECTION
acts in positions for which he kegee; Alabama A&M — Norspeak several times.
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attendtreatment
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Lockett
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by
LISTENING
and
Embry Chapel A.M.E.!
THROUGH
'Tripp officiating.
is qualified ..." He added that mal; Miles College — BirmMembers of the East Baton
of Louisiana's best hospitals
were guests at Pilgrim Bap- ed services at Eberneezer Bap- Mose Ross continues ill.
Bryng Bryngelson and Elaine
the "efforts that you make to ingham.
Rouge
Retired
Teacher
organisince being ill, now for several
tist church, Salt Lake City, tist church in Vienna last SunMikalson, published by Scott,
end discrimination will have GEORGIA: Atlanta U. — Atgetting the best zation met in the beautiful home Sunday afternoon, January 19 day.
Foresman and Company, 3145
the full backing of the Admin- lanta; Morehouse — Atlanta; months. He is
of
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B.
Moore
and
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a
Piedmont Road, Northeast, AtClark — Atlanta; Morris Brown attention possible. There is so very interesting, help-session to help celebrate Rev. and Mrs. Josie Pryor and Mrs.
istration . . ."
lanta, Georgia; price $1.90
Clinchy's tour will cover col- — Atlanta; Spelman College — much illness among our friends. Monday morning. One of the Mrs. L. D. Williams' fourth Lucy Poole attended services
This is a teacher's resource
Letters from Miss Louise E. pleasant surprises of the meet- anniversary as pastor of the,at County Line Baptist church
leges ranging in enrollment Atlanta.
church.
Choirs from bothl last Sunday.
TALLAHASSEE — Scholar- book containing a program of
Int; was the presence of Mrs.
churches sang, and Rev. Ben- Mrs. Helen Scott has return- ship aid up to $600 per student stories and games for retrainE. N. Maberry, former teach- jamin
J. Washington gave the ed to her home in Trenton, N. for 1961-62 school year will be ing children with articulatory
er in Southern University, but
sermon.
J., after visiting here with her given Florida A & M university problems.
now making her home in Los
Rev. Nolan Jones, jr. is home mother, Mrs. Addic Poole, who students who earn an all "A" A set of—pbonograph records
Angeles, California.
with this
average for both semesters of suitable for using
So many calls and so many on leave from the Marines, is ill.
mammal, may be secured from
personal conversations about stationed at Ocean Springs, Mrs. Jessie Shorter Is home the current school year.
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Materials,
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the beautiful flowers around California, prior to going to from Crisp County hospital.
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is
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homes on our street. The many
Mrs. Bythia Miller of Monte- dent George W. Gore Jr. dur- 19, California.
compliments make for much In the Marines. He preached cello, Fla., has returned home ing founders' weekend observ- READERS: Upon request
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at
Emhappiness among those of us
after visiting her sister, Mrs. ance just concluded on the cam- Easter speeches will be prepus as a challenge to the stu- pared. For my pamphlet on
who like blooming flowers so bry Chapel on Sunday morn- Mary Ford, who is ill.
ing January 19, 1961.
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sis on scholastic attainment.
We are so glad to see Mrs.
enaddressed long business
at Crisp County hospital.
Bettie K. Johnson back home Shakespeare were in Pubelo, Funeral services for Sebron Dr. Gore, tvho was recently velope to Dr. Marcus II. Bout.
Colo,
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from her trip to Baldwin where
Duncan were held at Gethse- elected president of the Associ- ware, Fla. A. & M. University.
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ill, but she is said to be some
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far from well.
Mrs. Charlie May Putmon is fee to students who make all
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Civil
Rights
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The meeting of the Board Of
"A's" the semester following
Directors of The Bludon Orphan- of Utah is still holding meetthe one in which they earned a
D. C. — The
ings,
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to
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something
age was not largely attended,
four point or "straight A" aver- WASHINGTON,
Lawson, a leaddone about civil rights in Utah.
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Tenn, stuPlease attend these meetings
have carried a minimum of 12 er in the Nashville,
movement, will
and see what can be done to ROCKY MOUNT, N. C. — semester hours
for each semea• dent "sit-in"
help your race.
deliver the third annual GandRev. K. P. Battle, state presi- ter.
BATESVILLE
Mrs. Lena White is your re.I
in memorial lecture at Howard
dent, Improved Benevolent And HONOR STUDENTS
Mrs. G. Wafford of Jones- porter.
11.
Protective Order of Elks of the Sixteen students earned all university, Tuesday, April
boro Is a patient at St. Bernard
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The Missionary Society met Sunrise services were held The newly-appointed director plishment netted them exemp"The Measure of a Movement,"
, TOWARD A CAREER—Mrs. Young, of Washington, D. C. Homemaking Institute at Ben- Friday evening at Bethel AME at all churches in the city immediately set out to make the tion from paying the $75 per Lawson will evaluate tho gains
Roberta F. Cottman, physical a sophomore, during individ- nett College last week. Mrs. church. Rev. W. J. Daniel is Easter Sunday morning and Order felt, in this area. An ex- semester registration fee. This and accomplishments of nontherapist of Detroit, Michigan, nal career consultation which Cottman is a Bennett grad. pastor.
worship services were well at- tensive program will be outlined fee will be increased to $90 for violent methods of protest in
at the
Mrs. Mamie Flemmy and her tended all day.
has rapt attention of Miss Mae was a part of 35th annual UAW.
forthcoming
annual the 1961-62 school year.
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Hard Work! Still Its Reward

By NAT D. WILLIAMS
MILITANCY PAYS ... NOWADAYS
By this time this article
reaches the ...eader's eye, it is
safe to assume that Atty. B. L.
Hooks' recommendation for appointment as an assistant publie defender will have been confirmed,
The appointment of a Negro to
that position makes history in
Memphis. No Negro has held
such an official position before.
And the selection of Mr. Hooks
as a trail-blazer is something
of an odd coincidence of conorpyhioaf the
fIlooromkistyfawmitihly thien hmisetm

legal guidance and justification
for the efforts at self-expression and protest that local Negroes desire.
The struggle for self-expression, dignity, and recognition
as equal humans beings is world
wide among the darker peoples
of the world. Some of the most
dramatic voices of current history are the voices of those who
are speaking for these awakening darker peoples. The young
Memphis Negro lawyers serve
as such "voices" for the local
segment of the moving darker
peoples. They represent a "new
in the
we
eadway"
;draaeiantetw
araeya earl
d

"The
fashion,'
and tak
platform
standing
ket cost
marked
nature •
America
Keepin
Wanted

They were William Owens, who was
Years ago a youngster could start
working as an office boy for a corn- promoted to Superintendent of Motor Attorney Hooks' grandmoth- Traditionally, especially in
most the South, the Negro's chief
pany with the idea of someday becom- Vehicle Operation, after serving as er was one of Memphis
haveaebreveend pnraehalchearasd.
e aeenher
oleuatdsetarnsdiin gthecueltaurrlayl and,a.civic Thespokepsrm
PostLee
George
the
of
superintendent
board,
the
of
chairman
ing president or
t900 She
in
won distinction as a teacher of wrought well. But the demands
Those days are rapidly passing for the al Station since it was first opened
a
WI
youngsteryoungster who doesn't qualify himself October 1956; Theodore R. Jackson, music. She was a leader in the of changing times call for ad.
the freedom
along
help
ditional
delinquenjuvenile
curb
to
fight
with a formal education. However, it is who has served as assistant superintend- cy among local Negro youth. front.
,
1
4
•• eve e ,m7'
4Ferendeer
ent at the station for a similar period Her name and personality be- The increasing number of Nestill being done.
,er• -11r- .7- •
who
law,
in
trained
are
groes
discipline
for
synonyms
came
superintendto
promoted
was
.
104;plok
•
'f4
time,
of
jobs
their
on
started
Three men, who
for Negroes all over Memphis. wittier.; to "let down their bucArlo,
A
when they were not much more than ent, and Arnett N. Willis who had serv- She was a "first" in her field. kets" ift the South is a sign that
__r.
Main
the
from
carrier
postal
a
as
ed
might
the need for help is being anyoungsters, can attest that one
m
Hooks' father has
as swered.
not become president of the company Post Office on Route 17 for 25 years, enjoyed a national reputationlong
in the leadernor chairman of the board, but it is still was named assistant superintendent at one of the best photographers Also, traditional
in the business . . . . particu- ship of Negroes in the South
Station.
These
Lee
job.
a
on
hard
beneficial to work
larly in the specialized field of has been the Negro school
We hope that these promotions will photographing Negroes, where teachers and principals of
three men did not start as office boys
on their jobs. However, they did start at serve as a shining example to many of a multiplicity of colours of vary. schools. They, too, wrought well,
cthuarte: and performed yeoman services.
ing htaodegset m knee fLoadh ap ip
jobs lower than what they were elevat- our youngsters who spent too much hard
The services of the preacher
The
ed to last week.
time trying to figure out a way to do graphic Studies are a "first" and the teacher are still of
The three started as mail carriers as little as possible on jobs ... complete_ in the area of photographing great moment in the Negro's
progressive struggle for full
Negroes.
from 20 to 38 years ago. Each worked ly devoid of a sense of dedication.
Simple's Promulgations
Attorney Hooks has several citizenship status.
only
with a dedication usually found
We congratulate Mr. Owen, Mr. "firsts" of his very own. He But it was the Negro lawyer "I am going to set In the High first man I caught who did not bus! Come out of that clothesamong men who are destined to succeed
was among the first Negro who showed teachers how to
Jackson and Mr. Willis. We wish for soldiers in World War 11 to be fight for equalization of salaries Court in Washington," said Sim- love his neighbor as his self, I closet or wherever you are hid.:
over others.
"where they do not give would make him change places ing and face me, Jesse B., who
assigned to a combat unit in and treatment in many of the pie'
on their new jobs.
no sentences for crimes, with his neighbor — the rich decrees from here on out th
Last week the three men were re- them the best
theite wasEtiroapm
e aanngTthheeatfeirr tofanWth
. cities of the South. It has been out
e re
with the door, the white wi,th you straighten ep and fly right',
Hard dedicated work ... still its
the Negro lawyer who has of- but where they gives out prowarded for their long dedication to their
mu gations. Up t emong white the blacks, and Governor Fau- Cast off your mask of ignor.
most
the
fered
arNeconvincing
scene
of
reward,
young
the
of
crop
jobs.
ance and go down to Central
bus with me."

LANGSTON HUGHES
,Week By Week

gro lawyers whe are spearhead- guments for educational integre- steps behind them tall white
pillars in that great big hall "I know you have lost your High school and study your his.
ing and undergirding the cur- tion.
with the eagle of the U. S. A. mind now," I said. "How could tory. You have not yet learned
rent struggle against anything Maybe, at second sight, the .
you accomplish such an objec- that 'Taxation without represenless than first-class citizenship Negro teacher may somewhat
tation is tyranny' also that 'AR
going to bang my gavel and live?"
has
checks
of
.for
worth
And
$300,000
Negroes.
Some
thereby
hangs
rue
that
the
day
the
the lawyers promulgate. Me, Judge Semmen are created equal.' EduWe were happy to learn that
Simsaid
education,"
"With
an
interesting
ect
a
the
of
presgot
the
into
educatof
picture
ne,,e
rate yourself, Faubus, so that
African Methodist Episcopal Church been sent to nearly 1,000 such AME ent situation in Memphis.
ple, "which white folks favors,
Negro
it's
the
Yet,
masses.
you can better rule your land."
has finally put into operation a means ministers throughout the United States. What may be referred to as barely possible that many tea- "Promulgate what?" I asked. I would make Governor Fau- "Suppose he paid you no at.
bus go to' Central High School tention?" I said.
of supplementing the salaries of its un- The supplement checks vary from $300 the young "crop" of Memphis chers, especially the younger "Laws," said Simple. "After in
Little Rock and study with "Then I would whisper someNegro attorneys is in popular ones, are willing to face the pos. that I would promulgate the
derpaid ministers. On April 1, the first to $800.
there and
sibility of lost jobs, as a result Promulgations that would take them colored students
thing in his ear," said Simple.
The
parlance
else."
"somethin'
We are also proud of the fact that group includes such young men of the lawyers' efficiency
supplement check was presented to a
place if people did not obey my learn all over again the facts "I would tell him that the secret records in the hands of my
minister who has been preaching to a the AME church located this historic de- as Attorneys Russell Sugarmon in getting the classrooms inte. laws. I see no sense in passing of life."
laws if nobody pays them any "You are telling me WHAT committee show that he has got
congregation for the last nine years but partment of its church in Memphis, Jr., A. W. Willis, I. H. Murphy, grated
Ben F. Jones, C. 0. Horton Jr., Incidentally, a lot of Negro mind. I would promulgate to you would do," I said. "not HOW colored blood. Whilst he was
who had not received as much as $3,000 which is headed by Dr. H. Ralph Jack- H. T. Lockhard and S. A. Wil- teachers
promulgate — ham! — with my you would do it. How could you trying to recover from that
really have been wonmake Faubus do anything?"
shock, I would lie on. I would
in salary, any of those years. His church son, former pastor of St. Andrew church bun. Attorney Hooks was one dering what will become of gave"
of the first among these local them when their children are "What would happen if peo- "I would have Kennedy on my say, 'Governor Faubus, did you
happens to be located in a very small located here in Memphis.
know your great-great grand.
legal lights of colour of the
away to integrated schools Ple did not obey your promul- side," said Simple.
town where he has a very small congreWe call it "historic" because the 1950's .... they began to make taken
father were black?"
"Wistful thinking, I said,
In some states the Negro teach. gations?" I asked.
gation, which needs the spiritual guid- AME church is believed to be the only their presence felt most point- ers were left behind. On the "Woe be unto them," said "Kennedy would order out the "He would say, 'What?'
other hand, in some states, Ne- Simple. "I would not be setting F. B. I., the Pentagon, and the "Then I would say, 'And loo
ance of a minister, yet it cannot afford predominately Negro church-group to edly in the 1950's.
They have not shirked in the gro teachers were integrated in that High Court paid a big New York Branch of the NAACP - at me! Governor, I am yo
to pay him a living salary.
its
for
department
establish such a
upsurge of Negroes for civil along with the children. But salary just to read something and all of us would march on third cousin.' Whereupon Fa
Such a condition has been eased by highly qualified but poorly paid min- rights via the courts. They pos- that was true in border and off of a paper. I would be there Arkansas. Jet planes would fly, bus would faint. Whilst he was
seas, to a man good leagal train- northern states, and not in the with a robe on to go out and see parachutes would strop, and fainted. I would pick him up and
the Minimum Salary department esistry.
mg, from top notch institutions. South. Still and all, the lawyers that what I read was carried when the front deors of the Gov- take him to Central High School.
tablished by the African Methodist EpisAll are Southern-born and just might work that one out out. I would gird on my sword, ernor's Mansion in Arkansas When he come to, he would be'
of
this
that
wish
We
success
the
copal Church last May during its Anreared. And all reflect the out too. One never knows ... you like in the Bible, and prepare were busted down, I would be integrated. That is the way I
will cause other churches to look of the "New Negro" who know,
to do battle. For instant, 'Love the first one in
would work my promulgations,C
nual General Conference, which met in ye
knows not or ignores the "Phar- But back to the "young crop thy neighbor as thyself.' The "I would say, 'Faubus! Fau- said Simple.
follow the lead.
Los Angeles, California.
aohs of the racial past. Neither of local lawyers" . . . Memand eating counters.
do they appear to have any ap- phis has long boasted the preAt this point in the two-way
parent dread or fear of "Phar- sence of some pretty keen Netug of war, adversities reign
aoh's armies" of prejudice, gro lawyers. But not a colony
supreme . . . the stores have
The two men mentioned for public discrimination, persecution, and of such. Men like the .ate B. K.
Last week city officials made fanot changed their policies and
unfair treatment.
Booth, G. B. Settles and Wm.
office
and
that
Murphy
were
Atty.
suggestions
H.
the
Ira
to
overtures
vorable
the Negroes have kept up their
Perhaps the most significant Foote . . . and the current
picket-walking in front of the
two Negro men be included in the Main Atty. Ben L. Hooks. Atty. Murphy was aspect of the presence of these "dean" of the city's Negro lawstores.
Stream of the affairs of local govern- recommended by the Volunteer Citizens younger Negro lawyer in Mem- yers, Atty. A. A. Letting, left
This a clear-cut example of,
phis is a
they have proved. the tracks of seven league boots
ment. The suggestions are timely and Association to fill the next vacancy on Older folkpoint
man's greatest enemy is man.
used to have a say- in which the ycunger legal eag- 41
••••••
4•••••••••••-•-•••••••••••
they should be given utmost considera- the staff of Atty. Gen. Phil Canale. ing: '"It's the cryin' baby that les may tread. But they didn't
The moral thing to do is to disEASTER FINERY —
fm r the adversities created by continue heaping adversities
Atty. Hooks was recommended as a good gets the milk." Well, it seems enjoy the aid and comfort of NOT
tion.
SO
FINE
the fact that the class-and-caste upon each others head by
by putting themselves into posi- numbers such as the present
If Memphis is to rise to its great po- choice as a staff member of the Hugh tion
This season's Easter finery system under which they amass- riving at some mutual age
to serv:d as the "voices" group enjoys.
fine
as
been,
wasn't
as
has
it
ed great wealth and control is ment after judicious consider tential and become the greatest metro- Stanton Public Defender.
of the local Negro's deep-seated
many instances they were
tion of both the Negro's right
We heartily endorse the suggestions. d eto
an d be heard about his vari- regarded as "curiosities." But Could it be that the pre-Easter beginning to crumble.
polis West of the Mississippi as it
boycotting
of
downtown
stores
Another great division which as a part of the buying public
sundry miseries, these not so today. Times have changshould, then Negroes must be accorded We endorse the two gentlemen mention- ed
its
had
tell-tale
buyon
effect
brings about adversities in the which help to support the store,
kyonou nwgledmgeen, aarremedahawwiitahg 1etghael ed. The most vocal exponents
ers? Or was it that money is triangular chasm between Jew, and the store-keeper's right to
the privilege of participating actively in ed for the appointments. We feel
of the "change" are "practicthis
than
tighter
last
at
year
This set certain policies to derive
Catholic.
Gentile and
the affairs of the government. We must that no more time should be wasted in way as to what can be done with ing" from clean, busipess-like,
time? Nevertheless there were
brings further division the greatest benefit from his
not forget that Negroes account for 37 including qualified Negroes into the a simple, effective cry of pro- legal looking offices . . with some new, brilliant E .;ter Bon- chasm
of black and whites in the ethnic investment.
secretaries. And, Mac, that's
nets. There were some new at- groups. There is also the tightpercent of the population of Metropoli- Main Stream of local government and test'
They have done a fairly and sump'n else . .. with no connoThese are some of the things
Easter
the
in
tire
Parade.
ly drawn lines between the rich which are similar to the adversiother city affairs,
tan Memphis.
consistently good job of giving tations of trying to be funny.
There was also many Easter and the poor.
..... mn,11111111111111111111111111111
ties heaped upon man's head by
111111111111111111111111111111,
Bonnets and dresses which had I could go on and on about
man which lead to the death
been worn in a previousEaster
racial,
the great division on
of Jesus Christ, who died, realParade.
;
s
:a
in
tra
t
l
ti
a
c
i
e
m
e
o
nr
ou
%
st ned ea
rwehhigrihouisa o
ly, to save man from himself.
-We surveyed the cong,regaThus we are back to where I
bons at several churches la see human anguish.
write about Easter
yd
Finerstarted
how well the ministers had en- However all is not as hopeless
in the Easter Parade.
help ourselves support and not look down upon
to
learn
must
to
congregations
it
their
as
appeared
fluenced
might
have
Fight
Backs Rights
The parade went on with and
and others to accomplish this ourselves. God helps those that
refrain from purchasing Easter several years ago. Memphis is without o e w bonnets . . .
Dear Editor:
goal. The decision is up to Ne- help themselves. So give supfinery. By and large, ministers caught in the backwash of the wAh and without other new
port to the NAACP. The organi"got the message over."
It is sickening to read in groes.
world-wide social change which finery. The parade was not as
newspapers how the American Let us toss aside this lid zation needs it badly. You don't
Old man weather was very is giving impetus to the right fine as it has been because of
We
free.
us.
over
has
anything
man
white
get
Negroes are being treated. A the
kind to attendants at Sunrise of man to be unshackled by the adversities in Memphis.
Ernest Washington Jr
white man can come to this must realize the fight hasn't
and early morning services. The powers-to-be. Black men the
at.
Federal
beginning.
S.
just
3737
is
It
ended.
country and get a better pay
morning was warmed by hril- world over are crying out for
Ill.
9,
full
Chicago
give
us
NAACP
the
Let
ing jib, live anywhere and be
tient sun rays. Athems filled a chance to participate in the
though
treated like a man, even
the sanctuaries of Easter-Lily affairs of the government in
0
he has never lifted a hand to
bedecked edifices. And sacred every geographical location on
deferl this country.
early the globe. They are demanding NEW YORK. N.
music christened the
The Negro can go into war
morning air at Sunrise services, that they be freed from jaws National Tuberculosis Associate
to defend his family and peoAs I sat listening to an 11 of prejudices based purely on tion and its medical section;
o'clock sermon, I toyed with the the flimsy criteria of skin the American Thoracic Society)
ple only to come back to see
them treated as they are in
idea of comparing the adversi- color. They are seeking to be will be represented by five seie
Louisiana, Georgia, Arkansas.
ties Jesus Christ suffered some encluded in the larger classifi- entists at the IXth National Cm*
gress on Tuberculosis and
Tennessee, and Mississippi.
1900 years ago with the adversa cation . . . full citizen.
ties man suffers today. Out of Again let us look at Memphis cosis to be held in Mexico City,
In Jackson, Miss , they were ST. LOUIS — (UPI) — An auto dealer Ben Lindenbusch,
other
any
of
Mexico. April 2-6.
the toying came the thought that to the exclusion
kicked, chased with dogs and eleventh hour surge of political who is shooting for his first fling
man's greatest adversities are city A large segment of Ne- The delegates will be James
jailed for protesting the white campaigning was expected here at public office.
chaplocal
the
by
headed
E. Perkins. M.D., managing di.
perpetrated not by the birds of grecs,
as a bitterly contested mayoral- The campaign has been markman's rules and ways.
exchanges between
the air, the beast of the field ter of the NAACP are causing rector of the NTA; James NV:
campaign
entered
its
hot
by
ed
final
ty
taking
not
are
Negroes
Young
. store-keeper on Main Street to Raleigh, M.D., medical direcinor the fishes of the sea
the candidates and has been the
what many of the older ones day.
campaign the Reby his own kind . . man, face adverse conditions because tor of the ATS; Oscar Auen.
but
polls
the
to
active
go
will
Voters
most
Negroes
northern
took. Many
the stores refuse to serve Ne- back M.D., pathologist with
RICH AND POOR
14 to decide whether in- publicans have conducted in
don't want to face the prob- April
Take Memphis SS a case in gro customers in their public the Veterans Administration
Raymund R. Tucker recent years.
cumbent
Nesouthern
young
our
lem's
should serve a third four-year
groes are facing. Here in ChiGladys.L. Hobby, Ph.D., dinedversities because of the socio- ernes boycott the store,
lots that can be term in the city's top executive NOW YOU KNOW
cago there's
economical conditions created The stores' business is ad- tor of the Veterans Administreis running on the The anniversary of the crie
done to help accomplish the post. Tucker
and maintained by the slave- versely effected by the boycott. thin special microbiology re.
Democratic ticket.
cifixion was originally called
rights of this country.
practiced
instituted Negroes say they are adversely search laboratory, East Oran *
master
Opposing him in the race, 'Long Friday' by the Anglo-SaxWe must face this American which Democrats said is being ons and Danes, apparently a
effected by the racial policy of N J., H. William Harris, M
more than 300 years ago,
On the other hand, many the stores and resent their ex• of Woman's Medical Colic
white man together. Victory is masterminded by the National reference to the length of the "SINCE I'M SPENDIN' SOME TIME HERE
white citizens of Memphis silt- elusion from the dining rooms Philadelphia, Pa.
WHO WINDS THE CLOCK?"
only won with strength. We Republican Committee, will be services on this day. — (UPI)
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Easter

Elegance!

Simplicity, Femininity, Allure
Keynote Spring Fashion Picture
"The American Woman
is ting" collection suited to every
fashion," claims Oleg Cassini, woman's taste, he has designand taking this as his design ed a group of lovely dresses,
platform, he features an out- available in silk linen as well
standing series of tailored Jac- as wool, in identical colors.
ket costumes that are clearly To please the ladies living
marked with Mr. Cassini's sig- in the Southern States, Mr.
nature — clothes to suit the Cassini nas introduced a 55-45
American way of life.
a
Dacron-worsted
blend in
Keeping in mind that he widc range of rich and exciting
wanted a "compact hard-hit- colors.

For the first time, the "blue piece combination of a jacket
jeans" look has been placed in-I and skirt in the mohair with
to the upper echelon of fashion a blouse.
by use of striking denim-inspir- Loose, boxy jackets in this
group have great eye appeal
ed silk fabrics.
This group features the clas- and femininity.
sic jacket and skirt costume Spring versions of the famous
with the lining designed in a wool sheath come with dyed paler blue linen-like silk, and to-match dickeys that may he
a one-piece shirtwaist style. subtracted from the d ecolMAN-TAILORED
letage.
The fashion spotlight is NI the Navy and Khaki are used, inand
terchangeable for body
with
man-tailored suit Jacket
neatly-turned lapels, and vents binding, with a dropped waistline bodice attached to a slightin the hem.
Fabric interpretations con- ly-rounded skirt Mat gives a
sist of tweed tailored jackets forward-looking silhouette to
worn over slim dresses of Eng- the fashion-minded American
three- woman,
lish mohair, and the

1961 — Interpreted
by Oleg Cassini in vicuna.
coloured sheer wool (left)
shaped with a laced hipband
for a longer-bodied look. The
understated, utter simplicity
of this divine frock is just
SPRING,
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be obtained at leading loop
or dress salons. — Photograph
courtesy New York Couture
Group, Inc.

Them Polaire Weissman and horn straws atop her prima- hats which were fashionable a
he, staff have assembled lit- I dour. Narrower-brimmed ver- few seasons ago can be found
erally thousands of hats rep. sions for wcar with suits arriv- also at the turn of the century
A milliner made your Easter resenting various periods in ed about the same time.
— in "motoring" hats shaped
bonnet in 1961 — but her inspira- style.
cloche, with :Is helmet like upside-down flower pots.
The
tion was old hat.
NOTHING NEW
shape, has been in and out of
For Spring hats, although A look through them shows fashion at least since the 1920's.
Hot Grease
news as today, like other cloth- what Miss Weissman, the Insti- Some versions in the institute
ing styles hearken to the past. tute's executive director, main- collection from that era are just
Take for instance those doll- tains — that "nothing is new as good today. The same holds
Soothe• pain mist,
protect. wan, weds
size hats for grown-up dolls Always elements of the past true for some of the slouch
henna's A household
saceasity.aig 1St.
wnich are a big item this spring. can be found in the present. But shapes popularized by Garbo
Nature's Best Petroleum Jelly
They also were the fashion in it's what we do with the old and Dietrich.
he late 1930's, and in the civil hat that counts . . . how we
IMOROLINSI
And those huge, face-hiding
War 1860.s.
translate it to our way of life
The deep pillbox, a favorite today."
with Mrs. John F. Kennedy, can Some of the hats needed no
be traced through the centuries modernization to walk into the
to the Turkish Fez, to Nepal Easter parade. One hat preservwhere shallower versions once ed from 1913 is a pale lilac
were part of the native costume straw covered entirely with lifor men, or to Portugal where lacs and pale pink and white
tilt shape was also traditional iris. Its tall, rounded crown and
LOW-FLARED LINE IS GRACEFUL
garb.
tiny brim are as much 1961 as NEW
A look at hats through history all the other new flower-coverFOR MODERN, MATURE FIGURE
is possible with a visit to the ed chapeaux.
costume institute of the New An 186o's brcton, with its offYork Metropolitan Museum of the-face brim, would have needArt.
ed only a fresh ribbon to go to
church Easter Sunday.
The wide-brimmed sailors, a
NL"I'S IN REFRIGERATOR
To keep nuts from turning perennial each Spring, can be
rancid, store them in airtight traced at least to 1900 when the
containers in the refrigerator. Gibson Girl pinned yellow leg.

BURNS

BUTTERFLY SLEEVES of
black silk taffeta give importance to a beltless slim cocktail dress of black silk crepe,
designed by Jo Copeland for

the Spring 1961 collection of
Pattullo - Jo Copeland. The
neckline is square and bowed
at the corner s. Exciting,
Isn't it?

, To make planning a Euro- offices throughout the U. S.,
pean trip easier and more fun, Canada and Mexico and at all
Sabena Belgian World Airlines travel agencies.
has printed an attractive new Your Chicago Daily Defender
6-color "Tourist" map of Eu- Woman's Department, 2400 So.
has
rope for travel agents and Sa- Michigan ave., Chicago
one available for those interestbena passengers.
The 27" x 32" map provides ed in examining it.
(First-Class,
fares
sample
Economy and 17-day Excuraim Fares) to 14 major destinations and shows all the extra cities you may visit at no
extra cost.
For instance, the map shows
that when you buy a Sabena
ticket to Rome, you may Visit
22 other cities at no extra fare.
Local travel agents or any of Make a new wardrobe of
Sabena's 32 offices in the Unit- belts by cutting strips of foam
States, Canada or Mexico rubber in suitable widths and
ready to help you plan your covering them with a crisp
oliday Abroad so that you fabric on the bias.
may visit the most cities at the Stitch Velcro at the ends for
closing or use hooks and eyes.
lowest possible fare.
The Holiday Abroad Planner Add self-fabric ties for a wide
has dozens of suggested itin- cinch or a pretty flower for a
eraries for 56 major cities in party belt.
Europe and the Middle East. A striped belt looks attracThe city itineraries include ho- tive with a small ascot tie used
tels, meals, sightseeing with off-center as trim.
•••
your choice of price range.
The colorful map and the Hol. Shoe yourself in pink this
fday Abroad Planner enable Spring. That's the decree from
you to plan your own trip right shoe manufacturers.
St home — choosing the cities One maker broke precedent
you care about, within your by showing an entire spring
time limit and budget — before collection in pink.
The pinks ranged from the
you visit your Sabena agent.
Holiday Abroad maps a r e pale powdery tones to potent
available at all Sabena's Inter- pinkish-purples, Women's Wear
national Sales and Reservations Daily reports.

FIFTH AVENUE— BraI d.
banded jacket and dress costume of navy English wool
mesh — from the Spring 1961

collection of Christian Dlor of
New York. Navy braid details
the front of the leather•belted dress as well as the short
jacket.

Make Your
Own Belt
Wardrobe

CARNATION
COOKING HINTS
HOME SERVICE DIRECTOR AND HER STAFF

I

POSAlli
SCOTT

....

Dress-up ground beef by serving Salisbury Steaks with
Cheese-Pimiento Sauce! Carnation Evaporated Milk is
used in both the steaks and the sauce, giving you double
assurance of good eating. The special blending quality of
Carnation keeps ground beef juicy, flavorful and firm.
Carnation is also wonderful for making creamy, never-a
lump sauces, such as this Cheese-Pimiento Sauce, to go
with the meat. Try these Salisbury Steaks tonight..,see
for yourself why good cooks use Carnation often.

BEIGE COAT. Lap seaming
details the pockets, collar and
sleeves of this beige willowweave full coat. Patch pockets are placed at an angle of
the three-button single clot-

ing. It's the pale look for
spring, accented by Mr.
John's polka dot soft beret. Of
course, the accessories are
beige also.

PRINTED PATTERN

ATTENTION CLUBS!
- OTHER ORGANIZED GROUPS
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rill Perfect for the Spring
parade these ensembles may

By GAY PAULEY
(UPI Women's Editor)

OR

Associa•
1 section;
ic Society)
y five sets
tional Co*
I and
exico City,

The perfect accent hat and
kid gloves complete the touch.
Or, express yourself in this
border-patterned polka dot of

nes y and red silk (right) for
tin detailing of a dress and
jacket costume — from the
Paul Panics' collection designed by Beni Claire. Polka
dots from the lapels and mid -

Hats Of Yore Inspiration For
Today's Smartest Chapeaux

t clothes.
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representhat 'All
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made for the casual elegance
look that is sit good this year.

Piease till in Cho coupon and open to the Woman', Editor,
Chicago Defender, 2400 South Michigan Ave. Chicago 16.,

Name of Club
Kind of Organization (Cfleck category below):
I
I
F
Social I I
I
Civic I
Charity I I
Business ( 1
Athletic ( I
Other
Indicate kind of arganization
weekly, hi-monthly or monthly

Meeting Date
President
Name
Address I
Secretory
Address
Person To Whom Mail Should do Sontt

Here Are Few Tips
On Men's Fashions
What will the male wear this his confidence and perhaps get
season?
him into a new suit if you can
The academic nature of this look intelligent and remember
question will be self-evident as a few strictly masculine fashthe season's photos appear, ion phrases.
with the escort nothing more
"Now take the British styling
than a vague image in the
which is becoming so popular.
background.
He may have seen it inthe
But men are becoming inmen's magazines, or in
fashion-conscious. slick
creasingly
the old English movies on teleMany even recognize — and
vision.
have a preference for definite
suit styles. This is the opinion "It looks comfortable to him,
of Nat Pincus, head of a 50- anti he's right. The British
year-old men's clothing firm of ',took is characterized by natural shoulders, broader lapels,
Philadelphia.
"When you take him by the a full-cut chest, a waist with
hand and lead him into a men's just a touch of shaping. T is e
shop, try to conceal your shock jacket is longer, with a fuller
if he starts mumbling about flare and a mild cutaway.
the Continental Look or the "Ile may have decided that
British Accent," says Pincus. the Continental Look, with its
"Ile didn't get those names straight lines and exaggerated
10ff a racing form!"
narrow silhouette is too boyish
Pincus thinks you can win or restrictive for him.
.1

M 294
A Radiant Original

SALISBURY STEAKS WITH CHEESE-PIMIENTO SAUCE
(Makes 6 servings)

2h cup (small can) undiluted
CARNATION EVAPORATED MILK
I% pounds ground beef

"2/4 cup quick eats
Combine the ingredients. Mix
lightly. Shape into six oval patties. Broil live to seven inches
from heat for five minutes on
each side or to taste. Serve with
Cheese-Pimiento Sauce.
CHEISE-FIMIENTO SAUCE: Melt '2
tablespoons butter in saucepan
over low heat or in double boiler
Gage nested le U.S.A. (41)

4 cup chopped onion
1
/
1 tablespoon prepared mustard
4 teaspoons salt
/
11
4 teaspoon pepper
1
/

over hot water. Blend in until
smooth 2 tablespoons flour and
2 teaspoon salt. Gradually add
1
/
1% cups (large can) undiluted
Carnation Evaporated Milk.

Continue stirring until thickened. Add clip grated process.
type American cheese and 2
tablespoons chopped pimiento.
Stir until cheese melt&

IT'S THE NEW LOW FLARE—smooth over the hips, rippling
gradually hemwards! As designed by the inspired Keith
Adams, it's an ideal shape, a line divine for the mature
2). Printed Pattern M294 is a dress in
/
figure (12/
2 to 221
1
which you can walk, sit, or stand with a feeling of easy
grace and lightness. Sewing? Simple as can be—all the
emphasis is on creating a taller, narrower illusion for your
figure. The cool, crescent-shaped neckline frames the face
in a most flattering way. Choose air-weight cotton, linen,
shantung, surah, or tissue crepe for summer days and evenings.
4,
/
2, 111
/
Printed Pattern M294 is available in Half Sizes 121
2. Size 1654 requires 4 yards 39-inch
/
2, 181
1
16/
2 and 221
/
2, 201
/
fabric.
Send ONE DOLLAR for Printed Pattern M294 to CHICAGO
DAILY DEFENDER, Pattern Department, P. 0. Box 59,
Old Chelsea Station, New York 11, N. Y. Please print plainly
YOUR NAME, ADDRESS with ZONE, STYLE NUMBER and
SIZE.
YOURS FREE—A new brochure of top Spring fashions, trend
leaders, all by Prominent Designers, all in easy-to-use Printed
Patterns. Write to address above.
Next Week—Hatch for a Prominent Designer Patters:
A Polly Bergen Fashion by Jack Squire.
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Tennis Great Succeeds In Business World
Baton Rouge

Althea Gibson Recalls
Her Days Of Glory

LOUISIANA
By MRS. M. N. RINGGOLD
An article reaching back to
the year of 1924 was presented
to officers and members of the
Maggie Nance Ringgold Y.W.tog tennis, she said, "I really
By LILLIAN S. CALHOUN
C A. last week, but was not fulAlthough she's the world's pro haven't left it. Year before last
l) read and appreciated until
single and doubles champ, ten- I toured with the Harlem Globemany members reached their
nis great Althea Gibson achnes trotters and hope to have
homes, we, as one of such
to a touch of nostalgia for her another go-around with Mr. Sapgroups, read and appreciated
erstein's fabulous organization."
amateur championship days.
information carried in the arti"I left the amateurs with a She was part of a tennis packcle. It gave facts about the years
sentimental feeling. How can age on tour and in her exbihe
when we had not access to many
one help it when you're pro- lion matches introduced a new
types of library material as we
vided so many opportunities to system of scoring known as
do now. It explains how earnestplay tennis and to meet people "faultless tennis."
ly groups worked as they tried
all over the world?" she asked Llewellyn explained that one
to get extra reading material
with a smile during an inter- ball is taken away from the
ect. for themselves and for the
view in Defender Court here server instead of his having the
pupils in school rooms. It tells
customary two; a set ends at 6
last week.
of how the author began collectAsked if she regretted her games and can end at 6-5 cuting books that carried good
switch to pro tennis, she said ting out the present two game
reading material, as well as inappear in the States of Mary- Quick, Grace Allen, Gifford
"yes and no." She defeated spread. "It eliminates," he
formational material as needed SAMUEL W. HILL, right. diMildred
Giles,
Ella
Wingate,
Jersey,
land, New York, New
Miss Pauline Betz for the world said, "the marathon like quality
by individuals and groups of rector of the North Carolina
Massachusetts, and Connec- James, Willie Mae Foster. pro title in Cleveland last year of tennis at present," and perdifferent occupations. Finally it college choir, takes an enthe
at
is
Massey
Barbara
Northeastern
ticut on their
but will not be defending this mits a sponsor to accurately
gave helpful information on ma- semble through one of the
Hill,
mixed tour. In the above photo piano, and Samuel W.
time the game.
year.
terial being secured by Mrs. I. numbers the 75 voice
exthe
at
seen
is
Director,
GetJoyce
right,
its an- are, left to
Her manager and coach, Syd- The tall, five foot, 10½nich
N. Givens and being stored in choir will perform on
right.
treme
Lincoln
Pindle,
tour. They will ting, Richard
ney Llewellyn, who makes it tennis star was dressed in an
an available room for the bene- nual Spring
her in olive green soft wool suit with
fit of children and adults who
dent, Mrs. Viola Gilstrap pre- clear he began coaching
at a eilack knit blouse under it.
were interested in getting and
ALTHEA GIBSON
sided at the meeting which 1953 before her famous wins
laWimbleton, England, chimed in She wore gold earrings and
giving information for thema
period,
devotion
of
consisted
HisNegro
featuring
1,
March
pin.
pel
NEWBERN
eat Hills, and Arthur Ashe,
recently.
interested
Las
tenVegas
say
to
other
that
for
and
the
conversation
selves
session, after
tory. Prof. T. J. Harville was lively business
By ARCHIE WOODS
persons. She told how this projinvited the nis circles are considering Poised and well groomed, She was the first Negro al- the national collegiate indoors
hostess
the
which
the director.
ect interested and helped both Those who attended the Waldining "open tennis" where:by ama- Miss Gibson is a far cry from lowed to compete in C. S. Lawn tennis champion is elm a NeProf. and Mrs. T. J. Harville members into a spacious
children and adults to the ex- t e r Hopewell Presbyterian
spring teurs and pros could compete on the boyish gawky girl who ex- Tennis Association meets. Ask- gro. Both Liewelln and Miss
and
Jonquils
where
room
Benham,
visited
family
and
ploded on the nation's tennis ed if tennis would ever be re- Gibson praised the juniors protent that more books and other church in Fairview last week
bouquets were placed lavishly the same program.
Ky.. recently.
ago. She strictive again, she said vigor- gram of the American Tennis
reading material were gradual- were Rev. W. M. Tyce, Earl
room. A delicious Asked her mot thrilling mo- courts over a decade
the
about
rendered
Zion
of
The Echoes
ap- ously, "The doors are wide open Association and Dr. R. W. Johnly secured. And thus after be- Woods and Dolly Jones.
was served. Members ment, Miss Gibson answered, has .abed in song styling
menu
Beginning 36 years ago, we now Willie Ben Benson of Chicago a musical program at the on present were: Mrs. Earline "That's been asked me zillions pearing on the Ed Sullivan TV now in tennis and in all sports. son, once Miss Gibson's coach
church
Presbyterian
have access to a library where visited with his mother, Mrs. thesda
Gladys Glenn, of times and 1 always say that show twice and Dot Records It's definitely open and I don't in Lynchburg, Va., for his work
19, Dixon, Mrs.
"Althea Gib- think it shall ever be closed with tennis-minded youngsters.
books of every needed type may Sarah Benson last Saturday and the afternoon of March
Miss Ersula Curry, Mrs. Louise it was winning the national n.ade an album,
choir
and
Williams,
Rev. W. R.
now she again."
be secured; and we have access Sunday.
The world famous tennis star
Anderson, Mrs. Helen Cotton, singles championship at Forest son Sings." She says
church
Zion
AME
up but She acknowledged that there said she never wore hats, and
to a YWCA where we can meet, Those who attended the Wom- of St. Paul
Mrs. Warriette Poe, Mrs. Lola Hills, my first year of major hasn't given singing
19.
March
of
night
opmany
discuss read ane keep in touch en's Missionary Dept., at the on the
are not many Negro youngsters has simple but elegant tastes in
M. Dugger and Mrs. Melvia competition in 1957, in my own "there haven't been
Mr. Owen Neff attended the
country in my own home state. portunities."
with modern needs and activi- Presbytery last Saturday were
interested in tennis and she said clothes. She likes tailored
funeral of his aunt Mrs. Blanche Tynes.
I have had many other tremen- She loves golf and says she she didn't know why. Asked ad- dresses, fashionable suits, ar*
ties.
Mrs. Mary Scott, Mrs. Mary F.
Springs, Tenn., Annual Men's Day observ- dous thrills: shaking hands with
Members of Delta Sigma Atkins, Miss Mary Ella Rucker Keith in Oliver
has shot as low as 86, and can vice for any who are, she shoes. She buys clothes welt
ance was held at First Baptist
recently.
Theta Sorority held a most and Miss Charlotte Douglas,
Sunday, Queen Elizabeth, meeting Vice drive the ball 260 yards when answered, "First of all if they touring in mind.
Madison
on
church
the
attended
Hayes
Nixon, Mr. Dulles and she's having a good day.
helpful, interesting meeting last Rev. A. D. Whitamore was Mrs. Lana
have ability and interest, they She likes to cook simple wellMarch 25, 1961. The morning President
week. The large group present dinner guest of Mr. and Mrs. funeral of Mrs. Blanche Keith service was conducted by the many of the nobility all over She was wearing two unusual should get together with some- seasoned dishes and credits
reTenn.,
Springs,
werld; the New York ticker rings—a silver ring of odd semi- one who really knows the game some of her ability to Llewelentered freely into all the dif- Paul Thomason in the home of 'n Oliver
pastor, the Rev. J. M. Cun- the
4
1
/
tape reception. All of this is circular design presented her and can coach them. It's very lyn. Steak is her speciality end
ferent phases of the odd, but Mrs. Thomason's mother, Mrs. cently.I
ningham.
what tennis has afforded me—
very interesting program, thus Mary Scott last Sunday.
Mrs. Mattie Jones from Birm•
Thailand in important that a youngster he said, "Last night I dined
the 3 o'clock service, Atty., travel, theopportunity to meet by an official of
we had a most enjoyable, in- Mrs. Geordie Chambers and ingham, Ala., is visiting her At
Bangkok when she was on start out on theright foot, and with Dorothy Donegon and told
master of
was
Ballard
E.
J.
I
game
people and to play the
formational meeting. Then, aft- Mr. and Mrs. Dewitt Watson daughter, Mrs. Edna B. Cola State Department tour of not start doing the wrong things her what a good steak you
ceremonies. The program pro- love."
er the business - .!ssion was over attended an organizational ban- lie, and family here.
Southeast Asia in 1955-56, and as it's very difficult if not im- cooked. So I made a tentative
C. C. ColeRev.
the
claimed
relations
She is a community
we enjoyed an interesting so- quet of the PTA at Bruce high The Johnson City Board of
set in silver possible, to unlearn a bad
man, one of the Regional Vice representative now for the a large amethyst
enagagement for you the next
cial hour and a most enjoyable ' school in Dyersburg last Thurs- Education has voluntarily openhabit."
given her by her manager.
National Bapthe
of
President
time we're in Chicago to dine
(Tip-Top
company
luncheon. Discussions were so day night.
ed a grade-a-year program of tist Convention U.S.A., Inc., as Ward Baking
on
that
every
Llewelyn added
She sidestepped questions
with her and she said you could
Bread) and lives on Central
helpful that time passed too Robert Gauldin is here from integration of the city school
guest speaker. The program Park West in New Y .rk City. her engagement announced last community needs at least one do the honors."
qtickly for many who were in- school in St. Louis to spend the system to begin in September
publicdedicated
for
Prosay
wholly
is
person who
year, and would
was as follows: Prelude,
and playing
She works in five major cities
terested in the new phases of holidays with his aunt, Mrs "61." This means that intepupil Constant travel
cessional, Music—Choir, Praybaking con- cation, "I have no marital to a sport. He said a tennis
tennis and golf every week keep
sorority activities. This week. Carey Walker,
gration in the public schools er—Rev. E. C. Cole, Music— regularly for the
13
the
won
Glass
Lewis
of his,
her trim, she said. She returncern; Chicago, Pittsburgh, Phil- plane."
we held an unusually helpful, Connie Mack Short of Buffalo, here would be complete in 12
Chorus, Welcome—Bro. James adelphia, Detroit and New She is interested in all sports and under championship of the
enjoyable meeting of the Re- N. Y. flew here to visit his years.
ed
to New York after leaving
sponConAssociation
Response—Bro.
Lawn
Johnson,
and attended the Gene Fulmer Eastern
York..
tired Teachers Association.
wife last weekend. Mrs. Sharp D
Dedication ceremonies were rad Anthony, Solo—Broe E. W.
Robinson fight in sored by the U.S.L.T.A. at For. Chicago last week.
Ray
leavSugar
about
felt
she
how
Asked
Mrs. E. N. Maberry, former and their children returned to held in the New modern SciHunt, Introduction of Speaker
•
Instructor in Southern Univer- New York with Mr. Sharp.
ence Hill High kchool building —Rev.
Cuenineljairi•
sity, was welcomed and was St. Paul Missionary Society here on March 5, which is a Men's Day theme: "More Man
urged not to hurry back to Cali- imet in the home of Mrs. Mary two and one half million dolBESSEMER
Power For God." Mr. Jerome 1
Rev. and Mrs. W. W. Hamil EMPIRE
fornia, as we miss her so much 1E
By G. W. IVEY
E. Thomason last Wednesday lar school plant.
Pirtle, jr., general chairman; PICKENS
By DONALD E. PENDLETON
CartBell
Annie
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visited
ton
STIGLER
BYRD
in
is
GRACE
not teaching
since she
By
night.
State College Mr. James Grimes, general
Tennessee
East
Sunday School we
Evening
week.
last
held
church
er
AME
Bethlehem
Southern University now.
Fairview choir sang at St. here is now completely inte- secretary; Rev. J. M. Cunning- Mrs. Annie Bell Jones of Can• •
a special program last Sunday. observed at Zion Hill Baptist
Mrs. Rowena F. Glasby is
-- James C.C.P. Church last Sun. grated. There is a possibility ham, pastor in charge.
ton motored here last Thursday STARKVILLE
Rev. E. Finley preached a won- Church, Sunday March 28, 1961.
using her unusual leadership day afternoon for their pastor,
that East Tennessee State Col- A group of spiritual singers to visit her sisters, Mrs. Aga'.
Devotion was conducted by ofBy FANNIE MOORE
derful sermon.
ability as she works closely Rev. A. D. Whittemore.
may be elevated to uni- from Pentecostal f e mpl- iece Sutherland and Mrs. Sallie
lege
Mrs Minnie E. Wright of Miss Jean Hardin visited her ficers of the church. Classes
•*•
with the Y. W. C. A. as all of
on
Christ
in
Fonyer.
God
versity status.
Church of
Clarksdale, Miss., was in our aunt in Bradford last weekend. were taught by the following:
us try to interest more girls as WAVERLY
On Sunday, March 19, the St. Memphis, Tenn. rendered a Regular Pastoral Day was city last Sunday visiting her Mrs. Rosie Cohens is home Men's Bible Class, Mr. Charlie
well as more ladies in keeping
By ALVIN GHOLSTON
Paul A.M.E. Zion Church Mis- great devotional hodr in songs held at Fairview M. B. church grandparents and great aunt, from the hospital.
Wilks; adult ladies, Mrs. Estell
active, helpful membership in The A.C.E. League met at
sionary Society was presented and prayers at Rock Temple on March 26. Rev. Saford Mr. and Mrs. Walter Gillsepie Mrs. Creigs visited her sis- Porter; senior, Mrs. Bessie M.
the YWCA. This week has meant Salters Chapel AME church last
in a drama of some of the his- I Church last Sunday afternoon. preached a wonderful sermon. and Mrs. Alice G. Nichols on
ter in Sheffield last week.
Wilks; primary, Mrs. Deola
large groups meeting, planning Sunday. Refreshments were
• ••
tory of the founders of the The occasion was sponsored by
•• •
Vine Street.
and arranging to do more for served.
Richard; juniors, Mrs. Hattie
missionary society. The Little Mrs. Lillie Mae Cobb. The Rev. HOLLY SPRINGS
The Rust college A'Capella Rosie Cohens is in the hos- L. Moore; beginners, Mrs. Lethe development and encourag- The M.C.F. Club met in the
Budds, and the Y Girls, made J. E. Poindexter is pastor.
The Second Quarterly conferChoir under the direction of pital.
ing of our girls as well as for home of Mrs. Nona B. Wilkins.
ola Thornton; advance, Mr
up the two choirs. Mrs. Carrie Mr. and Mrs. Willie (Cookie) ence was held at Anderson
Miss Natile Doxey of Holly Little Linda Creigs visited her Lonnie Law; words of welcome,
the many ladies who are show- March 23.
Bell, was director of t h e Dodd of 801 Eastern ave., are Chapel Sunday, March 26.
Springs, Miss., rendered a Mu- mother last week.
ing such heInful interest in the The sick list includes: Mr, drama.
Miss Isabel Stevens; lesson
the proud grandparents of a l Elder W. C. Armstrong deliver- sical program at Griffin Chapel
growth and development of our H. L. Lomax, Mrs. Alberta
Union Baptist had many visi- summary, Prof. R. L. Chem!).
Johnson City, Langston Ti" fine husky boy born to their'ed a powerful sermon.
YWCA. At'endance shows that Boyd. Mrs. Ruth Spicer, Mrs gerettes were knocked from daughter, Mrs. Annie Clark, The faculty and students of Methodist church Sunday, Mar. tors last Sunday. Rev. Green liss. Introduction of visitors,
Ashford,
Miss Annette
Interest is high.
preached a wonderful sermon. Deacon John Harris; appreciaLola Spicer, Mr. and Mrs. Ezi- the Negro Girls' State Tourna- March 22, 1961. The mother Rosenwald were thrilled last 19
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Wil- Rev. E. C. Williams attend- Uon, supt. Willie Marks; closThe work of Mrs. Mayola kiel Turner
ment, 49-22 by Laudlerdale and son were doing nicely at Monday when Supt. Jackson dethe
son Ashford was one of
•• •
Jasper last ing remarks, pastor G. W. Ivey.
Hayes Archie is proving very
High of Ripley. In other first- this writing.
livered an inspiring sermon. He participants. Miss Ashford is ed a meeting in
helpful. She is in close co-oper- MARTIN
week.
Little Miss Marda Tria Jackround action, West of 'Den- Annual Palm Sunday observ- was accompanied by the Rev.
the
of
one
is
a freshman and
Jackson visited son is ill at her home with meaation with Y director. Mrs. T. The Sew and So Club met in mark defeated Hampton of ance was held at the Masonic M. Lindsey.
i
Miss Kate
honor
the
made
who
E. Ramsey. And they are do- the home of Mrs. Vera L. Jones Dickson 44-28; Gallatin Union Hall on Institute at., by the A birthday party was held at students
her daughter last weekend in sI
ing a good job, especially in The Middle Adults of Mc- trimmed Chattanooga Howard. Eastern Stars. The program: Sims high school. Thursday roll this quarter.
B'ham.
services for MAI.
Mrs. LaSalle Leoonard, who Mrs. Perry visited her sister Funeral
keeping close interest of youths Cabe Temple Methodist church 60-48, and Somerville's Fayette Processional, Chant, Song— evening for Miss Mettle Beard
held at
, in Bessemer over the weekend. Maggie Fineley were
-in the activities of the Y. All met with Miss Helen Royston. High edged Jackson Merry, 37- O.E.S. Choir, Invocation—Sister who celebrated her 16th birth- has been in the U. S. Arm)
Starlight Baptist church. Eulmeetings are well attended by Dave
Williams of Milan, 31. Brenda Long netted 10 Virgie Bills, Introduction of day. About 45 guests were on and who has been in the Vete- Mr. and Mrs. Coley had out. ogy by Rev. Leon Glover. Surran's hospital in Jackson for of town guests last week.
them.
Tenn.. is conducting a program points to spark the Langston ter Cornelia Cole, Greetings— hand to help her celebrate.
vivors include her husband, 6
e ••
We are so glad to see Mrs. of spiritual songs at Miles girls. Anna Bradford connect- Sister Gladys Collins, Accept- The Glee Club and Sims several months was discharged
children, 16 grandchildren; 1
and is at home with TRUSSVILLE
Bettie K. Johnson back from Chapel CIME.
ed for 27 to pace the winner, ance — Mrs. Marlene Brown, high school choir under the di- last week,
sister and a host of other relahis mother Mrs. Temolia LeonBaldwin, Louisiana where she Prof. Caldwell and chorus of JACKSON
By L. R. MEYERS
Solo—Mrs. Ola Mae Johnson, rection of Mrs. Doris Daley
tives and friends.
the
is
cousin
Leonard
Mr.
ard.
went to the bedside of a very Union City held a program at
By C. A. AGNEW
Offering — 0.E.S., Introduction sang over radio station WDIA of Dr. Joe Leonard, pharma- The fourth annual celebration
Funeral rites were held at
sick sister. We understand that Oak Grove Baptist church Sun- Precious Jewel Chapter 165 of Visitors — Sister Maude J. last Saturday.
of Youth Day held at Mt. Cana- Shady Grove Missionary Bapthe
of
city.
cist
she returned her to be sure her day night.
an and supervised by Mrs. Rosa tist Church for Mrs. Zellie Hines,
and Ruby Chapter 117, Order Hunt. Sister Lessie Cole, mis- The alumni club of M. I. colhusband is doing as well as he The shut-ins are Mrs. Ophelia of the Eastern Star observed tress of ceremonies.
L. Allen, brought together sev- She leaves to mourn her passlege met Sunday at Washing- GOODMAN
was when she left for her sis- Wilkins. Mardhall Bluett and Palm Sunday jointly at the
eral in and out of town young ing a devoted husband, a son,
Men's Day activities were ob- ton Hall.
By P. BILLINGSLEA
ter's home. He is cheerful and Mrs. Ruthie Mai Smith.
people. Rev. T. C. Williams is
Johnson Grove Baptist church, served at Lane rabernacle Joe Shannon of Memphis,
Those who attended the five pastor. The young minister, 1 sister, 3 brothers. 4 grand•e•
in his kindly manner, is willing
Sunday, March 26, 1961 begin- C.M.E. church Sunday, March brother of Miss M. E. Shannon
night study course on Christian Rev. George Gaines delivered children and other relatives and
fo- Mrs. Johnson to keep in "JOHNSON CITY
ning at 2:30 p.m. The Rev. W. 25, 1961. Morning services were of M. I. College visited on the
friends.
at Goodman BaptStewardship
close touch with her sick sister.
the morning message which
P. Whitlow was the principal conducted by the Rev. H. C. M. I. campus last Sunday.
By CORTLAND R. RHEA
tist church last week were
The princiWe have just been reminded
Mrs. Elizabeth Owens has speaker. The puelic was invit- Walker, and at 3 p.m., the The Five Keys string band very much inspired. The in- was very arousing.
ple address was delivered hy
that The Family Council of our gone to Washington, D. C.. to ed to attend. The occasion was Rev. M. H. Burnette, presid- under the direction of Willie
structor was Dian Otha Smith guest speaker Mr. Johnnie Johncity is to hold its Annual Serv- visit her daughter, Mrs. Thel very impressive from a stand- ing elder of the North Jack- Boyd
at several
appeared
of Lexington. On closing night, son, jr., of Evergreen Baptist
ice Tuesday, in our city. One of ins Flemming.
point of fraternalism.
son District of the C.M.E. schools last week.
Friday a wonderful program church, Birmingham. Mr. Otha
•••
the distinguished °facials is
The Ladies Auxiliary of Mo- Church was guest speaker.
A group of students from
was conducted by the youth L. Woods, jr., one of the platslated to speak for us, we are Douglass High school, of Eliza- ther Liberty C.M.E. church, Masters Andrew, jr. an d CORENTH
group. Delicious refreshments form guests became seriously
and
of
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Mr.
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in
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name or bethen, Tenn., rendered a pro- met
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details,
gram here at Douglas ElemenMrs.
The Christian Union held a
Georgeville Methodist church
and had to be rushed home.
be helped.
tary school on the night of 741 E. Baltimore at. The presi- Short at.. celebrated their 4th program at Mt. Moriah Metho0.
Rev.
pastor,
and
members
James Young is on the sick
and 5th birthdays March 22, dist church last Sunday evening.
the
in
participated
Davis
list.
with a group of their little The program was rendered by B.
Sundrive
last
financial
closing
Mrs. Margaret Maddox of
friends. The boys received the Flying Cloud Quartet. Rev.
night at Franklin Methodist Loraine, Ohio who lost her hus- ST. PETERSBURG, Fla.—The
many beautiful and useful gifts G. R. Damon managed the pro- day
church.
band several weeks ago is here highest scholastic honorary soincluding money. They were gram; Rev. W. Hamilton, presiMary Howard and some visiting her sister, Mrs. Mate ciety at Columbia university
all served ice cream and cake. dent; Mr. Kenneth, reporting Mrs.
family attended the
tapped one of Florida's foreB. Hunter and family.
A talent program was given president; Mrs. Isabell Young, of her
father in Lee tie
most educators for memberat Medon C.M.E. secretary and Mrs. Cora E. funeral of her
recently
last Sunday. lie was 105 lois Simpson, Mrs. E. B. Lath' ship.
Church. The occasion was spon- Hamilton, sponsor. Rev. R. H County
years old.
on. Mrs. Emma Elzy and Mr
Columbia University's Kappa
sored by John H. Brown, presi- King, pastor.
S 's
Dilworth.
Delta Pi Society recently added
dent and Pearline Bills, secre- Rev. Robert Owens, jr., was
The Silver Leaf Sewing Club St. Petersburg's Gibbs Junior
tary. The Rev. N. Davis, pas- ordained last Sunday at Pleas- HAMILTON
By W. W. HAMILTON
met in the beautiful tee
John W.
College President,
tor.
Baptist
Missionary
ant Grove
adults of Mt. nus home of Mrs. Sidney Wil- Rembert, to its ranks.
Youth Day was observed at Church in Corinth with Rev. The young
Lusk
Viola
Kappa chapter at Teachers
Pilgrim Rest Baptist Sunday, W. M. Washington. pastor. All Moriah Methodist Church met liams with Mrs.
In the lovely home of Mrs. Wil- presiding.
College, Columbia, initiated
March 25, 1961. The morning
part
took
Corinth
of
callministers
worth on Monday evening. Rev. Mr. H. B. Williams was
Rembert along with 126 other
speaker was the Rev. Charles
in the ordination.
Allen is pastor and Mrs. H. B. ed to Memphis on business.
,educators selected from the
Haney and the afternoon speakwas
Church
thousands of persons enrolled.
er was the Rev. Fred Long. young people of the Sunday Williams is serving chairman St. Luke Baptist
services
fortunate to secure the
A remarkable scholastic averThey are both young ministers School and Youth Choirs who of the group.
Shannon, aged at Columbia netted the
of Lane College. The Rev. R. rendered a very enjoyable All roads in Mississippi led of Mrs. E. Earnestine
BapPark
St.
of
young and illustrious junior colS. Brooks is pastor. The oc- program under the direction of to Jackson for the 8,000 teachers superintendent
casion was sponsored by Miss Prof. T. R. White. The evening who attended the Mississippi tist Church to challenge the lege prexy the honor.
Youth
annual
annual convention. The audience at its
While pursuing studies IcBerle L. Cox.
service was a program ren- teachers
ing to the Ph.D. degree, R
Men's Day was observed on dered by a group of men of following teachers from thixiDay program.
date
for
the
listen
and
Mrs., Look and
here has compiled a near
Easter Sunday at Mother Li- the church. Thomas Howard ar e attended: Mr.
ON A RECENT visit to North distinguished historian, Dr Barbara Hargrove, Mr. F. T. berty C.M.E. Church with the served as genera! chairman E. S. Bishop, Mrs. Mary Pat- of the opening of Grayson's aperage and is, incidentally,
is
institution
The
home.
one of four Negroes, all docCarolina college, oetetandine Helen G Edmonds second Randolph. teacher • adviser. Rev. C. F. Odom as speaker and Prof. T R. White, general terson, Mrs. Lucille Gardner, Funeral
inductstudents from Henderson In (corn right. She is seen chat and Samuel Merritt, extreme for the morning service. The secretary. Rev. C. F. Odom, Miss Joyce Allen, Miss Left* in the midst of a total expan- toral candidates, to be
ed in the society.
Moffett, pr. Franklin, Miss D• sion and renovation. t
afternoon was given to the
stite were addressed by the Ung 4 with Nannie Bullock, right,.
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Soston Project Seeks
Adoptions For Negroes
BOSTON — The United Com- Members of the Community Remunity Services of Greater Bos- lations committee and the
ton—in keeping with its service Speakers bureau, tell the story
to the community — has rec- — the seven child-placing agenognized a need for sponsoring a cies supply the available chilfamily recruitment project for dren.
the purpose of acquainting the Mrs. Louise V. Bynoe, direcpublic with the need for foster
and adoptive parents for children of Negro background.
Interest in th success of the
project is substantiated by the
overwhelming response of professional and lay persons, who
comprise the Community Relaikons committee, and the seven
tild-placing agencies who are
participating in the project designed to meet the most basic
of human needs.
LNTERRACIAL GROUP
The committee, an interracial
body, serves as a liason group
between the community and the
project staff, and is composed
of many sub-committees.
Of vital importance in carrying out the purpose of the Family Recruitment Project, is the
Speakers bureau.
Social workers from the participating agencies serve on
this bureau and are available
for
engagements.
speaking

tor of the Family Recruitment
Project — with interest in opening a door to happiness for children and potential adoptive and
foster parents — announced to
the Community Relations Committee:

"As you tell our story in your
various communities, 1 hope
you will make it known that I
am available to all interested
persons at Three Walnut St.
Boston.

Dear Mme. Chante. I am
Dear Mme. Chante- I would
like to make the acquaintance interested in meeting a nice reminded
young spectable sincere gentleman
of a serious
woman regardless of race, col- who will appreciate a nice lady.
or, creed or national origin— I sin tired of being lonely so
sincere and interested in mar- I would like to meet a gentleriage I am 44, intedigent and man who is interested in marunderstanding. Send photo with riage. I sin 34, 5 feet, 5'
reply. All letters will be an- inches tall, weigh 140 lbs, brown
complexion, Interested in a
swered.
Mr. Asw Barnes, P. 0. Box gentleman' between 37 and 40
years old. between 5 feet 9 and
553, Muskegan, Mich.
• ••
6 feet tall, weighing between 175
Dear Mme. Chante. I am and 180 lbs Please do no, write
35 years old. Would like to if not sincere. Prefer one who
hear from serious gentleman loves children as ; have twobetween 35 and 45—race doesn't 8 and 9. 1 'eve church and all
matter. Prefer a sober minded clean sports.Mary E. Parker, 2450 S. State
man.
Patricia Moore, 3950 Prospect, at,. Chicago 16, III.
• ••
Kansas City, Mo.
•••
Dear Mme. Chante. I sm
Dear Mme. Chinte. 1 am one of your
many readers.
looking for a true companion. Would like for you to help me
foras you have so many others
I am a widow in my early
ties. neat, intelligent, fair com- find happiness. I ant lonesome
plexion, 5 feet, 2 inches tall, and would enjoy eorrespondiag
135 lbs. Have a trade and sin with someone between 45 and
skillful with my hands. Kind 60 years old. I am 54, 5 feet,
and considerate. My husband 6 inches tall, dark brown skin—
was from the Islands so I would attend church.
prefer someone from the South
Miss L. Martin. 2534 N. Quinl'acific area. If not sincere, cy, Tulsa 6, Okla.
•••
please do not write.
Mrs. Y. Labron, General De- Dear Mme. Chante: I would
livery, Chicago, Ill.
like to meet a respectable young
•••
lady 20 or 21 years old. I am
Dear Mme. Chante. I am 6 feet tall, 165 lbs., black hair,
I am 19 years old. Interested in brown eyes—very nice looking.
music, athletics and stamp col- Would like for oer to be broadlecting. Anxious to finish school minded and understanding and
here in Ghana. Would like to live a clean life. All letters
correspond with pen pals.
will be answered. Send photo
Benjamin Smoky Ray Asgifo, with reply.
Limited,
Brun
Howell Belle, 9251 S. Union,
care of Botchway
P. 0. Box 2193 Accra, Ghana, Chicago 20, III.
West Africa.
• ••
Dear Mine. Chante: I would
like to join your pen pal club
and thereby enjoy the truly edifying correspondence of all
races. I am single, 31, 6 feet
tail and write foe a living.
9337 S.
Ernest Thompson,
Park ave. Chicago 19, Ill.

TB Group In
'Research Grant

COMMITTEE CHAIRMEN of to stimulate applications for publicist Gretchen Jackson,
the Family Recruitment Proj- adoption and foster homes for Mrs. I ,mise Bynoe and Mn.
ect of Boston are shown dis- Negro children. Seated from Clarence G. Scott. Standing
cussing the public relations- left are Father Norman J. O'- are Atty. Richard L. Banks,
NEW YORK — Medical and publicity f or ma t organized Connor of Boston university; (left), and Atty. Myer L. Or.
by.
social research grants have
been awarded by the National
Tuberculosis association to 33
investigators for the fiscal year
beginning April 1, according to
an announcement by Floyd M.
Feldmann, M. D., director of
research.
The grants total $274,039 and
will aid research projects in
18 states, the District of Colum- AUSTIN, Tex. — (UPI) — feels of low-dosage radiation. joint project.
bia, Canada, Holland. and Ja- Ten years ago this r..onth the MONKEY BOOM
Two-out-of-three monkeys are
BEAUTIFUL HATTIE M. MATpan. The NTA's research pro- U. S. Air Force and the Uni- When the project was begun
rejected because their health THEWS, daughter of Mr. and
gram is supported by Christmas versity of Texas went into the March 16, 1951, primary interis not top-notch. Then the best Mrs. James L. Matthews, lionsSeal funds.
monkey business to protect hu- est was on possible effects of
Oldest of the voluntary health man lives.
radiation on the behaviorial simian specimens are quaran- ton, Texas, is a graduate of
agencies organized to campaign The monkeys are used in an patterns of monkeys and large tined in special cages for their Booker T. Washington High
first 90 days to bring them to school of Houston where she
against a specific disease, the attempt to determine how hu- apes.
NTA inaugurated its grants-in mans will be affected by radia- With the rapid exploitation an even higher level of health. was a member of the National
-aid program 40 years ago, Dr. tion and space travel.
of nuclear energy and emphas- Many of the monkeys are Honor Society, Band, Dru m
member of
Feldmann said.
Two of the /00 Texas mon- is on missilry and space tra- born at the center, and birth Majorette, and a
The first grant in 1921 was keys—named Sam and Miss vel, the monkey business boom- certificates are kept with de- every club on the small camtailed biological information. us except the FTA. Presently
to William Snow Miller to Sam — took rocket rides in the ed.
enable the Wisconsin professor early phase of the astronaut "We've had to extend the re- Sam and Miss Sam were raised a student at Texas Southern Unisearch program in many di- at the center, but are now liv- versity with a chemistry major,
to complete a book on the anat- project.
omy of the lung. The book has The rest of the rhesus colony rections," said Lt. Col. D. B. ing at the Air Force's school of she is a member of the Ivy
become a classic on the sub- remained at home in fancy cag- (Daniel Boone) Williams. Air aviation medicine in San Anto- Leaf Club, the Women's League,
YWCA.
ject..
es to undergo tests on the ef- Force officer in charge of the nio, Tex.

University, AF In
Monkey Business Boom

J5

AND OF COURSE WNEN)
n WEI'ARNE
1AKE HER TWENTY
IAINUTES TOGS ON AND
V iND HER FARE-INSTEAD
OF HAVING iT UMW

Danger Signals
In Marriage

lead- in expressing atiection MisUNION CITY, N. J. —
file Roman Catholic writer on bands and wives should always
marriage warns of seven danger find it possible to show their
signals for :parried couples in affection .or each other with a
the April issue of The Sign, na- kiss or a glance or in acts of
tional Catholic magazine, pub- gentleness and kindness. As
lished here,
long as the ability to disphy afMonsignor George A. Kelly, fection exists, the avenues are
Director of the New York Arch- kept open by which other mart.
diocese's Family Life Bureau tal problems can be solved."
and author of "The Catholic "Lack of responsibility" is
Marriage Manual," tells of dan- also listed as one of the danger
ger signs which should cause pared or the house is kept clean
concern and which indicate that or the children get to school i n
be reflecting her bedeeper, unresolved problems
lief
e theinatayher husband does not
exist in a marriage."
appreciate her."
"One of the most conspicuous
EXPECT SOME NAGGING
signals," he asserts, "is an inThe author notes "increased
ability to communicate with
fault-finding" as yet another
each other. Almost invariably,
danger signal. "A
certain
the man or woman who takes
amount of wifely nagging is
re
tr stpaigoebsleomf sa elsewhere
hinis er
mar par for the course in marriale,"
the last
he concedes. "But incessant
riage has tried to solve it withnagging can literally drive a
in the family, but a cold wall
man to drink. When a man or
of silence has built up around
woman finds more and more
it
things to criticize — perhaps
"Drinking to excess is a con- the mate's way of speaking,
tributing factor in two out of eating habits, conduct in the
COPPING BEST ACTOR award every five disturbed marriages company of friends, or way of
at the National Association of that counselors are asked to dress — it is a sien of basic
Dramatics and Speech Arts Sil- help," the author reports. "Quite dissatisfaction, a decrease in
ver Anniversary meeting at often it starts with innocent so- th,• harmony needed for the sucTuskegee Institute, Ala., last cial drinking hut many persons cess of the marriage."
week was Tennessee State Uni- are susceptible to alcohol for The sixth danger signal is "inversity Junior Speech and Dra- emotional, spiritual, or physical ability to enjoy each other's
ma major Ellwood Williams, reasons, and their continued use company. When a husband of
son of Mrs. Vallie Williams of of it gradually impairs their con- several year's standing spends
Washington, D. C. Playing the trol. If the drinking continues, more and more recreational
title role in Norman McKinnel's ultimately the subject may be hours away from home, he prob.
"The Bishop's Candle Sticks," discussed no longer and cold, ably does not obtain the plea.
Williams was chosen for the tro- deadly silence will set in."
sure he should from his wife's
phy over actors from eight oth- SHOW AFFECTION
company. She may be blamed
er participating colleges.
Another danger signal, says for this but he may be at fault,
Monsignor Kelly is "difficulties too."
STUDENT ELECTIONS
signs. "If a man who has faith- Monsignor Kelly's list of danLANGSTON, Okla. — Cam- fully provided for his family ger signals ends with "indiffer•
paigning for student elections over the years begins to show enee to religious duties. No one
on Langston university campus weakness and indifference, it will deny that a husband and
will begin April 5; general elec- may indicate his serious die- wife united by a e. mmon bond
tions will be held on April 29. satisfaction with his marriage of religion and faithful to their
At that time Student Govern- or his role in life," the author religious beliefs are likely to
make the best marriage. When
ment officers, Miss Langston points out,
and Student Government day Similarly, he continues, "A one or both become indifferent
officials will be elected. Stu- wife who has always been a to religious duties, however, it
dent
Government
is good homemaker but now does indicates some weakening of
day
scheduled for May 5.
not care whether meals are pre- the union."
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AMBASSADOR WELCOMED:
The Ghanaian Ambassador to
the United States, W. M. Q.
Halm (center), was tendered
a reception by lkoston Univer-

sity's African Studies Pro
gram at the University Fa(
ulty club. Chatting with the
Ambassador are Dr. William
0. Brown (left). Wrier M

Ow %fin an Studies Program,
and Dr. Mark Karp, research
associate at the African Shuttles Program.
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Beta Taus
To Present
Navy Chorus

SOCIETY

•

Merry
Go-Round

• BY MARJORIE I. ULEN

New Club Formed:
'Little Darlings'

Mi
an u
"LAS PETITE CHEEKS" which was
organized,. last
matt
The Navy Chorus at Naval (Little Darlings) is the name month during a meeting at the
whet
Evan,
Air Station in Millington will of a social and savings club home of Mrs. Ozetta'
Is pi
I
1960 Clovia Lane.
be featured when members
ma
of Beta Tau Chapter of Alpha
Named president of the-club
Chi
Kappa Alpha sorority prewas, Miss Mildred Hall of;1192
Apri
sents a musical at Bruce Hall
Tunics. Other officers elected
toile
on LeMoyne college campus
were Mrs. Bernice Hughes,
Mi
Sunday, April 9, starting 3
646 Boston st., secretary; 'Miss
tiler
p.m.
Margaret Bess, 1194 Mica
The
50-voice
integrated The Mounds Social and Sav- st., treasurer; Mrs. -Betty
group is under direction of ing club held its general month- Payne, 3488 Millard rd.,-...idce
Sterling Granger.
ly meeting last Monday eve- president; Mrs. Ilene McGee,
The musicale is open to the ning at the home of Mrs. Willie 1525 Monso at., chaplain;•Mrs.
public without charges.
Mae Whittfield of Supreme Mary Jefferies, 674 Mound-A.,
The Chorus was organized
Mrs. Mattye C. Upshaw, 1558
ave.,
with the vice president,
eight years ago. It is composMonsarrat at., and Mrs. (annye
An
Mrs.
Rutland,
presiding.
ed of Protestant. Catholic
Mae Munn, 2658 Spottswood
and Jewish — all faiths. It Devotion services were led St., appropriations comnaffee.
m
has appeared in concert in by the president, Mrs. Ruth Mrs. Francis Johnson,
area
many places in Memphis. The Whitsey. The hostess, Mrs. Cable ave., assistant secreOW*:
director's wife, Mrs. Jane Whittfield, served a delicious tary; Mrs. Merdis L. Treikitt,
•"A
Granger is the pianist for the repast.
160 W. Davant at., reperter;
'teat
Turner, 1960
chorus. The are both grad- The next meeting
is schedul- Mrs. Ella Mae
mid-:
uates of Westminister Choir
Quinn ave., sergeant-at-afins.
nogf-I
ed to be at the home of Mrs. Mrs. Ozetta Evans, the hostess,AL
college in Princeton, N. J.
ILV 100,01
Carrie Lee Holmes, 2401 Perry was named business manager.
coon'
rd. The president urges all
EARLY AIR SYSTEM
Club members said ''‘that
ton
CINCINNATI — First com- members to be present. Mrs. they are "interested in making
politi
mercial air conditioning plant Mary D. Vaughn is club re- contributions to charitable-orin the U.S. was installed in a porter.
ganizations."
brewery in Alexandria, Va., in
1880.

Mounds Club
Hold Meet

•
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The spotlight focused and re- in the downstairs stately dinmaMed on newly weds, Carol log room were Dr. H. H. and
ROSE COOPER
MAXINE DRAPER
ALENE BROMLEY
and Afred Calloway last week Catherine Johnson, Dr. and Mrs.
and folk are still trying to catch James S. Byas, Lawrence and
up on energy lost in keeping Cecelia Westley, Johnetta Kelso
pace with the stellar affairs and Emmitt Huzay, June Latting, The Reuben Aliens . . .
which feted the happy pair.
Carol remained radiant who all reveled in the delight of
•
throughout . . . and the quiet the charming young couple who
assurance of the young groom were complimented by the Lewbespoke the happiness they is. Carole was stunning in sheer
Maxine
Denise
Draper
share. How poignant and re- black chiffon and marquisette Here are five more debuantfreshing is young love! But to styled into a smart sheath cock- es expected to make their deb- daughter of Mr. and Mrs. L.
by L. Draper, Sr. of 1328 Ridgesnap back into the present, the tail frock . . . while Mrs. Let- ut come May 5, sponsored
hours prior to the reception ting was fetching as her daugh- the Kappa Alpha Psi fraternity. way st. She is a senior at Fathwere marked with a lovely din- ter in coral chiffon and the Their unveiling, all 28 of them, er Bertrand high. She belongs
ner party given by Dr. W. W. groom's mother lovely in a blue will take place in the Ebony to the Bondads Social club and
plans to enter Tennessee A & I
club.
And Marion Gibson at their floral print cocktail dress.
State university for preparation
home on McLemore and Nep- Tuesday past noon found The These five are:
Rose Ann Cooper, of 1878 toward a career as a secretary.
tune,
Stanley Ish's hosts at another
Here gathered Dr. and Mrs. smart luncheon party which in- Freemont ave., daughter of Mr. Escort: Ira Walton.
C. W. Stanley Ish, Sr., of Little cluded honored couple, parents, and Mrs. Sammie Cooper. She Irma Nadian Shoulders is the
Rock, Ark.; Or. and Mrs. G. guests and Jewel Speight and is a senior of Hamilton high daughter of Mr. and Mrs. ClifTHE
W. Stanley Ish, jr., Mr. J. G. Maxine Smoth . . . and on that school, is a member of the ford Shoulders of 1270 Cella st.
HUBBARD'S
Isla of Chicago, Ill., Mr. and same night, Johnetta Kelso was School of Debutante Society, She is a senior at Melrose high
IRMA SHOULDERS
Mrs. A. Maceo Walker, the hostess at a smart dinner party Christian Youth Fellowship. She and belongs to the Charmettes
plans to enter Lincoln univer- Science club. She plans to enbride's parents, Atty. and Mrs.
given at her interesting and sity. Her escort, Kenneth HayA. A. Letting . . . all of these,
ter LeMoyne to become a teachOne of the nicest little spots
fabulous home with its priceless
er. Escort: Elbert Griffin.
the brother, children and niec- collections of furnishings and es.
for your dining pleasure.
es and nephews and cousins of appointments. The bride chose Alene Lenora Bromley, 274
Lucille Moten is the daughter
Cold
Beer To Serve Or To Go,
Dr: Ish, Sr. . . . the groom's floral lilac for this party, her Baltic st., daughter of Mr. and of Mr. and Mrs. Theo Moten of
Say's Mrs. Hubbard—
family from Houston, Mr. and mother selecting a dress of Mrs. George Bromley, senior 1629 Orr at. She isa member
"We Are Tired And Want to Sell,
at Lester high school. She is
. Mrs. Clarence Calloway of
beige chiffon and lace and Mrs. a member of the Dramatic of the Elite Social club and is
So, Come by if You are Interested
Houston; and Carol's sister, alhigh.
She
Douglass
senior
at
a
Calloway wearing a cocktail Guild, Gracious Ladies. She
In
a
Place Where the Cafe Business is Good.
so from Houston. Mrs. Clarence
univerchess of light blue.
plans to attend LeMoyne col- plans to enter Wayne
Coleman
. There too were
EsHOT SPRINGS NEWS
train for a medical sity to become a secretary.
Mail In Your News
the Mrs. Robert Lewis, jr., Our close by spa at Hot lege to
Escort: Maurice cort: Calvin Gordan.
Dean and Mrs. A. A. Branch, Springs National Park is a technician.
More debs next week.
Storks To The
Taylor.
from Tougaloo College, Mrs. H. mecca for folk over the coun1-1. Johnson, Miss E. L. Laws, try this time of year . . and
'Mrs. Julian Kelso, Mr. and Mrs. from Memphis went Mr. and
Marry Truman of Chicago, Ill.,
Mrs. R. S. Lewis, Mrs. 0. B.
the bride's aunt and uncle, Mrs.
Braithwaite, Mrs. Harry Cash,
Arvis Latting, Mrs. John WhitH. A. Gilliam, Mr. and Mrs
taker III, Emmitt bray of Los
Marvin Tarpley, Mr. and Mrs
236 South Wellington
Angeles, Calif., Carol's cousin. H. Thornton, Mr. and Mrs. P.
LUCILLE MOTEN
“Lily Pat Walker and her fiance
M. Jones, Mr. and Mrs. C. D.
Post Office Box 311
• Harold Shaw of Nashville,'Walton, Mrs. Pearl Spann,
last Sunday afternoon. HighlightReuTenn.. and Mr. and Mrs. Den-1Mary
ing the event was the crowning
Horne Porter, Mel- =gbh
ie
We
will be happy to
i.„1:tera Allen of Chicago and
of Miss Junior Federation. ReI.,, Conley, who was joined by
publish it for you
ceiving
this
honor
was
Miss
his charming mother, who lives
-as aAll of these were relatives, in Alton, ILI., A. B. Bland,
Mary Katherine Jones, a Merry
"Free" Of Any
aut-of-towners, reception asAnd back to the Easter sea- high school junior and drum
charges.
B. G. Olive . . . who were de- The Easter weekend will have
sistants and hosts and hostesspassed by the time you read son, Friday night found many majorettee. Miss Jones repreBrownsville, sented the Semper Fedelis
es at the affairs which were to lighted to see Carrie Bell Prest- this week's news but I'm sure Jacksonians in
wood to later came on to Mem-iit was an exciting one for most Tenn., at Carver high school atJellow the reception.
Council. Prizes will be offered
phis to visit the Cashes . . this of you. The weekend found your tending the Pre-Easter Fashion
BRIDAL LUNCHEONS,
for the smallest hat, largest
.
.
.
which
was
a
fortnight
ago
PARTIES AND DINNERS
scribe in Atlanta, Ga., repre- Show and banquet which was hat, most beautiful, etc., se keep
This Page For
With the Gibson's leading off, had its very sad note when senting the Jackson Alumnae Indeed a lovely affair. Jackson those Easter bonnets fresh for
Mr.
Lewis
was
stricken
and
; the young couple were complichapter of Delta Sigma Sorority models included Mesdams Roset- the hat parade. The place is
More Pictures
mented at luncheon the follow- had to be rushed to the hospital at the Southern Regional meet- ta McKissack, Charlese Golden the college health building.
Keep Watching
for
emergency
surgery.
We
ing day by Mr. and Mrs. A.
ing. Accompanying was hus- and Miss Juanita Peoples as April 14 is a date to circle.
, M. Walker, where the guest hear that he is somewhat im- band, J. A.
On The Pretty
adult models and teen-age The annual Debutante Ball,
proved,
and
we
continue
to
hope
list included the above-mentionBirmingham, A I a . , found models were Misses Theresia sponsored by Sigma Gamma
for
his
complete
recovery.
Debutantes
Young
ed and Mrs. A. Prestwood of
many sorors of Alpha Kappa Womack, Kay Bell Bonds, Ethel Rho Sorority. It has new groomDallas, Texas, houseguest of EASTER VISITORS
BR 4-3140
1727 Lamar
Alpha Sorority Gamma Alpha Deberry and Barbara Davis. ing this year and promises to
To Make Their
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Cash; and AND TRAVELERS
Omega chapter attending the The affair was to benefit the be more beautiful than ever.
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Willis. At The Roulhac and Booth fami- Southern Regional. They were
The place is the Lane College
Entrance To Society
this luncheon a beautiful table lies are happy with the pres- Mesdams Rosetta McKissack, building of the new First Baptist Health Building when the 1961
' and delicious food made the ence of their son and brother Nelda Williams, Lila Gilliam, church in Brownsville.
Come May 5
Debutants will be presented.
event a gay one . . . the host- Christopher M. Roulhac, who and Carrie Bigger who is the For the kiddies, the humorous Make it a date, won't you?
ess receiving her guests iniwith Mrs. Roulhac, the r 'fluter Basileus. Reports on these meet- side of Easter was made most
pleasant by the Rosette Socialach- ings will ramp next week
smart muted tones of brown iniNell who was a Memph
casual pants and top which fea- er before they moved to Phila- Mrs. Essie M. Perry who was Civic club. In an atmosphere
their son and scheduled to attend the regional surrounded by the beautiful
tured a colorful sequinned mo- delphia, and
tif. The bride was lovely in a daughter Christopher and Agnes of Dell,:, took off for Lansing, weather of Spring, all elemenblue suit, and her mother equal-I Yvonne are spending their Mich., to see the latest addition tary school children in grades
lyns,lovely in a blue and white'Easter break here, having ar- in her family, a new grandson. 1 through 4 were entertained
checked ensemble
rived early last Sunday morn- This newcomer is the third boy with an Easter Egg Hunt on the
Came Monday night, 'twas' jag,
born to Dr and Mrs. Clinton South Jackson schook campus on
time for the swank cocktail par- Come Easter week-end, ishich Cannady, nee Hortense Golden, Friday at 2 p. m. This is an
Robert
ty given by Ruth and
is a traditional time for greckg. They also have one annual project of this club of
Lewis in their ultra-sharp play- letter organization
regional'daughter.
which Mrs. Bertha Collins is
f Lansin
rumpus
ruom
and
meetings, will find Willie Lind- BACK T EASTER
room. family
president.
entire
covers
the
area which
sey heading for Tallahassee, Little Elsie Louise Cocke was To aid in the worthy projects
top floor of their home, that is Fla. to attend the one of Al- victorious in the "Little Miss" of the Rosette club, a large ham
really an apartment within a pha Phi Alpha . . . and Deltas contest sponsored by Group No is to he given away soon.
'
home.
will be heading to Atlanta, Ga.,
I of Lane Tabernacle C. M. E. Chances may be secured from
Ruth received in smart ava- and I believe Maggie McDowthe
church.
Also
participating
in
any member; so when you are
lead° green velvet topped, strip- ell is going from this chapter
contest held last Friday evening approached, please help.
jped taffeta skirted hostess . . . and we hear that Marion
was Little Kay Cleveland. The On the spiritual side of Easter,
gown . . . and Robert in black M. Speight of Daytona Beach
came after a delight- Merry high students were guests
velvet smoking jacket and an Fla. and Bethune Cookman's crowning
presented by of the Interdenominational Minexquisite cotton lace shirt, which faculty will also attend the Del- ful little program
youngsters. Both contestants ister's Wives' Council in their
looked and just could have been ta meeting before coming to
who were the same age, four, own gymnasium last week the
Allen University students gather for an,
tatted lace We rather like the Memphis to visit her family.
informal supper at Dean Cumbo's apartreceived identical gifts for their the three days school was in
soft touch that the guys have The Southeastern Regional
anent. Left to right are Sitrena Burtih,
effort in making the contest a session. The theme of the daily
allowed to creep into their fash- Meeting of Alpha Kappa Alpha
Miss Combo and Gloria Massey. Main
contest was an ef- programs was "Call to RightThe
success.
Sorority will convene at Flirmions of late
dish will be chicken with Carnaticha
leading
group
up
to
time
ministers
the
at
which
fort
of
eous"
Here we espied the H. A. Gil- ingham, Ala . . . . and heading
cream sauce (recipe below)."Carnation observed of the city brought Easter meshams, who were eagerly antic- there will be velma Lois Jones, Men's Day which was
has been the milk in my home as long
of
Holy
or
the
main
observance
Sunday
with
proin
sages
Clark,lon
their
of
arrival
ipating the
as I can remember," Miss Gumbo says.
Elma Mardis, Gloria
the after- Passion Week Speakers were
in
being
held
gram
the
"In
fact, it was my formula milk when
Art,
son,
Callie Stevens — who, by the'
Yale U. student
Speaker for the occasion Rev. A. L. Campbell, Rev. W.
I was a baby." This milk in the red and
following night . . . and then way nas won the region's "Good noon.
their own presiding Elder, H. Walker and Rev. J. D. Atwhite can is the world's favorite, by far.
Augusta Cash and pal Carrie Citizenship Award" for „om.lwas
•water.
Burnett.
e
y proved
Belle Presiwood of Dallas. The munity service and will be giva
success.
Federated
Clubs
The annual
r
spiritual and financial
Reuben Aliens of Chicago and en her award at the public's
Walker is pastor of the Band Concert was held in the
recipe:
L.
iti4er
who know scads of our meeting on Friday night, Carol ' Rev.
chur.e
building
on
health
1
Lane
college
Friends . . . J. G. Isis— Jamison and Marjorie Glen.
grandfather. who are looking forward to a
Creamed Chicken with
honoree's
the
whose geniality and personality wonderful week-end in Birming' CARNATION LUMP-FREE''1
endear him to everyone with ham.
CREAM SAUCE
whom he comes in contact . . .
(Makes about 4 servings)
and some of Carole's close
friends, Michael Whittaker and
tablespoons
flour
2
Jolene and Wendell Sawyer . .
lien University, Dian Combo discusses
V2 teaspoon salt
Lily Pat Walker; D-. Arthur
and Eloise Flowers, The Thom
second semester plans during coffee break. "Moat of us Here at school prefer
2 tablespoons butter
Carnation to cream in our coffee," Mime Cumbo points out. "It makes coffee taste
as Willises the A. W Willises.
cups (large can)
I%
fat
Carnation
cuts
calories
in
half!"
C.
know
Betty
nice
to
it's
Sawyers,
so delicious-and
the, C. C.
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Morris,
undiluted
bARNATION
the
Aliens,
Reuben
The
Bland
1715 Harrison st
entertained
EVAPORATED MILK
Dr.- H. A. Youngs, The John guests at a barbeque luncheon
Whittakers, The W. W Gibson, and family singing in their
Blend flour, salt and butter together
Dean of Stud,enta at Allen University tells why._
Bootsie Speight, Dr. Leland and home recently.
In saucepan over low heat until smootirs-1
ErGentry,
Jewel
Atkins,
Gradually add undiluted Carnation to I
Julia
Among those partaking of
SPEASHIc..,Always Ask for
I
butter-flour mixture. Stir constantly uns, I
ma Laws, Marrietta and A. A. the hospitality were Mrs.
til thickened and smooth. For Creamed
Latting. Mr. and Mrs Clarence' Susie Hood, Mrs. Opal JohnChicken or Turkey: Pour "Lump-Free"'
Cailoway the groom's parents, son, Mrs. Bertha Stevenson
Cream Sauce over
1
De. Fred and Margaret Rivers, and Mrs. Ladye Stokely.
mixture of 2 cups
1701 Margaret's interesting (AAfterlunch the guests wen
Univerbut
it
has
only
I/
2
the
fat
calaetuny
Allen
at
During
day
her
busy
chopped
cooked
tha', Dr. U. L. Mayfiend of Fort to the den and engaged in a
sity in Columbia,South Carolina, Mice ories of cream."
chicken or turkey,
Worth, Texas . . . and More discussion of current events,
th cup chopped
DISTILLED
T. Lorraine Gumbo likes to relax for a Today's Carnation is evaporated a speAPPLE CIDER
Texans, Mr. and Mr, Seth Mil- after which they were entercelery, tai cup sliced
coffee break now and then. After school cial way that makes it look, pour and
ler also of Fort Worth, who had tained by sacred piano music
stuffed olives.Serve
she cornea home to her attractive apart- even whip like cream-with 1/2 the fat
Affilbe on to Memphis following played by a daughter of Mr.
Over toast slices or
ment on the campus- and relaxes by calories, and at I/2 the cost of cream.
a Fttay at Hot Springs to be the and Mrs. Morris, Mrs. Births
toasted
buns.
serving dinner to student guests!
Even when you mix it with an equal L.
zucsts of the Rivers, who were Stevenson. Miss F i Morris, an- ,
law>, moving in their opulent other daughter of the host and
"Cooking is my hobby-but I'm careful amount of water, Carnation gives
fat* Conionted Com"
hostess, participated.
home out on the Parkway.
about calories. That's why I cook with smoother cooking remits than ordinary
FULLY AGED—MELLOW
bar,
the
Enjoying the cocktail
Coming in late were Rev. I
Carnation. It makes everything taste eo milk, at far less cost
delicious catered repast served Jones and Mark Johnson.
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A GUIDE TO GOOD

By
GRACE WILLIAMS
Uncle Sam is getting "hep."

Memphians are in store for
an unusual presentation in Dramatics and oral interpretations
when Miss Tillie Bogard Smith
Is presented by the Alpha Gamma Chapter of Alpha Gamma
Chi sorority at 8 p.m. Friday,
April 7 in Bruce Hall, LeMoyne
college.
Miss Smith, an artist of rare
talent has presented recitals

55

on the West and East coasts.
The latest report from WashingShe is widely known for her
ton states that Uncle Sam is
concerts in dramatics.
cooking up new menus to please
Miss Smith has her own stuthe taste buds of servicemen. Born at John Gaston Hospital Second.
Sam Martin of 725 Farris rd.
dio of creations, dramatics
A survey of 30,000 soldiers was MARCH 25
Son, Michael, to Mr. and Mrs. MARCH 30
and oral interpretations. She is
determine
made
to
the
men's
Daughter,
Vanessa,
to
Mr.
and
John
C.
Smith
of
1415
Britton,
Daughter, Patricia, to Mr
a teacher in the public schools
likes and dislikes. The reason Mrs. Ambous Moore of 743 Daughter, Marcia, to Mr. and and Mrs. John Mickens of 741
in Little Rock, Ark and does
was to reduce waste by feeding Wells.
Mrs. Charlie Bovan of 180 W. W. Claybrooks,
radio work on station KOKY
the men what they'll eat. Little
Daughter, Debra, to Mr. and Mallory.
in Little Rock.
Daughter, Rhonda. to Sir
liked foods needed for good nu- Mrs. Floyd Taylor of 1570 Mor- Son, Alan. to Mr. and Mrs.
Miss Smith, as an actor
and Mrs. Elijah Suggs of 391
trition will be included on ris.
Charles Igram of 1329 Azalia. S. Orleans.
translates herself into that of
menus, but will be accompanied Twin girls Carita and Anita, Son, Kenneth, to Mr. and Mrs.
the character she portrays
Daughter, Lisa, to Mr.„
- an
to Mr. and Mrs. Woodrow Hag. James Williams of 257 W. Norby prime favorites.
through physical, mental and
Mrs. Jessie Minter of 2342 De
wood,
The army is just learning gett of 370 Guthrie.
emotional expressions. The inby
what any smart home-maker Son, Dennis, to Mr. and Mrs. Son, Lorenzo, to Mr. and Mrs.
tellectual interpretation through
the mind and the emotional to
could have told them centuries Melvin Brown of 1227 Latham. Leonard Jones of 1085 S. Park- Daughter. Brenda, to mr
and Mrs. C. W. Cole of 1281
the expression of inspiration
ago: For meals to be satisfy- Daughter, Anita, to Mr. and way.
ing, foods must be served that Mrs. James Hay of 504 S. Main. Daughter, Eleanor, to Mr. and Grand,
Among the greater metropol- and feeling will put the audiRita, to
M
people like and accept. A new
Daughter, Alice, to Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Johnson of 1323 Daughter,
itan areas with populations of ence in a receptive mood to
and Mrs. Hosea Sanders
food or dish can be introduced Mrs. Leroy White of 1378 Hum- Kentucky.
a million or over, the Boston enjoy poetry in such a manner
2955 Princeton.
occasionally or often in an at- ber.
MARCH 29
area has the higest ratio of as to produce an illusion of
imagination.
tempt to widen food acceptancPhysicians to population.
Daughter, Patricia, to Mr. and Son, Terry, to Mr. and Mrs. Son, Reginald, to Mr. ant
Miss
TILLIE
H.
SMITH
The audience will also be enes and change food habits. Mrs. Eddie Payton of 858 Dallas. John Stanford of 359 N. Wal- Mrs. Eddie Dyer of 227 Till
• 'A report issued by the Public
But every homemaker knows MARCH 26
man, Apt. 2.
dran.
Health Service shows that in tertained with music by Sam-!
that this re-education is a slow
mid-1959, there were 207 active uel Seward, who will accom
Daughter, Jo Ann, to Mr. ant
Daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Son, Raymond, to Mr. and
pany
Miss Smith. He has tin
process, especially with adults.
Boll-Federal
physicians
per
John E. Dean of 1139 Pearce. Mrs. John Minnis of 949 D. Mc- Mrs. Joe Bell of 1307 Texas,
ability
to
blend music and
V 100,000 people in t h e four
Racial heritage, family cusDowell.
Son, Dennis, to Mr. antI'Mrs
Daughter, Aggie, to Mr. and
toms and religious beliefs have
Son, Tommy, to Mr. and Mrs. Sylvester McKinney of''"3.20(
Counties that comprise the Bos- poetry so well until both sing
Mrs.
Burnell
Critton
of
1410
in
the
hearts
of
listeners. He
Tommy Bohammer of 256 Mor- Brooksfield.
contributed to our food habit
ton Lowell-Lawrence metroKeating.
is a member of Alpha Phi
gan pl.
politan area.
formation, and they are not
Daughter, Cynthia, to Mr
Son, Roosevelt, to Mr. and
Alpha fraternity, holds a B.A.
lightly overruled.
Mrs. Roosevelt Gwynn of 5049 Son, Ray, to Mr. and Mrs. and Mrs. Willie Taylor of 1411
degree from Arkansas State
We not only prefer familiar
Racy
Vaughn
of
935
N.
Main
st.
Brit
ton.
Tenth ed.
and AM8eN college, Pine Bluff.
foods, but we like them preSon, Stafford, to Mr. and Mrs. Son, Clifford, to Mr. ane
Daughter, Mande, to Mr. and
This Creative Art of Musical
pared in familiar ways. Take
Mrs. Opie Upshaw of 924 Coa- Howard Bolden of 1739 Ragan. Mrs. Clarence Morran of 2781
Fete is being given for the
strawberry shortcake for exChildren's growing influence
home.
Daughter, Eva, to Mr. and Yale.
benefit of the Sorority's Scholample, Some like it made with
has spread even to menus of an
Daughter, Gloria, to Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Lindsey of 3725 MARCH 31
arship Fund.
generously buttered, piping-hot
international airline known for
,
Mrs. Sam Wicks of 900 S. Frisco,
Son, Lester, to Mr. and, Mrs,
Miss Smith is a graduate of
biscuits concealed with cold
-exotic international cuisine.
itsFourth.
Northwestern university in EvSon, Ricky, to Mr. and Mrs. Lonnie Graham of 1611 Patton
strawberries and served with
Because children demand simpMUSING:
Against
The
Odds:
you
have
to
abide
by
their
deSon, Emmitt, to Mr. and Mrs. Sammie Baker of 1172 Florida. Son, Reginald, to Mr. and
anston, Ill. She majored in
unflavored, unsweetened, and
ler fare, the line added a speEmmitt Naylor of 2143 Stovall. Daughter, Ddiorah, to Mr. Mrs. James Collins of 148£
speech and oral interpretation. REMEMBER, my boy, when cision. When you have a home unwhipped
cream. Others like Daughter, Lora,
cial hot dog or hamburger
of your own, you can have all
to Mr. and and Mrs. Eugene Goodwin of Burton,
She is a member of Sigma you're troubled by doubt
plate for the kiddies, with
From caverns of gloom men the kittens you want roaming strawberries ladled onto pieces Mrs. James Cypress of 161
Gamma Rho sorority.
Son, Edward, to Mr. ...and
671 Lucy.
french fries, ice cream and
have worked their way out in the house. Until then, it of sponge cake and the whole Church.
Each of you are invited to
Daughter, Jacqueline, to Mr. Mrs. Eddie Woods of 603. Vol.
topped
milk. (Pan American).
with
When
sweetened
the
Fates
have
you
conwhipped
seems
that
you
will
have
to
Daughter,
Barbara.
to
Mr.
and
come out and hear this noted
Martin of 245 lentine.
cerned, your courage must play with the neighborhood kit- cream. Neither group accepts Mrs. John Glover of 127 W. Nor- and Mrs. Catrell
W. Utah.
Son, to Mr. and Mrs. Elbert
DES MOINES — Analysis artist with her rich tone and
the
others
show—
version
of
a
tens.
strawwood.
give
Daughter, Brenda, to Mr. and Atkins of 949 S. Lauderdale,
shows there is no important modulated voice that can
berry shortcake.
Don't
lie
down
and
die
at
the
Dear
Carlotta:
My
big
probDaughter.
and
Jacquelyn,
to
love
Mr.
of
expressions
difference in the nutrition con- the
Each and everyone is pleased and Mrs. Jefferson Taylor of Mrs. Frank Lightfoot of 3838 Son, James, to Mr. and Mrs.
very first blow.
lem is my dad. He doesn't want
Fizer.
James Curry of 1349 N. Willett,
tent of a light or dark shelled romance, feeling of tragedy, or
Dear Carlotta: Ever since we me to date this boy because when he is served the foods 855 Mason.
mood.
the
whatever
egg.
were young, my brother and I his older brother is serving a and dishes he likes; these are Son, Keith. to Mr. and Mrs. Son, Dallas, to Mr. and Mrs. Daughter, Sharon, to Mr. and
have wanted a pet. I now have term in jail. Dad thought my the ones he -knows. Young peo- Ed E. Thompson of 600 Hamp- Dallas Crowe of 547 1)utra. (It). Mrs. Dorsey Stewart of 3211
Daughter, Shirley, to Mr. and Ford.
a chance to get a free kitten. I friend was nice until some blab- ple away from home, whether ton pl.
Mrs. James Chatt of 422 S.
am 14 and my brother is 13, but bermouth at the plant where in the army, at college, or MARCH 27
Daughter. Josephine, to Mr.
Tenth at., West Memphis.
very responsible. We are capa- dad works told him this news. elsewhere, complain about the
and Mrs. Frank Wright of 809
Daughter, Debbie, to Mr. and
Daughter,
Jacqueline,
to
Mr.
ble of taking care of the kitten. What can I do to prove to dad food they are served. By and Mrs. John Towns of 2295 Dexter.
S. Lauderdale.
BY
Our mother says we can't have that my boyfriend is nice and large, these complaints are no Son, Glenn, to Mr. and Mrs. and Mrs. Robert LeePage of
1382
Fairview.
SANDERS
it,
but
gives
no
reason.
We
sweet?
BETTYE
more than reactions to the un- Earl Barlow of 292 N. ManasDaughter, Linda, to Mr. and CHOIR TO PERFORM
have asked for a trial on the
Dear Ann 7 Your dad is prob- familiar; Unfamiliar foods and sas.
Mrs. Robert Burks of 1461 E. The W. A. Johnson Choir of
AND
subject to no avail. We will ably thinking of the family re- familiar foods prepared in
un- Son, Kenneth. to Mr. and
Mt. Olive CME Church has
listen to you. A. N.
union when you bring your boy- familiar ways. A few people en- Mrs. Venard Britt of 1183 Col- Waldorph.
Son, Ronnie, to Mr. and Mrs. made plans to present a Dish
PERNELL FLEMINGS
Dear A. N. Since Mom would friend's brother and introduce joy the new and
untried, but lege.
Joe Towns of 1617 Kansas.
ion show during a tea from 4' to
naturally share in the care of him to all the kinfolks and your most people are
••
happy only Son, Edward, to Mr. and Mrs. Daughter, Lorna, to Mr.
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
and 6 p.m. Sunday, April 9, anthe kitten she does have a voice friends. Wouldn't your sensi- with the
Sylvester Washburn of 598 Alideals.
known and tried.
SOCIETY NEWS
Mrs. Alonzo Mull of 399 A. nounces Mrs. L. Eunice Jones,
in the matter. Some people do tive aunt simply drop the bowl
The T. & I. Club is planning
Our empliisis on familiar ston.
Friday night, March 24, was
Vance,
not like pets of any kind and of salad from the shock?
president of the choir. Rev.
MARCH 28
3-day convention
attend
a
to
exfoods
great
and
dishes
and
anxiety
certainly
one of
Son. Carl, to Mr. and Mrs. Henry C. Bunton is pastor of
T. & I. Clubs in
doesn't mean that they should Son, Clinton, to Mr. and Mrs John Coleman of 1240 Weakley. the church.
pectations for the members of for all of the
state of Tennessee on April
be used to the extent that meals Clinton Knox of 979 N. Montgo- Son. Terry, to Mr. and Mrs.
the NAACP Youth Council and the
Nashville. An estimation
'
13,
in
become monotonous. Monoto- mery.
affair,
the
attending
those
for
Bookrepresent
or 20 will
nous meals are truly dissatis- Son, Darryl, to Mr. and Mrs.
for it was the night of their of 15
school's
of 790 Florida.
high
Charles
Jones
Washington
fying. Just as the army plans
fabulous 'roronation 1301' which er T.
Club, so good luck to all
to include a few wholesome, Twin sons, to Mr. and Mrs.
was held at LeMoyne Commons. T. & I.
& l's.
but not favorite foods, along Curtis Farmer of 640 S. Orleans.
David Moore, president of of those T.
Bobbie, a young man of whom
with the favorites, the clever Son, James, to Mr. and Mrs.
the Youth Council, served as
known for quite some The annual Potato Chip have this opportunity to work homemaker includes a new James L. Driver of 2529 Staten.
master of ceremonies and Mrs. I have
Budded and Installed
shows those traits of a Sale of the Memphis Y-Teen with the Y-Teen clubs, whose dish or food along with the Daughter, Paula, to Mr. and
Laurie Sugarmon, advisor, serv- time,
young man whose future looks Girls is scheduled to get under- contributions to the community familiar to add interest to Mrs. David Jones of 686 MariFree Planning Service
ed as chaperon.
anna.
whether he chooses a way this week, announces the are so valuable in building fel- meals.
First came the crowning of bright
vocational trade or some other teenage department of the lowship and good citizenship."
The budget may compel one Son, George, to Mr. and Mrs.
the- royalty who were lovely
Vance Avenue Branch YWCA. "Starting Friday, April 7 V.
field.
to use the same food often, but George Askew of 774 Olympic.
Miss Doris Ingram and Edward
The annual project will start Teen girls will be contacting
So, hats off to a fit, young
Son, Dereke, to Mr. and Mrs.
the good planner will never
Harris both :rom Father BertFriday, April 7 and continue you selling Potato Chips. Welman, Mr. Bobbie L. Lovett!
use it twice within one meal. Carl Cole of 4595 Benjestown.
rand high school Then came
Day Phone
Night Phone
SALUTE TO SOPHOMORES!!! thru April 17, said Miss ,Bar- come these Y-Teen girls as you Potato soup and creamed po- Daughter, Carolyn, to Mr. and
the Royal March which consistBR 6-7153
FA 4-2052
we the "Teens bare M. Neal, teenage direc- welcome the crisp potato chips. tatoes in the same meal is poor Mrs. Thomas Graham of 373
Sophomores,
ed for Miss and Mr. Youth
Exclusively" reporters feel that tor of the Branch YWCA, who Your purchase from the Y- planning. When potatoes are in- Abel.
'Council along with the court.
Teen girls during this annual
you are a group of students who went on to say:
Daughter. Denise; to Mr. and
expensive, it may be desirable
Members of the royal court
"The warm reception given potato chip sale helps in the
deserve recognition.
to use them to more than one Mrs. Henry Carlisle of 345 N.
Consisted of Velma Rimmer,
the
campaign in the past years, many
worthwhile
activities
MANNERS MAKES FRIENDS
meal of the day. For example,
XI:Lawrence Moore, Lois DeDon't embarrass a person who plus enthusiasm and keen com- they sponsor, and as well pre- cream of potato soup for lunch "A Guide to Good Eating"
Berry, Laurence Haley, Bettye
petitive
spirit
among
Y-Teen sents an opportunity to again
you to a party by statinvited
and
French-fried potatoes for is a service provided for the
Sanders and several more
ing in front of someone who clubs forecast a record-breaking enjoy the ever-favorite treat, supper. This principle would ap- readers of the Tri-State De.-Guest speaker for the occa
sales
effort
this
year,
as
V.
Miss
Neal
Potato
Chips;"
said
was not there, "The party was
ply to any wholesome food fender through the coot-ler-ion
Zion was Mr. Jesse Turner,
Council.
swell." or some statement of Teengirls compete for prizes
when the supply is abundant. of the Nlemphi Dairy
president of the alemphis NAAawarded to clubs and indiviMEET
ALUMNI
TO
teacher of
that sort.
Finally, as Uncle Sam has Mrs. Williams is a
CP, who gave words of appreduals
promoting
the
greatest
State
UniTennessee
A
&
I
Manassas
THOUGHT FOR TODAY
learned, meals will please and Home Economics at
eiMon and the importance of
number of sales."
versity alumni will meet SunAnyone can tell the truth, but
satisfy the great majority of high school.
thrffouth Council.
Proceeds
from
the
sale
p.m.
at
the
Flaof
April
9,
6
day,
it takes a wise person to tell a
people when they are composSOME GUESTS
Potato Chips will aid in t h e mingo club, 140/
1
2 Hernando
lie. So, unless you are wise
ed of well-liked foods prepared
Some of the guests were Rumany
worthwhile
social
sesactivities
and
and
business
for
a
don't try to tell a lie—you will
as they are liked, but with
hi? Hardy, Twyla Miles, Morris
special programs carried on by sion.
only hang your own self.
Webb, Andy Boyd, Berry Brooks
the Y-Teens. Approximately Frank J. Lewis, president, is some variety from day to day.
CRACK-POT'S CORNER
In studying the report from
11P Clifton Tucker, Ellen Crowe,
900 Y-Teens throughout Mem- urging all alumni to attend this
Diplomat: One who can pull
1,Ivie Mitchell, Edward Harris.
phis will participate in the important meeting. Final re- the Army and looking over the
his undershirt off and keep his
Bettye Sanders, and Doris Incompetition.
ports of the recent financial "acceptability" scores of varshirt on at the same time.
gram.
A plaque will be presented to effort benefiting the Scholar- ious foods, we were interested
-Others present were McLawthe school where the most bags ship Fund will be given. All In noting that of all the foods
ANNUAL MEET
e questionaire.
9-Zee Moore, Margaret Aberof potato chips are sold on an ticket reports are to be com- included in
the
The New president of
the one that had the highest!
nathy, David Moone, Lawrence
average basis according to the pleted.
club
Lakeview Gardens Civic
Haley, Lois DeBerry, and Velnun,ber of members in the A report of the membership acceptability score was milk!
has requested the presence of
school's Y-Teen clubs. Each drive will also be given. All
sos
to
area
the
all homeowners in
girl selling 100 packages of unfinancial alumni are asked
We were also honored to have
attend the Annual Civic Club
chips will receive a beautiful to bring or send national and
go many parents and relatives
for
scheduled
which
is
meeting
Y-Teen bracelet, bearing the local dues.
as guests.
Sunday, April 9.
official Y-Teen insignia.
Plans are underway for the
SPOTLIGHT
said
Carr
President Ortie
Charles Rolleston, vice presi- annual Tennessee State "High
This week the Teen Exclusive
"the meeting is scheduled to
dent of Gordon Foods says, School
Week." Dr. Granville
Spotlight falls on Bobbie L.
start at 4 p. m. at the Lake- "The Y-Teen sale of
Gordon's Sawyer and his staff will visit
Lovett. Bobbie Is a member of
view Country club." He went on "Magic-Pak"
Potato Chips is the local high schools soon to
B. T. Jones hon.eroom which is
to explain "the meeting will be
12-5 A. He is the son of the late beneficial to all residence of an event we look forward to interest students in attending
at HOME in one quick,
each year. We are proud to the University.
Mrs. Frances Lovett and rethis community."
EASY APPLICATION
sides at the residence of Mrs.
Bessie Cotton, his grandmother.
You can have seta, naturalat 936 Porter at.
looking, straight heir the safe,
Bobbie is an honor student,
HIGH IN ENERGY VALUE...LOW IN COST
easy SILKY STRATE way. Do
president of his homeroom
it yourself at home and save
time and money. The easy-toclass, respective member of
Is not a Fortune Teller
1 large onion, coarsely chopped 11
/
2 cups liquid hens peas and
follow directions assure profesthe Senior executive body and
But Is a God Gifted Religious
% cup uncooked Ric•land Ric•
Carrels plus water
sional-like results. Your hair
'II Student Council. He is presi1 teaspoon salt
1
lb. can tomatoes and it.
.
.
of
months
guests
straight
for
stays
Woman who Heals and helps people
dent of the newly-organized T. The members and
14 teaspoon block pepper
2 teaspoons Worcestershire saw*
Bridge Club
lets you comb, dress or style
1 lb. can peas and carrels,
By Her Prayer
di I. Club of Booker T. Washing- the Entre Nous
1 lb. can ni•otballs and gravy
your hair any way you wish..,
0' The
drein•d
(2 cans for more meat)
ton high school. This newly-or- were wished "The Luck
wet,
when
even
back
will
not
go
Mrs.
hostess,
their
by
ganized club, which means Irish"
METHOD:
March
their
at
Hirsch,
FOR WOMEN and Children: Gentle
Trade and Industry, boasts Hannah
1. Put onion, rice, salt, pepper and 154 cups liquid from pees
— INCLUDED —
Strength for long, fine heir.
held on St. Patrick's
One visit with Mother Christian is convincing—
More than a hundred seventy- meeting
and carrots plus water in 2-quart saucepan. 2. Bring to vigorous
TropiClub
Curries
at
Evening
GUARANTEED
SATISFACTION
FOR MEN, Regular Strength for *best
boil. 3. Turn heat down, rover, simmer 14 minutes. 4. Stir
5-Pc.
L.R.
Group
five members taking vocational
coarse hair
decorations as well
The
cana.
In
tomatoes (broken in small pieces), add Worcestershire .sue.,,,
subjects. This is a club of eduDrive out Highway SI North—S Miles
depicted St. PatWith Tables and Lamps
meatballs in gravy, pees and carrots, 3. Cover and simmer ,
food
the
as
cational ideals as well as social
15 minutes. 8. Add water if thinner mixture is desired. Salt.
North of Millington, Tenn.
rick's Day.
and pepper to taste. Serves 5
5-Pc. Chrome Dinette
Watch For Indian Head Sign
Guests present included MesMELROSE
dames Carrie Gray, Warliese
Just a short drive front Memphis
Bedroom Group
The Melrose High school is Horne, Laverne Weathers, OdisIf You Wish to Call
presenting their annual SHOW tine Herndon (winner of guest
TEmple 7-3798
Munford, Tenn.
CASE on Friday, April 7, at 8 prize) and Vera Steverson
lam. in the Melrose Gyms- Members present were Mestortuns. Theme will be dames Gladys Anderson, Essie
BUSINESS Shaw, Helen Bowen, Lillian
NO
Look! Stop! Eat! at
RE'S
COMPLETE
LIRE SHOW BUSINESS" with Wolfe (1st club prize winner).
WITH NEUTRALIZER
may 'songs and dances ,ea- Marianne Roach. Earnestine
RICELAND
1 stock w. of Ftnigrounds
luring the fresh and rising tat Gray, Hannah Hirsch, ClemenDELUXE 911 $198 PIUS TAX
RICE
(2nd
Scott
body.
student
Carrie
Melrose
Ramsey,
the
enrof
tine
2256
CENTRAL
HOME MAN PIES IN TOWN
SANDWICHES
AND
Long.
Mollie
are
adult
i
winner),
for
tickets
prize
The
club
Hot Dogs 10c
Hamburgers 19, Cheeseburgers 300
Delores
$1 in advance. 51.25 at the Bernice Smith and L.
BR 4-5292
Hareems& Pl• ISO
door, student tickets are 75c Scott. Member Nedra Smith
A. 54014
918 S. WELLINGTON ST.
was absent,
in',advance, $1 at the door.
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Annual Potato
Chip Sale Here

HOME OWNERS

KITCHEN CABINETS

Knotty Pine Birch Cherry
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MnNASSAS HIGH NEWS
By Gwendolyn Johnson

By DAVID PORTER
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PRE-TEENS

DOUGLASS HIGH
SCHOOL ROUNDUP

SENSATIONAL SUNSETS
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'GIANTS TO BE BETTER BALL CLUB'

Mays Lauds Frisco Manager Al Dark As 'Leader Like Durocher"

Iwind or no wind. I think 111
lie
knows ways.
to talk about the future of the -McCovey can be a good hit- been through it.
PHOENIX, Ariz. — (UPI) —Idays I joined the Giants.
ter if he's left alone,' Mays in- what's for the ballplayers' own "It wasn't good," lie con- I be better off that way."
Willie Mays said the San Frans "I remember he went out of Giants under Dark.
eluded. -This year I'm going lo l And when Willie is better
Cisco Giants should be a much his way to help me when I first "A manager has to know how slated. "They should do to him good."
hit the ball the way it's pitched,loff, so are the Giants.
as they do to me. If
better ball club in 1961 because broke in," Mays continued. "He to treat each player," Mays the same
into a slump, they And then the inevitable probmanager Al Dark "is a leader told me what to look for from reiterated, "I know for myself, he gets
lem on the mind of all the
pitchers and where to play each I don't like to be criticized in should tell him to get out of
like Leo Durocher."
way he can. Ile's Giants players: What about the
"Dark is the same style as hitter in the outfield. He didn't front of all the other players. it the best
tricky winds of Candlestick Tom Stith of St Bonaventure Tony Jackson of St. John's HowLeo," said Mays. "He knows have to do all that. But he was When someone ges on me too the kind of guy who can do it.
Gary
much, the things which I nor- But if he gets too much ad- Park?
was the only unanimous choice ie Carl of De Paul and
how to treat each player. You wonderful to me.
of Houston.
"No doubt about, it's dis'I think this should be a mally do easily, I suddenly can't vice, he only gets confused."
have to know your men. They're
all- Phillips
university's
on
Marquette
Mays, approaching 30, said couraging to hit a ball to left
Stith, Jackson and Carl were
real good year for us," Mays do at all.
not all alike."
opponent team for the past basfirst
Mays has always had a son- continued as he towelled him. "If I make a mistake. I want he was heartily in accord with field and see it hanging up ketball season, and was named repeaters from last year's
rest him during there in the wind," Mays eelsteam.
like admiration for Durocher, self after a shower. "We have the manager to tell me about Dark's plan to
foe.
individual
the
outstanding
when- knowledged. "It gets to be a
under whom he broke into the a lot of the old ties in Dark, it privately," he added. "I spring exhibitions and
regular mental thing, more than any- The Sonnies were selected as NEW YORK — (UPI) — The
majors in 1951. Dark also was Lhrry Jansen, Whitey Lock- know he's doing it for my ever he can during the
the top team faced by the War- American Football League and
thing else.
e key figure on that pennant- man and Wes Westrum. We benefit. But I don't want to be season.
riors.
Broadcasting
American
the
winning club, as well as the should be better organized than bawled out in front of every- "I know Dark is looking out "I'm going to hit my normal
body. I know Al wouldn't do for me," Mays said. "Sure. wa) this year," Willie deciar- Stith scored 41 points to lead Company have renewed their
New York Giant's 1954 world las, year."
liks to play all the time. But ed. "The first part of last St. Bonaventure to a 92-63 vic- TV contract through the 1981 '
Beyond that, though, Willie that."
champions.
will be shown
"All pennant-winners have to declined to discuss the Giants' Mays said the same principle maybe he's looking ahead to season I wasn't myself. I tried tory over Marquette at Milwau- season. Telecasts
on Thanks.
have leadership," Mays assert- disappointing 1960 season or applied to first baseman Willie when I'm 35 or 36. If I rest to hit to right field at home kee. He was joined on the War- on 15 Sundays and
as the
well
ed. "And I've always looked On any of the principals in the McCovey, who was sitting right more now, I'll be able to play and then pull the ball on the riors' first All-opponent squad giving Day as
game.
Dark as a leader from the first collapse. Instead he preferred Inext to him in the locker room. more then. After all, Dark's road. I had to hit two different' by John Turner of Louisville, championship
-

Marquette Picks Stith Top Foe
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Johnson
ie Signs For Bout

Orioles, Dodgersi"
- Harold
Surprise Rag
Winning Pas

Largely out of habit, the New York Yankees and Milwaukee Braves have been the common choices in the preseason forecasts as winners in their respective league endeavors. The Yankees have continued to make the baseball prophets look good but the Braves have developed an uncanny
faculty for keeping the crystal ball gazers at half mast.
This year the same pattern
is being followed. The Yankees
are getting the call in the
American loop. The champion
-41.
Pittsubrg Pirates a nd the
U S. OLYMPIC women's Edward L. Jackson (1.), di- pie, of Tennessee State,
Braves are about nose and nose
track coach Ed Temple 1 c.) rector of athletics, and hr. dressed Tuskegee's Seventh
PHILADELPHIA — (UPI) —
where
banquet
for .the National flag.
exchanges pleasantries at L. H. Foster, president. Tern- All-Sports
117 athletes received awards.
Not just to be different, the Champion Harold Johnson and
Tuskegee Institute with Dr.
choice here tends toward the Von Clay formally signed for
Baltimore Orioles and the Los a National Boxing Association
*•*•"*pi
• *
Angeles Dodgers . . . and it's light heavyweight title bout
Is
all matter of youth and pitch- April 24, then posed for pictures
and
predicted knockout
ing.
victories.
Crafty Paul Richards surprisJohnson. a 32-year-old veteran
F
ed the baseball world with his with a 68-5 log,
promised an
IP It
youthful Orioles last year. The
defense
his
end
first
to
early
mere youthfulness of his crew of the title he won by knock.
proved their undoing when the ing
out Jesse Bowdry in nine
chips were down during the
rounds at Miami Beach on Feb.
3
tail-end of the A. L. race to 7.
the wire.
JOHNNY ROSEBORD
The 21year-old Von Clay, who
enThe Orioles went into the unfriendly Yankee Stadium
punched his way into centention
the
and
laurels
league
junior
the
of
reach
virons within
with a surprising upset victory
pressure was just too much. Infielders were running into over Chic Calderwood in Lonin
but
everywhere
dropping
were
balls
fly
.
.
.
other
each
first round and only the third
By JOHN A. HOLLEY
don three weeks ago, said he
14
outfielding gloves . . . and the youngsters were swinging at will try for a knockout from
time in the league's existence
DURHAM, N. C.—(CIAA News that a Negro eager from an
anything within a foot of the plate. Needless to say, the kids the opening bell. He is working
Service) — Winston - Salem all-Negro college had been
from Baltimore dropped the entire N. Y. series.
for his 15th win against three
Teachers College's Cleo Hill, chosen on the first round.
It's dollars to doughnuts that these same 'kids' will show losses and one draw.
who eclipsed all existing CIAA Sans Jones, North Carolina
lithe benefits' of a full season of major league play.
two
Philadelphia
boxars
The
scoring records, was plucked College's former eager, was the
Their infield is top flight with Brooks Robinson, Ron Han- will meet at the Arena in a non'
as the No. 1 draft choice of first in the CIAA to be so sesen, Mary Breeding and Jim Gentile reading from third base televised contest scheduled for
the St. Louis Hawks in the Na- lected, being drafted by the
around. From Gene Stephens, Whitey Herzog, Russ Snyder, 15 rounds.
includfarm-hands,
tions Basketball Association's Boston Celtics in 1957 on the
Earl Robinson and assortment of eager
broad shouldered, muscuThe
strength.
annual draft selections of the opening round. Dick Barnett of
ing Barry Shetrone, will come adequate outfield
lar Johnson piled his trade for
the
is
infield
prize
nation's top collegians. Four Tennessee State A & I was the
The greatest asset aside from the
16 years before gaining the title
other CIAA performers were only other player to be so sesparkling hurling staff. Chuck Estrada, Jerry Barber, Milt that NBA lifted from Archie
pulled in the NBA selections lected, pulled by the Syracuse
Pappas, Jerry Walker and Jack Fisher are youthful gleams Moore for failing to defend the
veteran
last Monday at St. Louis, Mo. Nationals on the opening round
in Richards' eyes. Toss in Hal 'Skinny' Brown and
time.
reasonable
crown within a
•
Hill's selection on the first
knuckleballer Hoyt Wilhelm and you can mark up the best
in '59.
Johnson said he will knock
round by the Hawks, division
mound staff in the junior league.
then defend
and
Clay
Von
out
Other CIAA performers
westNBA's
steadiest
the
league's
of
champs
the
of
nne
is
Veteran Gus Triandos
his title five or six times a
sip in the player drafts
snatched
the
buttermarked
Wilhelm's
division,
with
tangle
ern
to
has
receivers, except when he
Year in addition to campaigning
were: Charlie Riley of WinstoneagCIAA
a
that
time
second
fly pitches.
Louis Hawks;
as a heavyweight.
er had been selected on the Salem, the St.
Comparably, the Yankees and the Chicago White Sox will
The NBA champ said he is
Walter Ward of Hampton InstiBronx
The
offer pitching that will be creaking at the edges.
ready for anyone in the light
stute, the Detroit Pistons; Bruce
Bombers have power to burn off the smoking bats of Mickey heavyweight or heavyweight
Spraggins of Virginia Union.
Yankee
usual
the
Mantle, Bill Skowron, Roger Maria and
division, including Floyd PatPhiladelphia Warriors; and Herhitting corps but their pitching is hurting.
terson, Sonny Liston or Ingemar
bie Gray of A & T College,
It just doesn't appear reasonable that the Yankees can Johansson.
by the St. Louis Hawks.
woes
pitching
the
for
CLEO HILL
knock in enough runs to compensate
The challenger confined his
Hill, called by a noted CIAA
that seem certain to befall Whitey Ford, Bob Turley, Art speculations to the coming enauthority "the greatest backDitmar, Jim Coates and company.
counter and said that he and
court performer in the nation
The Sox seem in even greater difficulty. Power, even with Johnson have styles that
HAMPTON, Va.—The Hampton this past season," established
Roy Sievers, is not the Chicagoans' main forte. Singles won't "should make a good fight."
Institute athletic department is seven new CIAA scoring recThe youngster had punched
be enough to off-set the base hits that will greet the offerings
at present preparing a three- ords during his four year stint
the
Score,
his way into the ranks of
of aging veterans Early Wynn, Billy Pierce. ilerb
pronged spring sports offensive in the league. The 6-1 Newmanathen
in
marks
contenders last year but
Juan Pizzaro and Bob Shaw are real question
with Dr. Herman Neilson, ath- ark, N. J. native scored a tobefore
have
trouble
to
suffered three setbacks
ger Al Lopez' plans. And the Sox are going
letic director, grooming a tal of 2,488 points in four seachampion
stopping Argentine
at third 'iase.
veteran tennis squad; coach sons.
There is little sense in predicting a pennant (again) for }Wolfe Diaz upsetting CalderWillie Smith putting the outdoor
When queried as to Hill's posgoing
for
everything
had
have
wood.
the Braves. For years they
track men through their paces sibilities as a pro eager, a
Lew
and
Spahn
Warren
from
them including superb pitching
and coach Ben Whaley seeking CIAA sports authority said:
Burdette. Both have seen their best days and even the addiimprovement in the schools bud- "Hill is undoubtably the best
seem
doesn't
enough,
McMillan
Roy
and
tion of Frank Bolling
ding baseball program.
shooting guard among the naThe Pirates were never fully acclaimed champions. Last
With the majority of competi- tion's collegiate prospects. He
L.
N.
pennant
the
won
Burn
the
that
seemed
hardly
season, it
tion to be faced on Hampton's has an uncanny knack for findbut instead it was s matter of the other teams losing.
putting the
GOLDEN GLOERS — Melvin vas In his bout with Chicago home grounds, the Pirate ath- ing that rim and
in
shortstop
fielding
best
the
league's
have
Dodgers
The
a,most any
Johnson of Elizabeth, N. 3., representative James Ander- letes will engage in 20 baseball ball through from
FREITAS
de
M.
Don
Drysdale,
in
staff
ERIC
By
best
pitching
the
.
.
Wills
Maury
of his son from St. Louis. Anderson games, 12 dual tennis meets, spot on the court inside the
With the opening of the 20th seems to be in a world
Stan Williams Sandy Koufax, Johnny Podres and Roger Craig
The halfcourt mark. His variety of
him- floored Hurley in the third and five track meets.
to
pick
tried
he
ae
own
in Toledo. Ohio
and two of the league's shining new lights in Willie and tournament
host at shots should make him quite a
play
will
also
TKO.
netters
a
by
win
to
of
round
third
round
the
in
up
self
May It. NBA will draw particiAnother
Tommy Davis.
his Golden Gloves Inter-City Marion Connor, (Steubenville, the annual CIAA Champion threat in the NBA."
Norm Larker is the most under-rated first baseman in pants from 32 cities.
loop official was emphatic in
12, and 13.
11.
May
pounder
York
175
New
Ohio),
Howard.
Lawrence
with
bout
BrookThe 1960 tournament in
the league. Charley Neal is the cream of second basemen.
Led by Eugene Donan, de- saying: "I have no doubts about ART NICHOLS, a senior at the
Referee G. E. Bradley holds uncorks a hard left to Charles
Frank Howard is destined to be one of baseball's true power lyn had the biggest entry and Howard's hand in victory. Williams jaw (bottom photo). fending singles champ, and his making it, and making it College of Emporia from Chioutdo
to
hitters. Johnny Reacher° has moved into a position akin to Toledo will endeavor
cago, has been recommended
Cent er photo shows Connor won a TKO victory Jim Stroud, former loop big."
the Braves' Del Crandall in the receiving department. Wally it.
for his second basketball letter.
— (UPI king, the Pirates hope to bag
third
round.
the
in
of
Hurley
Younkers
Henry
Senate
Bowling
The Toledo
Moon is listed among the top center-fielders.
Nichols, the son of Oliver Nicthe team title which barely
preparing for a trip to can- Telephoto)
If you have any plans concerning the '61 World Series under the guidance of presihols, 2839 5th Ave., Chicago.
escaped them in 1960 when
tourhis
and
King
dent
Porter
It's best to start saving now. It'll be cross-country from Baltiis a sociology major at the
has Roscoe Baker, a ,62" fire. they tied for runner-up spot
at
hard
are
committee,
nament
more to Los Angeles.
College of Emporia.
halter, who struck out 84 men with North Carolina College
work to make NBA members,
in the 56 innings he pitched last and were only two points off
Double-duty Joe Cherry of
their families and friends comspring. Baker, who has turned the pace of Champion John- London Bridge, Va.; showmanfortable during their stay and
down previous offers from or- son C. Smith University.
first baseman Natureboy Wilit is anticipated that more than
a senior Stroud won the CIAA crown liams of Los Angeles, Calif., and
4,000 will be on hand. The con- The Delaware State baseball ganized ball, is now
good major in his freshman season of in- Edward Craig, second baseman
venience of facilities is only team this spring will be one of and considered a
tercollegiate play. That was of Belmont, N. C., are the latest , Halfback Archie Seals . and
15 minutes to the tournament the most talented aggregations league prospect.
Other bright spots are Je- three years ago. "Maybe he members of the Indianapolis quarterback Joel Smith have
site — the University Lanes on
in years.
been elected 1961 football team
rome Pinkett, who batted .458 arrived too early," Dr. Neil- Clowns to return to the fold.
NEW ORLEANS, — (UPI)— The two middleweights enter- Bancroft avenue.
Coach Donald A. Blakley, In last season while playing short- son surmised. "He's a senior
View A & M
Cherry, a versatile player who captains at Prairie
Henry "Hammer" Hank took ed the ring at 163 pounds each. Championship trophies across his second year at the helm
stop and in the outfield, and now and ready for another try." can pitch or catch and is re- College.
the worst of six rounds here, Hank opened a cut on Alford's the board have been added to has many veterans to call upon
Cal Wilson, who batted .432 Smith has a good nucleus on garded as a definte major Seals 21, one of the leading
program through
this year's
waiting for an opening for his
hand at spring workouts.
chin in the third, and kept it the courtesy of Seagram Dis- as he tries to improve his fine, while catching.
league prospect, has been one of scorers in the conference, Is a
sledge-hammer right, which he
the
in
finish
place
second
Blakley As the Pirates began their
fight ended. Al- tillers Company.
In addition Coach
the mainstays of the team. junior and physical education
loosed in the seventh for a TKO open until the
last season. First, he
A.
C.I.A
varsity
also has Bailey Liston and Mor- fourth campaign of
ford got the best of the first, Tournament director Charlie
Playing in the shadow of Wil- major. His home is Saltville,
over Clatence Alford.
presreports
gan Little who are long ball baseball, Whaley
sixth rounds, Hank Mae Jones has announced that
lies and other publicized stars Texas. Smith, also 21 is a-sen"Jet" Alford regained his feet third and
Inductholdovers.
fifth, and two entries from State Match Game City Match Game champion, hitters. Both stand 6 feet and ence of 11
he has nevertheless done a the- ior majoring in Industrlat• Bd.
with less than a minute left In dominated the
plus
infield,
left
has
entire
Fulton,
an
also
Liston
hats
filed play first base.
ing is
about even.
and All Louise
champion of Penn.
mendous job of helping rookies ucation. His home is Galvellton,
,
the seventh, but was still reel- rounds were
McClinton
entry.
fielder,
right
bats
one
while Little
right. Both
her
learn their way around the Texas
ing from Hank's punch and ref- Hank, of Detroit, went into Star finalist Sadie Dixon, NBA
sealast
.290
hit
and
it
who
their
right,
with
Geachy,
Classic This year's tournament ex- throw
Singles
Both are two year letterdien
baseball diamond.
eree Fredericks Adams held the fight a three-to-one favorite. Brunswick
pected to outdraw the 1960 event is expected that Little might son; Catcher William Carver
last sea- and have identical weights-179
newcomer
a
the Cleveland slugger was in no Municipal Auditorium grossed champions Dora Lane of CleveCraig,
mounds'
to
right-handed
in
order
outfield
four
the
and
in
will bring over $300,000 to To- play
pounds.
condition to finish the 10 round. $2,400 from the 1,382 fans who land and J. W. Sims of Chicago
son, showed great promise.
men.
keep both in the lineup.
are already in. Pittsburgh, Pa. ledo.
watched.
er.

Meets Clay
In New York
Title Match

41

Top Draft Pick

St. Louis Hawks
Tab Cleo Hill

Hampton Sees
Improvement

it
et

ger,

it!
Beer

GG

See Record
Smashing 20th
NBA Tourney

Henry Hank Blasts
Alford For TKO Win

Delaware State
Basebailers
Show Talent

Three Sign
Clowns Contracts

Prairie View
Names Captains

LeMoyne's Magicians returned to Memphis early last week
after a successful invasion of
Chicago where they defeated
the Knoxville College cagers,
89-76, in a post-season contest.

for LeMoyne. Others seeing action were Eugene Davis and
Willie Brown. Cleophus Owens,
freshman forward, was there
but somewhere along the line he
got short-changed and found
himself without playing togs.
Knoxville, coached by Julian
Bell, a former Memphian, floored a speedy team. During the
first half, it was a nip-and-tuck
affair and KC was behind by
only three points at the half.
But, they came back like gangbusters in the final frame and
moved out front with a 10-point
lead. They soon ran out of steam
however and LeMoyne eased by
them to victoryBaggett was high man for KC
with 18. Guy and Parker scored 14 points each. Blanding had
10, Leggett 8, Daniels 6, Mc- OLYMPIC STAR Wilma RuKissick 4, Slaughter 2, and dolph receives the Fraternal
Order of Eagles-Frederick C.
Owens 1.
Miller
Memorial
Trophy
from Edward W. Huber, executive vice president
and
master brewer of the Miller
Brewing co., at a recent luncheon in Milwaukee. The trophy, awarded annually to

Spring sports are off to a ports that fishing is very slow,
had start in Memphis. Indigent due mainly to the high river
weather has interfered with stage and the ensuing overboth the practice and play of flow into the mid-south's best
A crowd of 500 was on hand
baseball, track and other out- fishing spots.
in the St. Anselm gym to witHe looks for a brighter picdoor sports.
ness the exciting contest. LeLast week, two prep leagues ture real soon. The river is
Moyne slipped behind by 10
baseball games were played. full and warm weather should
points in the second half but
Washington,
Willie
Ware, start the crappie to biting.
put on a spurt that sent the Mabombed Father Bertrand 11-1, Sam Qualls will catch up
gicians on to victory.
and Hamilton lost a one-run with another fair-sized crappie
he can exhibit all over town in
The game was sponsored by
thriller to Melrose.
the Chicago alumni clubs of
..prep League baseball prom - a block of ice, I wonder what
the two colleges. The two teams
!sea action nearly every day he paid for the last one.
of the week. The relatively SONNY LISTON CONTENDER
had split a two-game series
short season-56 games be- Even the forces of Congress
during the regular season.
KANSAS CITY Bowler "Tony" ger for the firm, stands by
tween March 27 and May 8— to keep Sonny Liston from a
Miles, center, wears a happy to congratulate Miles who rollRobert Hambrie, freshman
calls for as many as four shot at
Patterson ts heavy- smile as he receives as $500
ed a perfect "300" game in guard and only Chicago man on
games a day.
weight crown. Because of the U. S. Savings Bond award
an officially sanctioned league the LeMoyne team, put on a
After the season closing May record of his handlers, Liston
the female athlete ot t Is •
S. the top four teams will en- is the object of Senatorial con- from Nat Nast, Jr., President game, while wearing his Nat fine performance for his Windy
year based on a poll of Aster a playoff. Two teams will cern. They fear that if he of Nat Nast Bowling Shirts, Nast bowling shirt. Miles bowl- City friends. Teammates acsociated Press sportswriters,
be eliminated in the first fights for the crown and wins, Inc. Sol Samazin, (right) Mid- ed his perfect score at Rhy- cused him of bringing his own
western Division Sales Mana- thm Lanes in Kansas City.
Is given in honor of Feeder- &
rooting section to the game.
round, and the survivors will boxing richest prize will be in
ick Miller, famed sportsman V
Hambric deposited 13 points.
play a best two-out of three the hands of racketeers.
It was the daring and elusive
aeries.
and late president of the MilSomehow, it seems unfair
David Gaines, sophomore guard
Action this week will see that a man who has proven
ler Brewing co. Miss Rudolph
from Detroit, who won the apHamilton at Douglas, Melrose himself ready for a title fight
captured three gold medals
plause of the crowd. Gaines was
at Washington, Manassas at should
be denied the oppor
for the U. S.
high man, scoring 24 points for
Carver, and Father Bertrand tunity.
LeMoyne.
at Lester on Friday, April 7,
Patterson and the other conMonday, April 10, Carver will
Two of LeMoyne's men foultenders should be relieved.
WASHINGTON, D. C. — Ross
be at Melrose, Father Bertrand
ed out in the second half —
Quite possibly, Liston could
Clinchy, long active in minoriat Hamilton. Douglas at MaSam
Parks
and
Double-d
Donald
Nelson.
Joe
uty
Cherry
roariously
of
happy with his sidemake good his boast that he
ty-group work and executive dinassas, and Lester at Wash- could
whip the Champion and London Bridge, Va.; showman- splitting antics and tremendous Parks hit the basket for 11
ington, April 12, Meb—se at any
points before he went out, and rector of the President's Comother contender the same first baseman Natureboy WI!- showmanship.
'Father Bertrand, Hamilton at
hams of Los Angeles, Cal., and Players already in the fold Nelson, freshman forward from mittee on Government Employnight.
Manassas.
Edward Craig second baseman also include pitcher-utility Rus- Cincinnati, thrilled the crowd ment
MAJOR LEAGUES READY
Policy for the last five
SEMI-PRO EXHIBITORS
of Belmont, N. C., are the latest sell Patterson, Savannah, Ga.; with his circus-like shots. He
years, last week was appointed
The Memphis Semi-Pro Lea- FOR OPENER
members of the Indianapolis shortstop Jack Dennison, Phila- was second high man with 19. special
assistant to the execugue will kick-off its ninth sea- The odds are changing con- Clowns to return
Here are the answers to the
Carentan, landing place of
to the fold. delphia, Pa.; Grant Greene, all- Parks, a senior guard of Memtive director of the U. S. Civil Quiz of last week.
son with an exhibition schedule stantly, as the Major League Cherry, versatile
American
Forces, June,
a
player who around star and entertainer of phis, was playing his last colbeeinning April 16 and ending teams deal to strengthen them- can
Service Commission for zniaori- 1. Who was accredited with
1944.
pitch or catch and is re- Tobbacoville, N. C.; and Fred- legiate game.
with the season opener May 7. selves.
being the wisest king of Is- 5. The Term "Memphian"
Chester Collins, senior for- ty-group matters.
garded as a define major lea-'die Battles, pitcher-first basehas
The Milwaukee Braves added
Last year, the league fielded
rael?
reference to a person livward, was playing his last game
man of Washington, D. C.
Clinchy assumes his new
twenty-four teams divided into new supporters when they add- gue prospect, has been one of Craig, a newcomer
A.—Solomon.
ing in . . . or from two
last sea- for LeMoyne, too. He had nine
duties immediately.
four divisions. The same num. ed to their second line pitching the mainstays of the team. Play- son, showed great promise.
2. Where was Jesus Christ
cities. Name the cities.
points. Robert Nelson, sophobet of teams will compete this by picking up Moe Drabowsky ing in the shadow of Williams An early look at
buried
..
In
.
The
exact tomb?
announcing the appointA.—Memphians have ref-,di
the Clowns more center from Henderson,
A.—In
year, but any others who, and another pitcher from the. and other publicized stars he has schedule shows them opening Ky.,
Joseph's
tomb.
ence to people living in orill!
handled the backboard ment to the new post, CSC
nverthless
done a tremendous,
e
would like to enter a team I Cubs for infielder Ardie Rog- -.3.
Who
was
Tyrr?
from Memphis, Tenn. and
play on Monday night, April 10, with skill. On the offensive he chairman John W. Macy, jr.,
should register immediately, ers.
Job of helping rookies learn at Panama City, Fla. That
A.—In Norse mythology, a
Memphis, ancient city in N.
is came through with seven points. said that Clinchy,
41, will diHIGH WATER
war-god, the son of Odin,
Prediction: Drobowsky will their way around the baseball five days earlier than the anti- Curtis Mitchell
Egypt, now a village on the
tallied six points rect a
BLOWS FISHING
Commission
by
whom
he
is
become a big winner with the diamond.
largely
program
reto
Nile S. of Cairo.
cipated April 15th starting date.
My fishing corr'spondent re- Braves.
placed.
"Iron-Man" as he is better General Manager Syd Pollock
emphasize the recruitment of
Now fill out this week's couWhere
is
the
Utah
known has many times during said the club found it necessary
Beach?
pon with the correct answers
minority-group members for
A.—Section of coast, N.W. to questions found on page one.
a double header pitched the to advance opening day due to
Federal uireers.
France, in Normandy N. of Jackpot this week is $5.
first game and caught the sec- the heavy advance bookings.
ond.
Continued From Page 12
Their second appearance of
Williams, a perennial favorite the campaign will be at Dothan, She
resides at 1219 Neptune St.
with the fans, will be back at Ala. on Apirl 1. The dates that where
Place Your Cash Quiz Answers On This
she is the daughter of
his familiar first base spot with follow will be released in early Mr. and
Mrs. Willie Sayles. She
an eye to keeping the fans up- April.
Coupon And Mail or Bring To The
is the oldest of five girls.
She plans to attend TennesNew Tel-State Defender, 236 S. Wellington„
Memphis, Tenn.
see A&I university with the
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Stage Rock 'N' Roll Peace Rally
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LONDON — (UPI) — Tens of thousands of ban-the-bomb
marchers staged a rock 'n' roll rally in rain-swept TrafalSAGINAW, alle‘h. —(UPI) —
gar Square to protest British nuclear arms.
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ALICE JAMERSON

KENNETH PARKER

HELEN MARZETTE

JUDITH YANCEY

14 Boys And Girls Vie For
Tide Junior Cotton Royalty
SHIRLEY HARRIS

DAVE THORPE

MARILYN HARRIS

MARY J. JOHNSON

Fourteen boys and girls are I queen of the juvenile division the highest honors that youngvying to be named king and I of the Cotton Makers Jubilee, sters can win in the Jubilee. 14, of Hamilton high school;
Harris, 14, of Barretts
Winners will be crowned king Marilyn
and queen during a gala coro- Chapel school; and Shirley
Harri, nine, of Ilamilton Elenation ceremony.
All candidates are requested mentary school,
to meet at 7:30 p m. Friday, king are: Walter Joe Bell, 10,
April 7, at Church Park Audi- of fourth grade at E. A. Hartorium on Beale st. During the rold school; Kenneth J. Parker,
meeting photographs of the 10, of Calvary Lutheran school;
group will be made to appear Essie Lee Hodges, 14, of Fain the annual souvenir pro- ther Bertrand school; Dave
gram.
A 1960 graduate of Manassas States."
Thorps, 14, of Mitchell Road
high school, Albert Russell The letter went on to say
Vying to be named queen school; and Gary D. Lawrence.
academic per- are: Helen Marzette, 14. a stuThompson, made "the dean's "outstanding
10, of Magnolia school.
list for the fall semester" at formance is usually indicative dent of Booker T. Washington;
Also competing, but not picCase Institute of Technology in of a successful career in sci- Alice Annette Jamerson, a 10th tured above are Shii ley Jean
are
Cleveland, Ohio, according to a ence and engineering... we
grader at Washington; Mary Pride, 13, of Porter school;
letter received here this week counting on him (Young Thomp- Jean Johnson, a sixth grader Mary Frances Williams, Li, ol
by his parents. Mr. and airs. son) as an important resource at Calvary Lutheran School;
Porter school.
R. B. Thompson, of 579 Arring- of our nation tomorrow . ."
Photographs of candidates
Gloria Dotson, seventh grader
ton ave.
The letter was signed by at Porter; Judith Ann Yancey, from Capelville will appear in
The letter stated 'attaining Thomas E. Baker, dean of stu- the next issue of this news- Competing to be crowned
the dean's list is a real achieve- dents at Case.
ment, for the Honors Groups is Young Thompson won a $6,only a small percentage of the 000 scholarship to Case before
student body which is composed graduating from Manassas. His
of highly selected young men father is principal at Carver
from all parts of the United high school.
— -

Manassas Grad Tops
At Technical School

Bryant T. Williams

GO BY BUSiiiiii
• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe

DAKOTA IN VEGAS — Song
Stylist Dakota Staton who nas
just closed a very successful
six weeks stay at the Dunes
hotel, La Vegas, doing what
producer Harold Minsky describes as New Years Eve
business," is now appearing

NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM

SECOND TO RECEIVE the
Minimum Salary Supplement
Is Rev. J. J. Jones, pastor of
St. Paul AME church in
Jonesboro, Ark. Above Rev.
Jones is showing the check
to his wife, Mrs. Eva Jewel
Jones.

at Gallagher's in Milwaukee.
Riding the crest of rising
popularity based on her most
SAN JUAN, P. R. — Puerto
recent hit albums entitled
"Softly" and "Dakota," she Rico with 544 persons per
plans to record a "live" al- square mile is about 4.000
bum at Storyville, the famed times more densely populated
jazz nite spot in Boston.
than Alaska.

April 7 Is World Health Day

MEMPHIS TRANSIT CO.
To111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111177
LITCHFIELD, Conn. — (UPI)
— The Most Rev. Remy Augustin, exiled Apostolic administrator of Haiti's Port Au Prince
diocese, has ordained three
seminarians of the Montfort
Fathers here.
It was the first time in the
history of the Roman Catholic
Church in the United States
that a Negro member of the
Church performed the ceremony entering white men into
the priesthood.
The three men ordained were
the Rev. Everett M. Brown of
Central Falls, R. I., a former
jet pilot in the Korean war who
logged 1,060 flying hours; the
Rev. M. Joseph Minsterman of
Scottdale, Pa., who served in
the Pacific aboard the battleship Pennsylvaria from 1944 to
1946; and the Rev. Donald A.
LeClerc of Claremont, N. H.,
who began his studies for the
priesthood in Bloomfield at St.
Thomas Seminary.
Bishop Augustin was ousted
last Jan. 10 by the Haitian government. The Holy See in
Rome excommunicated all those
involved in the ouster of Bishop
Augustin and Archbishop Francois Poirier.
The Montfort Fathers are a
religious congregatior. of the
Roman Catholic Church with
vows of poverty, chastity and
abedience. The congregation
was founded by Saint Louis
Mary De Montfort of France
in the early 18th century.

Give Books To
Miss. School
PRENTISS, Miss. — Prentiss
Institute, has received a 24volume set of Encyclopaedia
and
—nholo by Natiemi Safety Council Britannica, World Atlas,
a two-volume world language[
"Accidents Need Not II pen" theme for 1961
dictionary from the National
'Though the cioesn't know it., this little lady I Industry, aboard ships at Bea, Manes in the air, Exchange Club as a part of.
U playing with danger. For the scissors she trains on land, and in the streets of the world's that organization's educational'
holds can be, in hands as young as hers, as cities and towns.
Idly as a loaded pistol.
Of all accidents., those effecting children are program pertaining to youth.
Robert E. Anderson, pr"si,nd accidents such as the one this child is perhaps the most costly and tragic. For the
spurting are all the more tragic because they loss or maiming of a child not only brings sor- dent of the Exchange Club of
„ never have happened. In the great ma- row to his family — It also robs the nation Columhia. Miss., made the
y of cases, simple safety measures on the of a part of its future.
presentation to the school at a
Yet this year such adult oversights as a tube
peat of adults could prevent the thousands of
special assembly program on
accidents that yearly bring tragedy to homes Of aspirin left within a child's reach, an un- March 27.
guarded kettle of boiling water, or a forgotten,
around the world.
pair of scissors or sharp-edged tool will make' A L. Johnson, director of Inis In ree,ognition of accklents as a grow- more cripples and kill more children around the struction, accepted the gift in
l/1g health problem throughout the world that world than polio and tuberculosis combined.
1 behalf of the Institute.
the World Health Organization has chosen
WHO and its Member States are doing their
One hundred youth institu,
'Accidents Need Not Happen" as the theme best to eliminate such needless tragedy. Their
for the celebration April 7 of the 13th anni- global campaign against accidents needs more lions throughout the cotrory
versary of its founding.
than purely official support, however. It needs will receive similar reference
.WHO and its 105 Full and four Associate the help of all parents, indeed of all men and libraries from The National ExMember State are working to reduce the has- women everywhere who wratld reduce this change Club, an annual dis.
to health that accidents of all deecrip- dreadful toll on human life and well being. tribution event with the coopben repreel. -- in the home, on the farm, Us It needs your help.
eration of Encyclopaedia Briton/dm

Mil

BONDING AGENT
B. T. Williams

Associated Bonding
& Insurance Company
JA 6-2246

915 Adams St.

For 24-Hour Service Call Mr. Williams

JA 6-2246

Air

FA 4-1866

YOU
BELONG

The Publisher of this Newspaper is often asked what kind of person you are?
. What you like and don't like? . .
What you buy and why? From whom
and where?
Why is the Defender Publisher asked?
Because the advertisers insist upon
knowing the kind of people for whom
the Defender is edited . . . and how
many of them respond to direct appeals

made to them through their own newspaper.
Every time you indicate to the business
where you buy that you read the Defender you show that YOU BELONG
you show also that you - appreciate direct recognition of you as a consumer
whose trade is invited through your
own newspaper.

BUY FROM DEFENDER ADVERTISERS
AND BE SURE
That You're Wanted, Appreciated and Afforded Every Courtesy! Show that You Know How To Buy Intelligently!

Demonstrate That YOU BELONG To
America's Fastest Advancing Economical
Group and Everybody Will Profit ,

